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PREFACE
This pamphlet is designed as a medium for the military lawyer,
active and reserve, to share the product of his experience and
research with fellow lawyers in the Department of the Army. At
no time will this pamphlet purport to define Army policy or issue
administrative directives. Rather, the Military Law Review is to
be solely an outlet for the scholarship prevalent in the ranks of
military legal practitioners. The opinions refiected in each article
are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
The Judge Advocate General or the Department of the Army.
Articles, comments, and notes treating subjects of import to the
military will be welcome and should be submitted in duplicate to
the Editor, Military Law Review, The Judge Advocate General's
School, U. S. Army, Charlottesville, Virginia. Footnotes should
be set out on pages separate from the text, be carefully checked
prior to submission for substantive and typographical accuracy,
and follow the manner of citation in the Xarvard Blue Book for
civilian legal citations and The Judge Advocate G e n e d s School
UniformSystem OJ Citation for military citations. Ail cited cases,
whether military or civilian, shall include the date of decision.
Page 1of this Review may be cited as 5 Military Law Review 1
(Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 27-100-5, July 1969).
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AN OUTLINE OF SOVIET MILITARY LAWY
BY COLONELG. I. A. D. DRAPER"

The military law of progressive states shows an uneasy compromise between the needs of discipline and of justice. The efficiency
of a fighting force renders both discipline and justice indispensable.
Soviet military law refiects the dilemma of these two fundamental
requirements. The Soviet military legal system is further complicated by the Communist system and by the historical fact that this
system was forged on the anvil of revolution. Over the years these
factors have left an indelible imprint upon Soviet military law.
It will be easier to gain an insight into Soviet military law if Ne
consider quite shortly the pattern of Soviet military administration.
This administration is part of the highly complex scheme of
arrangement to be found in the Soviet state. Indeed, i t is not easy
to ascertain which organ of government established by the Soviet
Constitution actually controls the armed forces of the state. The
Supreme Soviet which, according to Article 30 of the Constitution
of 1936, is "the highest organ of state authority" in the U.S.S.R.,
and is competent to deai with matters of war and peace, does not
control the armed forces. This body, consisting of well over a
thousand members, meets but infrequently and indeed during the
war did not meet a t all. I t is, nevertheless, the supreme legislative
body of the U.S.S.R. according to Article 32 of the Constitution.
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, which conducts the affaim
of the Supreme Soviet between its sessions and has a power to
issue regulations in the form of edicts, probably does not control
the armed forces any more than the Supreme Soviet. Indeed, its
functions are largely formal and often amount to no more than
reducing to formal edicts the decisions already reached by the
Council of Ministem.
I t is probably this latter body, defined by the Constitution a s
"the highest executive and administrative organ of state authority," which exercises the day-to-day control over the Soviet armed
forces. This body, conslsting of some 50 members, is drawn mainly
from the upper hierarchy of the Communist Party. I t is in fact
the government of the U.S.S.R.I t is entitled to enact, and does
enact, decrees and regulations which we would call subordinate
~

* The writer wishes to express his acknowledgement b Professor Harold J.
Berman's book Soviet Military Law and Administiation (Harvard University
Preas. 1866) which must be considered B pioneey work on this subject. He ia
aim mindful of the kind and valuable advice that he received from Profensor
I.nr.n

**This article was prepared from B lecture given at The Judge Advocate
General's Conference held s t The Judge Advocate General's School, U. S.
Army. Charlottea~ile.Virpinis, in September-October, 1868.
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legislation and has control over the military organization and
mobilization plans. I t can appoint officers up ta the rank of general.
The actual work of this body is difficult to determine with precision.
This leads us to consider whether we have yet found the true
focal paint of control. I t will be noticed that we h a i e not yet
mentioned that powerful organization of the Communist Party.
Undoubtedly, the main political decisions are made within the
Party organization, but the matter is rendered less straightforward
by the fact that a t the higher levels of the Saviet state there is a
considerable blending of party and state functions because the same
persons are frequently in positions of authority both in the state
and in the Communist Party. At the lower and middle levels, these
functions and those who exercise them tend to be sharply distinguished. I t would, therefore, be advimble at this stage to deal
with the place of the Communist Party in Soviet military administration, f a r this must always be borne in mind when anyone
considers the nature and function of Soviet military law.
I t is true to say that in the main the military organization has
contrit7ed t o secure a substantial amount of self-government and
independence, although this matter cannot be considered as finally
settled. The history of the control of the armed forces by the
Communist Party reflects a typical pattern of Soriet development,
namely, change and racillatian, according to the policies considered
advantageous a t various stages in the history and development of
the Soviet state. The well-known political commissars, when they
were first instituted in the early days of the Revolution, represented
an essential compromise between the early political needs of the
revolutionary army and the urgent demand for military commanders who had had command and battle experience during the
Imperial r6gime. The political commissar in the early days of 1917
answered the need for an ideological control existing alongside
and within the command structure of the Revolutionary Arms.
Kerensky in hie Provisional Government had established "front
commissars" as early as 1917. By the following year, 1918, an
Order of the People's Commissar for Defense established commissars 8.8 the direct political organs of the government in the
Army. Their task was to "see to it that the Army does not become
a thing apart from the entire Soviet system and that the various
military establishments do not become foci of conspiracies or
instruments against workers and peasants." In those days, so
close was the control that all military orders of the commanders
had to be countersigned by the commissars as a form of guarantee
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that no counter-revolutionary activity lay behind the order. I t
did not mean that the commissar had to concur in all military
orders issued.
I n the reorganization of the Red Army that took place in 1924
under Frunze, who replaced Trotsky, and which was continued
under Voroshilov in 1925, the role of the commissars was reduced
to one of political education. The revolutionary army of the
Bolsheviks felt it could breathe a little more easy. After the
military purges of 1937,the political commissar came into his o w n
more and ranked equal with the military commanders. Military
orders were once again signed by both. One of the most interesting
consequences of the disastrous Finnish campaign of 1940 was the
temporary disappearance of the political commissar from the Red
Army. The chaos that had ensued in that campaign was seen 88
directly caused by the duplication of command between the commander and the political commissar. In July 1941, one month
after the German invasion, the political commissars were reestablished by an Order that proved to be fatal for these individuals. Unknown to the Russians, the Germans in May of 1941
before the invasion of Russia issued a Fuehrer Order to the effect
that all political commissars who fell into the hands of the Germana
should be ruthlessly exterminated. There is clear evidence from
the captured German documents held in the Pentagon that this
order was thoroughly and effectively carried out. By October of
1942, the political commissar was an institution of the past, His
political tasks in the armed forces were, in future, to be carried
out by the Zampolit, or political deputy commander. This functionary is today appointed by the Party and Is responsible to his
superior, the Zampolit a t the next highest military formation. His
primary task is one of political education for all ranks a8 well as
the strengthening of the discipline in the armed forces. He has no
power in command matters, but to a certain extent his role and that
of the military commander are complementary. The emphasis in
the modern Red Army is in marked contrast to that which was so
evident in the early days of the Revolution. Then the emphasis
was upon camaraderie, international socialism, and class prejudice
against officers. Those who have seen the film “The Battleship
Potemkin” will not have failed to notice the latter. The modern
idea is to strengthen military discipline, to insist on punctilious
respect for military rank, and the general observance of military
law. In part, the reduced political role of the Zampolit is accounted
f a r by the fact that something like 86.4 percent of the officers of
the Red Army are now members of the Communist Party.
*oo
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At the same time that the political hierarchy is represented on
the military command level by the Zampolit, there is attached to
each unit, from division upward, detachments of the security police
(00 Section) which come under the Committee on State Security.
This body is, in its turn, subordinated to the Council of Ministers.
These security sections work, unlike the Zampolit, under cover and
have the negative role of counter-action against subversives. By
way of contrast, the Zampolit has a positive role performed in the
full light, namely, the furtherance of political education and the
indoctrination of Communist principles into all members of the
armed forces. Immediately subordinate to the Council of Ministers,
we find the & h i s t r yof Defense which has direct control and supervision over the military commands. These commands are the military districts or army groups, the armies, the corps, the divisions,
the brigades, the regiments, and battalions. At the level of each
military district, there is an important body called the Military
Council, consisting of three individuals, which is subordinate to
the Uinister of Defense and not the commander of the district.
The latter is, however, chairman of the military council. These
councils were set up by a statute of 1931 and have important
gorernmentai functions during a state of martial iaw or emergency.
If we wish to see the military organization in its entirety, we
must envisage five separate strands of subordination issying initially from the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet. There is, first, the
Ministry of Defense, below which lie the military commands
enumerated above. There is, secondly, the Communist Party organization which has its representatives, the Zampalits, a t every
command level. The Zampolit hierarchy answers ultimately to the
Central Committee of the Communist Party. There are, thirdly,
the Security (00) Sections which are within but not part of the
military units and come ultimately under the Committee of State
Security. There is, fourthly, the hierarchy of military courts reach.
of which there is a
ing up to the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R.
Military Division. The military courts are standing tribunals composed of professional military judges. They are constituted at all
levels of command from division upwards. In the higher levels,
these tribunal8 merge in the supreme judiciai organ of the Soviet
Union, Le., the Supreme Court. You will notice that the military
tribunals stand completely outside the command structure. Fifthly,
there is the Military Pracuracy, a part of the Procuracy of the
U.S.S.R. and the cornerstone of the whole Soviet military law
system. Military procurators are to be found at every level of
command where there is a military tribunal. They are ultimately
1
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subject to the Procurator-General of the U.S.S.R. Once again, a t
the highest level there is a merger with the civilian legal structure.
I t must be stressed that the Military Procuracy, like the military
tribunal, is completely independent of the military command. The
whole military law system a t the aame time comes under the general
supervision af the civilian Ministry of Justice. Undoubtedly, these
factors do secure considerable stability and objectivity to the
military law system. The integration of military and civil law and
their administration is also a contributing factor to this result.
Yet, paradoxically, as we shall see, the military tribunals have
exclusive criminal jurisdiction over all crimes committed by servicemen; something quite alien to Anglo-American principles.
If we want to know where to find the body of rules which constitute Soviet military law, we should have to turn in the first place
t o the Disciplinary Code of the armed forces of the U.S.S.R. established by Order of the Minister of Defense in 1946 and reissued in
1948 and 1958. This, in B sense, is the key instrument of Soviet
military law and discipline. Also we would have to turn to that
part of the ordinary Criminal Code of the republics published in
1952 which deais with military crimes, namely, Article 193. You
will notice that military crimes form merely one part, and a very
small part, of the ordinary criminal codes of the country. Here we
aee a convincing example of the close integration of military and
civil law. Further, because military tribunals have exclusive jurisdiction over certain counter-revolutionary crimes committed by
all persons, servicemen or civilians, w e must turn to that part of
the ordinary Criminal Codes that deals with those crimes, namely,
Article 58. Finslls, we would have to turn to the Statute governing military courts and procedure published in 1940, which is the
basic legal instrument defining the jurisdiction of the military
tribunals, their procedure, and the functions of the Military Pracu.
racy. I t will be clear from what has been said above that the Soviets
have a uniform code of military and civilian law applicable to d l
members of the forces-land, sea, and air. These then a r e the
main instruments in which Soviet military law is to be found, and
each requires some examination.
Since the Revolution, four main disciplinary codes hare appeared. They mark the main phases in tbe history of the Red
Army. The first was in 1919 and was issued by Trotsky during the
Revolutionary War. The second appeared in 1925 and was part
of the reorganization of the army during the so-called period of
stability. The third was issued by Timoshenko in 1940 after the
Flnnish campaign. The fourth and last, which is still in effect,
A 0 0 M91B
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appeared in 1946 and has been republished in 1948 and 1950. These
codes reflect very strongly the diminishing emphasis upon the class
struggle and the increasing emphasis upon patriotism and personal
responsibility of the servicemen. Equally strongly, they emphasize
to the degree of severity the duty of obedience, even to the detri.
ment of the rights of an accused 8erviceman. There is also a marked
increase in the nature, number, and severity of the penalties imposed. Similarly, the procedure can only be described a s harsh
but effective.
On reading through the present code, one is struck a t once by the
considerable disciplinary powers conferred upon noncommissioned
officers and by the elaborate system of conferring specific disciplinary powers upon particular ranks. Also one cannot fail to be
impressed by the elaborate system of rewards for good service
conferred by the same disciplinary code which imposes harsh
penalties far disobedience. The old revolutionary ideas of discipline and hostility to the officer status have gone. I t is a f a r cry
to the time of Kerensky's reforms in 1917 when officers were
elected. Lenin in 1920 marked the changing tone in military discipline. ''A war is a war," he said, "and it demands an iron disci.
pline." In other words, the change in the disciplinary codes, a s we
can 888 from a study of the texts, is from a political to a military
emphasis. One way of estimating this change of emphasis is to
compare the text of the Military Oath established in April 1918
with that introduced in January 1939. The Military Oath of 1918
contained the following declaration: "I, mn of the toiling people
and citizen of the Soviet Republic, take to myself the title of warrior of the Workers' and Peasants' Army. . , . I pledge myself to
observe revolutionary discipline strictly and resolutely and to fulfil
without demur all orders of commanders appointed by the Workers'
and Peasants' Government. . . . I pledge myself at the first call of
the Workers' and Peasants' Government to come forward to the
defense of the Saviet Republic against all dangers and aasaulte on
the part of all enemies and in the struggle for the Russian Soviet
Republic and for the cause of socialism and the brotherhood of
peoples ta spare neither my strength nor my life itself. If by evil
intent I depart from this my solemn pledge, then let universal
scorn be my lot and let the hard hand of the revolutionary law
finish me."
The Military Oath as revised in 1947 affords an interesting contrast: "I, a citizen of the U.S.S.R. entering the ranks of the Armed
Forces, take an oath and solemnly swear to be an honourable, brave,
disciplined and alert warrior, strictly to guard military and state
6
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secrets, to fulfil without demur a11 military codes and orders of
commanders and superiors. . , , I am alway8 ready a t the order of
the Soviet Government to come forward to the defense of my
Motherland-the U.S.S.R., and a s a warrior of the Armed Forces,
I swear to defend it manfully, ably, with dignity and honour, not
sparing my blood and my life itself for achieving full victory over
enemies. If by evil intent I break this my solemn oath, then may
the hard penalty of the Soviet law, and the universal hatred and
contempt of the toilers overtake me.”
We cannot fail to notice how the modern oath stressed the military, a s opposed to the political, qualities and duties of the good
Soviet serviceman. Not only ia this oath read aloud by the
nervicemen on ceremonial wcasions, but it ie frequently invoked
a8 an important legal hasis for military prosecutions. Neither the
educational nor the legal and traditional value of the military oath
has been lost upon the political and military leaders of the Soviet
Union. Indeed, a number of the articles in the disciplinary code
of 1946 are identical with those of the old Imperial Disciplinary
Code of 1869 including Article 1 which sets the tone of the whole
code. This article reads: “Xilitary discipline is the strict and exact
observance by all servicemen of the order and rules established by
laws and military codes.” Even stranger is the appearance in the
code of 30 detailed provisions for courts of honour for officers. This
part of the code must he considered as coming from the Imperial
dsys when it was borrowed from the German 8ystem. In the Lond a Eeonornigt of August 16, 1968, the mast recent tendencies
concerning courts of honour are described. X r . Khrushchev is
proposing ta extend the system of courts of honour to all ranks
under the guise of “comradely courts.” This seems part of a plan
in present day Soviet Russia to restrict some of the many privileges
attached to the officer status.
The duty to obey remains the main strand in any military law
system and receives emphatic stress in Article 6 of the Disciplinary
Code. “The order of the commander shall be law f a r the suhordinate. An order must be executed without reservation, exactly
and promptly.” A more remarkable feature follows in the next
article. “In ease of special disobedience or resistance of a suhordinate, the commander is obliged to take all measures of compulsion, and in an extreme case, which does not permit delay, to
use weapons; the commander shall report such an extraordinary
occasion immediately through service channels.” This is a mitigation of an analogous hut somewhat harsher provision that prevailed in wartime. Article 7 provides that “a commander who does
*oo
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not take active measures for the restoration of order and discipline
shall bear responsibility for that."
The Disciplinary Code deals in the main with those infractions
of discipline which do not merit trial before a military tribunal,
or what we would call disciplinary or Summary offenses. The
ralient Article 18 provides that "for a violation of military discipline or of the general order a serviceman must be subjected to
disciplinary penalty if the offense committed by him does not
involve being arraigned in court." This is the Soviet version of
the "Devil's Article" to be found in Article 134 of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice and Section 69 of the British Army Act, 1966.
Some offenses are punishable either by court-martial or by disciplinary proceedings, e.g., certain military crimes under the Criminal Code, Article 193, e.&, breach of an order. The question a s to
which method is to be adapted depends upon whether there a r e
extenuating or aggravating circumstances. In the former case,
the Disciplinary Code applies. If there are aggravating circumstances, e . g , the offense was committed in combat, then i t is a
matter for a military tribunal. The decision in the matter lies
directly in the discretion of the commander of the unit concerned,
which in some ways is a parallel of the Anglo-American system.
The actual penalties that may be imposed under the Disciplinary
Code are not unlike those af the 1869 Imperial Code and are carefully graduated according to the rank of the accused, e.g., for
privates the penalty goed UP to confinement for 20 days and, for
officers, confinement for 20 days and reduetion in rank. On the
other hand, where the accused is an admiral or general the penalties are limited to warning, reprimand, demotion in command or
reduction in rank. The commander of a squad or a gun, and the
master sergeant of a section may: reprimand, award extra work
to privates, and deprive of one pass out of barracks or ship. I t
must be emphasized that the right t o use weapons conferred by
Article 7 in cases af grave disobedience which do not permit delay
is not a disciplinary penalty. All disciplinary penalties must be
imposed within five days of the offense and must be proportionate
to the offense. A superior who exceeds his disciplinary powers may
be subjected to disciplinary penalties or, in a grave ease, t o trial.
The right of complaint arises only when the superior has acted
beyond his powers. The party punished cannot complain of severity
tiithin those powers. Complaints must be entered in writing in a
Book of Complaints, and there are elaborate provisions to ensure
that the commanders do not tamper u l t h the entries. In the latter
part of the Code, w e find detailed provisions for the conferring of
8
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rewards on all ranks for meritorious service. These rewards may
iake the form of a removal of a disciplinary penalty previously
imposed, extra leave, money gifts, or the placing of a photograph
of the individual in front of the banner of the unit and notification
to his hometown of his meritorious services. By Article 106, a Berviceman is placed under a legal duty to report misapplication of
service property and funds, and if loss is thereby stopped he is
eligible for a reward.
The courts of honour for the trial of officers are convened by
regimental commanders and senior commanders. They sit in public
and the accused is present. The court is elected annually by a secret
ballot of the assembly of officers of the formation and who have the
appropriate seniority. The punishments that may be awarded are
admonition or recommended demotion, deferment of promotion,
transfer or retirement.
When we come to military crimes, we are at once dealing with
the ordinary criminal codes common to the constituent republics of
R. Thus, the military criminal laiv is part of the ordinary
aw and in the main is governed by the same procedural
system and general principles of responsibility. I n the last resort,
the cases will be determined by the Supreme Court of the U
Article 68 of the Code deals, inter alia, with military treason which
ia defined as “any act committed by a citizen of the U.S.S.R.to the
damage of the military might of the U.S.S.R.,
of its political independence or the inviolability of its territory, e.g., espionage, flight
beyond the border, etc.” The penalties for such grave acts are
normally publicized in the West. The other military crimes are
aocial defense,” and confiscation of all property. This emphasis on
confiscation of property appears in the military code and is an
interesting sidelight on certain aspects of communist life not
normally death by shooting, described as “the highest measure of
social defense,” and confiscation of all property. This emphasis
on confiscation of property appears in the military code and is an
interesting sidelight on certain aspects of communist life not normally publicized in the West. The other military crimes are provided for in Article 193, e+?., evasion of service, insubordination,
crimes against military property, breach of guard duty, disclosure
of military secrets, abuse of official position, battle crimes, that is,
unjustified retreat, etc., and violation of international conventions
relating to prisoners and wounded. As well as these crimes, there
are the serious counter-revolutionary crimes defined in Article 68
of the criminal codes which apply to all persons, service and
civilian, whereas the military crimes are limited to servicemen
*so IIWB
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only. The severity of these Article 58 offenses is seen in the provision that in the case of flight beyond the border by a serviceman
"any other adult member of the traitor's family who lived with
him or was supported by him at the time the crime was committed
shall be subject to deprivation of electoral rights and to deportation
to remote regions of Siberia far fiiw years."
In the main, the emphasis in the criminal codes is subjective and
based upon the idea of fault, Le., mens r e a or negligence, but the
objective test is still discernible. Originally, the So\,iet considered
that the maxim, "no crime, no punishment, without a law? was a
bourgeois idea, but as so often in Soviet Russia there has been a
complete change in legal theory. Today, the general principle of
criminal liability is "no crime, no punishment, without a law, without fault, without cause." In this respect, the? have gone even
further than some Western Systems of law,
I t is not proposed to deal with military crimes in detail. Suffice
it to say in this context that absences of more than 24 hours amount
to desertion and in wartime are punishable by shooting and confiscation of property. For absence up to two hours on a second
offense or over two hours and up t o 24 hours on a first offense, the
accused may be sent to a disciplinary battalion f a r periods varying
from two months to two ?ears. It should be stated a t this stage
that evasion of call-up is a serious offense and that conscientious
objection, particularly on religious grounds, is not allowed, A
Soviet military lawrer has stated this principle in these succinct
terms: "In the Soviet Union where every honourable citizen eonsiders it his sacred duty to defend his Motherland with weapon in
hand, where the huge growth of enlightenment and culture stands
against religious and any other survivals, religious and other convictions may not serve a s a basis for liberation from military
service or from indiridual military duties." The crime of failing
to carry out an order given in the course of military service extends
to any order, although the commentaries make the qualification
that the order must not be obviously criminal. No guidance can be
obtained on this paint, but it is clear that all orders by a commander
are considered to be in the course of service. Should the order be
criminal and the subordinate know it, then he is guilty if he
complies.
Under Soviet criminal lav, the instigators and the abettors as
well as the actual perpetrators of the crime are all equally punishable, This principle applies to military crimes. One strange result
of this principle is that mutiny is not a specific military crime. All
the "mutineers" are but accomplices in the crime of insubordination, e.g., failure to execute an order or resisting a superior. The
10
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complicity makes the insubordination an aggravated offense and
a still further aggravation occurs if this complicity is the outcome
of a preconceived agreement. The degree of aggravation is reflected
in the penalty that may be imposed. Mutiny, which was the original
military crime in the English Nutiny Act of 1689, is thus in Soviet
military law no crime as such.
The battle crimes are punished with extreme severity and, if
committed with intent to assist the enemy, amount to military
treason and are punishable by death. Finally, it should be pointed
out that the serviceman is also liable to be convicted for the nonmilitary crimes listed in the criminal codes but he may be tried
therefor only by military tribunals. With regard to the penalties,
the death penalty is now attracted by Some 16 crimes including
aggravated murder. This is the only nonmilitary and nonpolitical
offense to attract that penalty. Apart from imprisonment which
may extend to 25 years and is normally spent in iabor camps. a
serviceman may be subjected to deprivation of civil rights, eonfiscation of property, liability to make compensation far injury,
forfeiture of rank and service in diaciplinary or penal battalions.
This latter punishment is an old Russian institution and was in
regular use under the Tsars. In the recent war, it was much used.
Officera may be degraded and sent to such units. After Stalin's
famous order of July 1942, known as the "not a step backward
order," generals were broken to privates, then transferred to penal
units and sentenced to death by shooting. Such methods giYe point
to the remark made by Marshal Zhukav to General Eisenhower in
1945, "you have to be a brare man ta be a coward in the Soviet
Army."
Alongside this extreme severity, one finds the inevitable Russian
vacillation expressed in the system of amnesties. An amnesty was
granted in 1945 and a further one in 1963 under Xalenkov. Both
m e considered to have been carried out in most cases. The latter
amnestied all those sentenced to not more than five years' deprivation of freedom and remitted half of all sentences over five years
except those imposed for political crimes.
Military courts are integrated with the civil judiciary and eulminate a t the top af the judicature in the Military Division of the
Supreme Court. An appeal lies thence to the plenary session of the
Supreme Court. The decisions of all military tribunals are subject
to review by the Military Division, which also has an original
jurisdiction in grave eases of treason, espionage and terrorism and
in any case specifically assigned to it by the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet, e.&, the cam of L. Beria in 1953. The military
tribunals are, as has been stated, wholly independent of the mili*oo
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through discipline the rights not only of superiors but also of
subordinatea. Of the many outstanding features of the Soviet
of a court, by alleging the illegality of that decision, before a
superior court. These military tribunals are composed of professional military judges with military rank, appointed by the Military Division of the Supreme Court. They sit with two officers
drawn from the military units who act 8s B S S ~ E S O ~ SThese
.
"as8esSOT'' officers do duty on a roster system and for that purpose are
taken off all other duties. hlilitary tribunals exist a t division and
above. Jurisdiction orer service personnel is determined by the
rank of the accu4ed The jurisdiction af theee courts extends to
all reriicemen for all crimes and to all persons for certain counterrevolutionary crimes, to enemy p r i m n e r ~of war, to civil defense
personnel, and to officials of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
of the labor camp services. Their jurisdiction extends to civilians
f o r theft of weapons, failure to mobilize and complicity in military
crimes.
The procedure of these courts is inquisitorial. Hearings are conducted in public with confrontation of witnesses and representation
of the accused. By Article 111 of the Soviet Constitution, it is provided that "in all courts of the U.S.S.R. the accused is guaranteed
the right to defense." This has been interpreted as including the
right to have counsel. Until 1956, this right was denied in trials
for caunter-I.erolutionary crimes and in all cases heard by military
tribunals during the recent war. llilitary tribunals require proof
of guilt and their decifiians are subject to appeal. Until 1966, this
procedure did not applg in counter.revolutionaty crimes, which
were tried in a highly arbitrary manner. By an edict published
in April 1966, the procedure far the trial of these crimes has now
been assimilated to that of ordinary crimes. Under the Soviet
system, considerable emphasis is piaced on the pretrial procedure
in which the investigation is normally carried out by investigators
of the Military Procuracy. It is a t this early stage that the accused
is a t considerable disadvantage, and although in theory he has a
number of rights, in practice they are generally denied. I n fact,
the pretrial procedure is really more important than the actual
trial in public. This is a common feature of the continental criminal
law system. Appeal8 from the military tribunals may and do go
up to the full Session or plenum of the Supreme Court, and may be
"protested" (i.e.,objected to as defective in law) by the procurator
right up t o the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, but on the "protest'' procedure the accused are not prwent.
The Proeuraev has been described as the cornerstone of the
Soviet legal system. The Procurator-General is appointed by the
12
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Supreme Soviet for seven years. He appoints all his subordinates
including the Military Procurators who are detailed to act a t each
command level where a military tribunal sits. The function conferred on the procurator by the Constitution is to “exercise supreme
supervisory power to insure strict obedience of the law by all
offielais.” I n some ways, their functions are analogous to those of
the French Conseil d’Etat. The three main duties af the Military
Procurator are to investigate, to prosecute and to “protest” to the
higher organs of the military judiciary. Upon this official the
proper administration of military justice really depends. If he
does his tasks conscientiously, justice can be done. I n particular,
he can restrain excesses and abuses of authority by senior military
commanders. The period of “illegality” under Stalin and Beria
was one in which the procurators were presented with completed
investigations conducted with total disregard of law and justice
by the agents of the MVD. The procurators were then required to
bring the case to trial without any chance to “open up” the investigations. At all levels and particularly a t the higher ones, personal
relationships affect the delicate balance between commanders and
procurators for a strong military commander may dictate to a
military proeurator and vice versa.
It is not without interest that in 1939 a military law school was
established in the Soviet Union to train military judges, proeurators
and investigators. The course is four years in length and requires
a training up to university law school standards. I t is an accepted
principle of the Soviet Army that “every officer of the Soviet Army
and Navy needs to know the principles of legal institutions and of
international law.” The curriculum is detailed and includes the
study of foreign military IawAomething of which we would be
well advised to take note.
I t must be admitted that our knowledge of the actual administration of Soviet military law must necessarily be fragmentary and
imperfect. To a certain extent, the laws do reflect the practice. In
part, the evidence comes from emigre officers who have served in
the military procuracy or on the military tribunals. In the interests of military efficiency and discipline, it can be said with some
justiflcation that a considerable degree of military autonomy was
seen to be necessary by the Soviet leaders. The system of military
courts and the procuracy has to some extent established that
autonomy in the legal order. I t is clear that the officer status is
still very important and that a military tradition going back to
pre-revolutionary days has been fostered. The very strictness of
the discipline established needs minute specification and definition
of the rights of subordinates, for military justice establishes
A m lWlS
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tary command. Apart from the system of appeal, the Military
Procuracy may "protest" any official act, including the deoision
military law system, we must include the important functions of
the Zampolit. He acts as chaplain, propaganda officer, education
officer, and is generally considered to be the cream of the Communist Party. Their reputation in combat stands very high.
Attention must also be drawn to the special security (00) sections
which function within the units but are not part of them and rely
heavily upan secret informers. Their precise influence is difficult
to gauge. At the same time, we must remember that the rigorous
civilian life of the ordinary Soviet citizen accounts for the acceptance of a degree of severity in military law discipline which certainly would not be acceptable in the Western states. The Soviet
leaders have certainly not been blind to the requirements of justice
in military law, particularly in the trials of military crimes. Justice
is an important element in the maintenance of discipline and hence
in the maintenance of efficiency in the armed forces. A host of
injustices done to the private soldier may foster large scale defections in line of war. The original Red Army of the revolutionary
years was formed aut of the deserters from the Imperial armies of
Tsar Nicholas 11. It was of these deserters that Lenin said quite
accurately: "They voted f a r the Revolution with their feet."
For other distinctive features of Swiet military law, we have
the permanent professional judiciary and procuracy neither of
which are subject to the military command. The \,ita1 role of the
procuracy also plays a part in making the Soviet system of military
law unique. There is ais0 the close interaction of security, Party
and legal organs. Because of this interplay of forces, the Soviet
offender against military law may find himself in trouble from four
different sources a t one time: viz., his commander, the Zampolit,
the Security (00) Section, and the procuracy. Above all, the highly
capricious nature of the Soviet system of law must be stressed.
This does not lead, as same have suggested, to a considerable divergency between the law in the Code and the law in action. The law
is deliberately framed so widely that an accused can always be
enmeshed if required.
Against this factor must be countered the impartiality and
regard for law that is manifest in the decisions of the Supreme
Court whereby decisions of lower courts are reversed for error
and injustice. As in the Soviet system as a whole, we see the endless vacillation between harshness and leniency, so in the realm
of law we are confronted with highly arbitrary acts done in the
name of "political justice." and a t the same time a i t h decisions of
the Supreme Court in nonpolitical cases that Bhow a scrupulous
14
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concern for the doing of justice according to law. Under the essentially parental and educational role of the judiciary, the accused
is seen a s a bad child who must be punished in an "educational"
manner. The Soviet theorists consider law as a factor of social
order absolutely indispensable in a modern urban and industrial
society. To them, the law is an agency by which to transform the
people. Law is an instrument of soeial engineering. I t is equally
clear that the leaders of Soviet society are the masters of the law.
I n the realm of Soviet military law, the Soviet leadership has
designed an ingenious system whereby they have contrived ta preserve that exact discipline necessary for the efficiency of the fighting services without abandoning that minimum standard of justice
which is essential to prevent defection. At the same time, they have
managed to preserve the authority of the military and political
leadership. This is no mean achievement.
In conclusion, it can be urged with confidence that the study of
Soviet military law is an important function of The Judge Advocate General's Carps. Not only is it sound military policy to know
your adversary well, but you will remember that under Article 82
of the Geneva Prisoners of War Convention of 1949 i t is Soviet
military law to which prisoners of war held in the custody of the
Soviet Union will be subjected. Further, prisoners' representatives are entitled under Article 104 of that Convention to receive
advance information of all trials of prisoners of war. Also judge
advocate officers are entitled to assist fellow prisoners a t their
trials. Therefore, on these grounds alone we would be well advised
to see to it that there are those in our armed forces who are well
versed in Soviet military law. Indeed, you may think that the study
of Soviet military law could find a place in the curriculum of The
Judge Advocate General's School.
(Note. This article was prepared from a leetwe delivered on 30 September
1958. On 25 December 1958, the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. enacted P
number of important c h a n p a ~nthe criminal law system of the Soviet Union.
There changes took three main forms. Firat, military and litate otimea are
now Union or Federal matters and have been defined in new legislation of the
Supreme Soviet. Second, B new statute on M i l i t a ~ yTribunals and the Militarg
Proeuraey has been approved by the Supreme Soviet. Third, L number of
general ptineiples of wiminal responsibility have been established and ap.
proved by t h s Supreme Soviet for the pidsnce af the eonatitvent repubiios of
the Union. All these changes will have a considerable bearing upm the matters discussed In the article and may rendep Obsolete mme of the mattera diseuaaed there. The full texts a i the new legislation and the Statement af
General Principles were published i n Imeatia on 26 December 1955 but were
not available in translation a t the date of this note, nsmeiy, 5 Januam 1959.
Thus, there is now a real need for I fresh expoiition a i the subject which will
embrace these recent ehsngea and asse~litheir proper place in the amtam of
Soviet militam law.)
*Go l l l l S
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PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS IN
MILITARY LAWY
BY CAPTAINTHOMAS
C. OLDHAM**

The primary goal of a judicial action is the ascertainment of
truth. To the extent that a witness possessing information relevant to the inquiry is permitted to refuse to discloae that information, the search for truth is frustrated. Nevertheless, this obstacle
to the just conclusion of litigation has been deemed not too great
a price to pay for cloaking in secrecy certain fundamental human
assoeiations. In order to protect the confidential character of these
important relationships, the participants are “privileged“ to withhold their communications to each other from judicial scrutiny.
Dean Wigmore once formulated four conditions precedent to the
establishment of a privilege against disclosure of communications
which have since become the cornerstone of the development of this
portion of the Law of Evidence:
“(11 The eemmunieationa mnat originate in a confidenor t h a t they will
not be disclosed;
( 2 ) This element of oonfidentiohty m i s t be essential to the full and
satisfactory maintenance of the relation between the parties;
( 3 ) The relalion must be one which in the opinion of the community
ought to be sedulously fastwed; and
( 4 ) The injm-v t h a t would Inure to the ?elation by the diacloiiure of the
cornmvnieationa m u i t be greater than the benefit thereby gained for the
eerreet dinpaasi of litigation.”’

The initial and primary problem is, of course, whether the relation in which the communications originated is “one which in the
opinion of the community ought to be sedulolusly fostered.” Certainly the marital relation, freedom to warship, and the right to
untrammeled legal representation are three of the sturdiest pillars
of our democratic awiety. Our faith in their unalterable status is
inviolable. In addition, the delicacy of the physician’s consuitation,
treatment, and care has been deemed worthy of consideration in
many jurisdictions. When coupled with the very real necessity f a r
protecting governmental secrets, the circle of relationships justifying a privilege not to disclose is complete. Represented in this orbit
~

‘This srtiela was adapted from B thesie preaented to The Judge A d w a s t e
General’s School, U. S. Army, Chadotteaville. Virginia, while the author
was a member of the Sixth Advanoed Ciaaii. The opinions and eonelu&ions presented herein are those a i the author and do not necessarily
repiesent the view8 of The Judge Adwesite Generai’s School nor any
other governmental agency.
** Omce of The Judge Advocate General, U. S. Amy, Washington 25,
D. C.; member of the Florida State Bar: gIaduate of the University
of Miami Law Sehwl.
‘ 8 Wigmore, Evidence $2186, at 631 (8d ed. 1840) (hereinafter oited 8 8
Wigmorel.
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are sociolopical, political, and psychological forces which command
the respect and protection of the vast majority of the American
populace.
Unfortunately, however, members of a number of trades and
professions who enter confidential relationships with their clients
have decided that preservation of their communications from disclosure in the courts would be of great benefit to the community.
Accordingly, they have made strenuous attempts to erect a wall of
evidential privilege around their confidential communications.
These inroads into the effectire and just administration of justice
have intensified opposition t o all the privileges and swelled the
ranks of those who believe that the judicial search for truth outweighs any of the relationships protected by the confidential communication privileges.
In a case involving a claim by a factor of a privilege not to disclose the confidential communications of his principal, the United
States Supreme Court aptly expressed the reason for the severe
limitations which must be placed upon a privilege to conceal.
"It would be of yeis dangerous eanmquenee, if it >,as established, that
a e ~ m m e i e i s lagent X B Q not amenable a8 a witness in a court of judice, in
cause against his constituent. It is atraining the matter of privilege
tw far. And, if the law makes him a witness, w e are too fond of getting
at the truth, to permit him t o excuse himself from declaring it, because he
eoneeives, that, in point of delicacy, it would be a breach of eonfidenee."'
B

I t remains true that the overriding necessity for full and complete
disclosure of relevant facts by a testifying party will not be curtailed by the mere existence af a confidential relationship. Only
those relations which have received the full approval of the courts,
predicated upan the general demands of the public, are accorded
exemption.
Military law has long acknowledged that communications arising
from certain confidential relations require protection for reasons
of public
The early rules of evidence which were established in this respect have been continued through the years without material change other than the addition or deletion of qualifying language concerning a particular relationship.* The only major
development-that extending the rules to embrace communications
'Holmes V. Comegys, 1 U.S. (1 Dall.) 489 (1789).
'Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 3 8 W 8 2 . 385 (Id ed. 1920 re.
print). Colonel Winthrop ineivdes the following; state and police secrets,
attorney and client, and huibsnd and w f e (the latter, hawwar, considered as part of the testimonial plivilege). R e also atster that cornmunieations to clergymen and physicians, being udmown s the eomrnon
law and not subject to Federal statutes, are not pri*ieged.
'See pars. 227. 228-282, MCM, 1817: p a n 227, 280, MCM, 1921: par.
123. MCP. 1828; PBT. 137. MCM, 1949.
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PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS I N MILITARY LAW
made to clergymen-is of fairly recent origin: and has seen little
practical application in courts-martial.
The Manual for Courts-Martiel, United States, 1951, defines the
concept of privileged communications and emphasizes its importance in clear terms :
"A privileged communication is a communication made a i an incident
B confidential relation which It IP the publie policy to protect Since
pubiie Policy is involved, the court, of Lts o m motion, should refuse to
receiw evidence of aueh B communication unless it appears that the privilege has been waived by the pemon or government entitled to the benefit
of it, or unless the evidence emanate8 from a perm" or source not bound
by the

of

The present military law' places the shield of privilege over
certain communications derived from sources which may be categorized as personal and governmental. The personal privileges
apply to communications between attorney and client, husband
and wife, and penitent and clergyman. The governmental or executive privileges embrace the deliberations of courts and juries, d i p b
matic correspondence, official communications (disclosure of which
would be detrimental to the public interest), communications of
informants to public officers engaged in the discovery of crime, and
investigations of Inspectors General and their assistants. Privileges are not recognized f a r Communications made by wire or radio
or those made to medical officers and civilian physicians.8 All of
the privileged relationships acknowledged in military jurisprudence are accorded the same status in Federal law, albeit in varying degrees.
The problems common to all privileges are met both in civilian
and military trials. I n general, the same evidentiary principlea
apply in both forums. However, many of the rules which have
evolved in the law relate principally to civil rather than criminal
proceedings and therefore are not entirely adaptable to courtsmartial. I n some instances, the fundamental differences between a
military and a civilian society are manifested in conflicting standards. To appreciate the underlying reasons for these variations,
it is necessary that the relationships be examined separately
I. ATTORNEY AND CLIENT
The attorney-client privilege is the oldest of the common-law
exemptions for confidential communications and has been flrmly
embedded in military law by the Court of Military Appeals, which
'Par. 157, MCM, 1948.
'Par. 1510, MCM, 1951 (emphasis added)
'Par. 161b, MCM, 1961.
' Pair. 151% MOM, 1951.
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recently declared that "once the attorney-client relationship has
been shown to exist, no couri-either Federal or state-has been
more zealous in safeguarding and strengthening the privilege
arising therefrom than has this
In Ilaited States v. Marrelli,lo the late Judge Brosman explained
that the privilege "exists for the purpose of providing a client with
assurances that he may disclose all relevant facts to his attorney
safe from fear that his confidences will return to haunt him."
Preservation of this confidential relation between client and attorney is "essential to the rendition of legal services-for without
knowiedge of the facts a lawyer cannot properly perform his role
in repreaenting his client and in effecting a satisfactory disposition
of disputes and difficulties."1' I t was also pointed out in United
States v. Fairiz that there is even more justification in the military
than in the civil sphere to encourage a complete disclosure to the
attorney by a serviceman who is accused of a crime. This is 80
because of the natural reluctance on the part of an enlisted man
to divulge the details of possible wrongdoing to a superior officer.
The duty to preserve a client's confidences which is demanded of
a lawyer finds formal expression in Canon 3 1 of the American Bar
Association Canons of Professio?ml ethic^,'^ and the responsibilities in this regard of military counsel are recited in paragraph
48 of the Xanuai for C~urts-Rlartiai.'~The required standards

' U.S.

V. Turley, 8 USCMA 262. 265, 24 CMR 72, 75 (1967). See 8
Klgmare $2290 for 8 treatment of the history of the privilege. Briely,
the privilege dates daek to the 16th eentury and originally WPI in conslderation of the oath and honor of the attorney rather than far the
protection of the client. The privilege was limited to Communications
received since the beginning of the litigation a t bar and for its p u r p r u s
only. I t v a s not unhi the end af the 18th century t h a t the privilege
m a medicated upon inducinq emSuiiation between attorney and client

of litigation or even eontrowrss.
" 4 USCMA 276, 16 ChlR 278 (1964).
I d . a t 281, 16 CMR 281.
" 2 USChlA 521, 10 C M R 18 (1968).
I*Canon 37 States m part:
"It is the duty of a lawyer to preserve hia
client's confidences. This duty m t i a s t l the lawyer's employment, and
extends 8%well to his employeen; and neither of them ahovld meept
employment which involves OY may involve the diseloaure or UBI af the=
confidences, either for the private advantage of the lawyer or hii emp l o ~ or
e ~ta the disadvantage of the client, without his knowledge and
consent. and even thaurh there are other available aour~ea of such
informstion.. . ."
"Par. 480. P C h l , 1961, provides in p a r t : ". . . Ha will p y w d the in.
teresis of the accused by d l hanorsble and legitimata m a n e ham to
the law . , and not , . . d i v d g e his Beer& or confidences. . ."

.

.
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PRIVILEGED CORIMUNICATIONS IN MILITARY LAW
of professional conduct contained in these sources provide a basis
for the privilege under military l a w
The Manual for Courts-Martial couches the broad requirements
for the establishment of the privilege in the following language:
"Among the eommunleations to which B privilege attaches BIB certain
eommnnieatimb between , , . client and attorney. . , Communication8
between B client and his attorney (or the agent of the attorney) are privileged *hen made while the relation of client and attorney exiatad and m
eonneetion with the matter for which the attorney was engaged, unlesa
such eommunieationi dearly contemplate the eommia~ionof a e r i m t f o r
instance, perwry or subornation of perjurs Military or civilian counsel
detailed, assigned, or othei"iise engaped ta defend or represent an s e c u d
before a court-martial or upon revieu of Its proceedings, or during the
mur9e of an investigation af a charge, are attorneys, and the secured is B
client, with reaped t o the client and attorney privilege. . . .I/>#

.

I n the interpretation and application of the foregoing provisions,
the Court of Military Appeals has frequently referred to another
of Dean Wigmore's celebrated legal formulas:
"(I) Wttsrr lagal advice of anu kind is sought (E) from a woiasdonal
leg01 adviier in hts capacity as sitett. ( 8 ) the cammimications minting to
that pwp08e. ( A i mode in oonfidenra ( 5 ) by the olzent, ( 8 ) am at his instanoe pe7manintly piatacted (7j t7om d i d o s u r e k ~ himself 01 by the
1kgd o d v ~ s e r (ij
,
rroept the protictian m y be wowed:'"

With certain modifications, Wigmore's eight prerequisites can
be of practicable use in determining the existence of the privilege,
particularly in c a m involving civilian counsel. The term "professional legal adviser" in his second requirement must be construed
broadly since counsel in trials by special courts-martial are not
ordinarily lawyers. His fifth requirement seems inappropriate
because military law extends the privilege to communications of
both client and attorney.
A, The Relationship
Since the communications protected are only those made while
the relation of attorney and client exists," the principles governing the creation and duration of the relationship are important.
In this vein, it has been held that a mere casual conversation with
an attorney, even though legal advice may be given a t the time,
does not create the
But i t is formed when legal
advice is obtained from a legal assistance officer18 even though
~

Par. 151k(2), MCM. 1961.

'* 8 Wigmore 02292, at 658.

- C M m 5 m B T W ~ , 1 BR a83, 398 (inso).
"CM 324725, Blakeley, 78 BR 807, 321 (1943).
'*U.S. Y. MeCluakey, 6 USCMA 546. 20 CMR 261 (1935). In MeCiuakey,
the Covrt referred to Army legal assistance regulations and scknowl.
edged the "commendable effort" to elevate the standard8 of professional
a s n i c e afforded rnilitaly personnel. Aoooyd, ACM 9225. Bmwsll. 17
CMR 741 (1954); ACM 18217, Kdium, 23 CMR 882 (1867).
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such action is in contravention of regulations prohibiting the giving of legal advice in connection with a pending or potential courtmartiaLZo In this situation, the Court of Xilitary Appeals said:
, Suffice it to sag that if, by operation of law, an attorney-client
relationship was, in truth, formulated, such Regulations cannot
operate to nullify it."l'
I t also has been held that the relationship exists where a commander who is the appointed assistant defense counsel of an e d s t ing court-martial investigates charges in his capacity a8 commander against an accused member of his unit, even though he
does not participate as counsel at the trial.z2
There is more to creating the relationship than the mere publication of an order which appoints
Far instance, although
the representation of an accused at a pretrial investigation ia en.
reloped by the
he has the right to counsel of his own
choice and it is necessary that he consent to representation by
appointed
Accordingly, in a case where military counsel
was appointed to represent an absent accused without his knowledge at the taking of a deposition and it later appeared that the
accused had hired civilian counsel for his defense, the relation of
attorney and client between military counsel and accused was not
created.le The relationship was also not formed where, over the
objection of defense counsel, officers were appointed to represent
both sides in the taking of depositions about 360 miles from the
place a i trial, and the accused neither saw nor consulted with the
officer representing him."
Even though no attorney-client relation wa8 found in the above
cases in which the accused complained of the unauthorized representation, the relationship would undoubtedly have been held to
be established for the limited purpose of protecting any confidential
information imparted to the attorney by the accused.
A related question has been the subject of Federal decisions relative ta the employment of civilian counsel. I t has been held that
communications made in good faith to an attorney for the purpoae
of obtaining his professional advice or assistance are privileged
even though the attorney may decline employment and is paid

". . .

267 (1955).

, ; U.S.

Y.

Goodson,
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no fee.'e In such cases, the reasoning seems to be that the attorney
by listening to the problems of the person seeking advice has impliedly consented to represent him.l8 This view ha8 been noted
favorably in a military decision,30and justly so, since confidential
communications preliminary to actul retainer or engagement are
often necessary. They should be unconstrained and without apprehension of disclosure. The test of whether or not the relation exists
in such eases is determined by the intent of the parties a t the time
of contact.s1
Another refinement in the Federal courts is that communications
voluntarily made to a co-defendant's attorney whom the defendant
never intends to employ as his representative are not privileged
in the absence of a joint defense.32 This principle has been the subject of a military opinion in a ease involving the preparation of
post-trial clemency reports on several accused by counsel who
An Air
represented a co-accused a t the pretrial
Force Board of Review there stated that merely because an attorney represents one of several co-accused, he does not automatically
or by operation of law become the attorney for all. However, the
board warned that the facts must show an absence of an attorneyclient relationship, and, if not, appearances must be construed
against the attorney and in favor of the client. If i t appears that
the attorney has entered into what may be deemed a common
defense for all accused, he will be presumed to have entered into
the relationship with respect to all and to be privy to their secrets.
Is an attorney-client relation formed between the accused and
the lawyer who conducts the past-trial interview? An Army Board
of Review has held that the relationship between the two parties
is "quasi-confidential" in nature, and only in the mast unusual
circumstances should the statements of an accused be used against
him at B subsequent trial. The board reasoned that since the purpose of the review is to obtain background information for the
reviewing and clemency authorities, the accused must feel free
to make a full disclosure of the facts. This holding amounts to a
policy decision and falls short of finding the existence of a true
attorney-client relationship, On petition, the Court of Military
Appeals assumed error in the disclosure by the interviewing officer
of the confidences of the accused a t a subsequent trial but found no
Lew Mor

V.

US..237 Fed. EO (8th Cir. 1916).

" # Smale V. US.,a F.2d 101 (7th Cir. 1924).
"ACM 10603, Brown, 20 CMR 323 (1956).
'I

Ibid.

V. US.,3 F.2d 101 (7th Cir. 1924).
"ACM 10608,Brown, 20 CMR 823 (1966).

"Smale
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prejudice and declined to decide whether the statements were
privileged communications.s'
8. Duration oi Privilege
Troublesome questions arise in determining when the privilege
ends. Early Supreme Court decisions declared that the protection
of the law to communications made during the attornev-client
relationship is perpetualgEand does not end with the terminatlon
of the litigation or even the death of the client.se
The question of duration of the privilege was considered in
Bryant.s7 There, the appointed defense counsel was not present a t
the court-martial, having been expressly excused. After trial,
however, he interviewed the accused and prepared the post-trial
clemency interview which was inwrparated into the review of the
Staff Judge Advocate of a higher headquarters. The b a r d of
review, in holding that such inconsistent representation was violastated:
tive of the pririlege,
.~
' T h e termination of the attorney-client relatiomhip does not terminate
the attorney's obligation to the client to p ~ e s e r v ethe prmlege impllcit in
the confidentid eommunieations and to abstain from tsking any part In
the pmeeedings contrary to the client's interest. The prielege in pertinent
respects might well be classified as e m n a l beeavre it is, with Certain exceptions not applicable here, not limited t~ the duration of the liteation.. .I,"

.

In United States v. Fair/s the defense counsel's attempt to question a former client, who had been granted immunity to testify
against the accused, regarding confidential communications made
during their attarne)7-client relationship was prohibited on the
ground of privilege. The Court of Xilitary Appeals upheld the
assertion of privilege regardless of the intervening grant of
immunity.
C. Extent of the Privilege
What Communications are covered by the privilege? Doea it
extend to everything that is said and done between the parties
while the relationship exists? Paragraph 151b(2) of the Manual
sets forth the scope of the privilege in general terms only. I t
provides that communications between client and attorney, or the
latter's agent, are privileged when made while the relation existed
and in connection with the matter for which the attorney WBB
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engaged, unless such communications clearly contemplate the commission of a crime. This provision reasonably may be construed
to include the Federal rules contained in the following paragraphs,
when appropriate.
The general rule in civilian jurisdictions is that the privilege
extends to all communications made to a duly qualified and employed legal adviser who is acting in that capacity where the
object of the communicating party is to obtain a more exact and
complete knowledge of the law affecting his rights, obligations,
or duties relative to the subject matter to which the communication
relates.'O Although this basic proposition may be carried over
into the military, it must be extended somewhat to provide protection to communications made by the lawyer a s well as the client.
It has long been acknowledged that the question of whether an
attorney has in fact been employed does not involve a breach of
professional confidence since it is preliminary in nature and establishes merely the existence of the relationship." Counsel also may
be compelled to disclnse the name and residence of his ~ l i e n t . ' ~
Although the fact that a retainer was paid is not privileged
information, the actual terms of the retainer are ~onAdential.'~
It is clear that in Federal civil jurisdictions the privilege does
not extend to every statement made to the attorney by the client.
If the particular statement concerns matters unconnected with
the business a t hand, or is one made in a general conversation,
o r is made merely as a personal friend, it is without the scope of
the privilege."
The privilege does not entitle the attorney to refuse to identify
documents he has w i t n e s ~ e d ' or
~ to decline to testify with reference to facta which were obtained from third parties" o r were
otherwise not communicated to him by the client, even though he
may have become acquainted with such facts while engaged in
'"Alexander Y . US.. 133 U.S. 353 (1881).
Chirse V. Rcinieker, 24 U.S. (11 Wheat.) 280 (1826); Behrenn Y.
Almnimua, 170 F.2d 827 (4th Cir. 1848): Gaddard V. US.,131 F.2d
220 (5th Cir. 1842).
"U.S. v. Lee, 107 Fed. 702 (E.D.N.Y.
1901).
"Magid8 V. Gandnentel Can Ca., 12 F.R.D. 74 (S.D.N.Y. 1851).
"Modern Woodmen of America V. Watkias. 132 F.2d 352 (6th Cir. 1842).
In a suit on B life insurance policy where the auieide of the Insured
was in issue, the statanent of the deceaaed rzfleeting his auieidai state
of mind made to ~n attorney while attempting to borrow money from
the latter in his capacity as manager of a amall loan company WLB
admisriible.
d ' C l a i 7. U.S.. 245 Fed 112 (9th Cir. 19171 i In
Ruoa, 168 Fed. 262

I'

(E.D.Pa. 1805).
"Ibid. Sea alw Randolph V. Quidnick Co.,23 Fed. 278 (C.C.D.R.I. 1886).
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professional duty for the client.*' Accordingly, a n attorney is
bound to produce letters communicated to him from collateral
quarters and to testify regarding matters of fact a s distinguished
from matters communicated to him by the client in professional
~onfidence.~'
A confidential communication is usually an oral or written statement a s distinguished from an act. Howerer, almost any act done
by the client in the sight of the attorney during the consultation
m y be the subject of a communication. The only question will be
whether, under the circumstances, it was intended a s such.'@ For
instance, facts obvious to any observer, such as the general physical
condition and actions of an individual, independent of communications relating to confidential legal advice, are not privileged.jO The
client, however, may make a specimen of his handwriting for the
attorney's information, exhibit an identifying scar, or show a
secret object. If ally of these acts are done a s part of a confidential
communication to the attorney, the privilege may exist.s1 Each
ease must be considered under its own peculiar facts and circumstances in ascertaining the existence of an intent to communicate.
In United States I'. Xa?relli,j2the full scope of the privilege was
brought into sharp focus. That case involved charges of larceny
by check in obtaining goods from merchants. After dishonor of
the checks and their return to the payee merchants, a civilian
attorney retained by the accused or his mother paid and obtained
the checks, apparently in an effort to forestall criminal proceedings against the accused in the state courts. Thereafter, the
accused's commanding officer requested and received from the
attorney temporary possession of the checks in order to have them
photostated. At the trial, when the photostats of the checks were
placed into evidence by the prosecution, the defense counsel objected
vigorously to their admission an the ground that they had been
improperly obtained in violation of the attorney-elient privilege.
The civilian attorney did not appear as a witness or a s counsel for
the accused during the court-martial.
Judge Brosman, speaking for the court, initially noted that the
lawyer-client privilege must be confined ta its narrowest limitsG8
"General Electric Ca. \'. Jonathan Clark d Sons Ce., 108 Fed. 170
(W.D.N.Y. 1901); ACM S-8666, Thomas, 18 CMR 610 (1854).

Ibid.
*' 8 Wigmore 01806.

'"Wiilard C. Beach

Air Brush Co. V. General Yoton Corp.. 115 F. Supp.
242 (N.J. 186s).
8 Wigmore 12306.
' - 4 USCMA 276, 16 CMR 276 (1854).
"Citing Prichard V. U.S.,181 F.2d 326 (6th Cir. 1860).
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so that the exclusion of relevant evidence will not exceed in scope
the policy it is designed to serve. In determining whether the privilege existed, the case was examined in the light of Wigmore's eightpoint criteria.s* The court observed that the checks could not
qualify as communications related to the purpose of securing legal
advice or services from an attorney because the representations or
communications were in no way directed to the lawyer. In addition, his services had not even been retained at that time. Since
the utterances antedated the establishment af any attorney-client
relation, the checks acquired by the lawyer were not considered
to fall within the scope of the privilege.
The court also found that the requisite element of confidentialityss was not present because delivery of a check to a payee
permits negotiations through the hands of numerous indorsera.
Since the checks had passed out of the control of the accused when
uttered, they came to the attorney from outside sources totally
unrelated to his client and could not constitute a communication
from him.
In finally determining that the privilege was not infringed, it
was pointed out that the function of the attorney in securing the
checks was ministerial in character, demanded neither legal training nor ability, and that a non-lawyer could have served the
accused's purpose fully a s well as a lawyer. In this connection,
the court compared the case with the line of Federal decisions
which deny the protection of the privilege where the lawyer's
connection with certain information is entirely disassociated from
his capacity as an attorney and independent of his services as such.
So, if a lawyer undertakes to translate his activities into those of
an accountant in the maintenance of bank accounts, or if he receives communications relating to other routine business transactions which are non-legal in nature, such activities do not come
within the spirit or purpose of the privilege.se
The exception to the privilege regarding communications which
contemplate the commission of a crime was also mentioned in the
MaweEli decision. The court remarked that the strict interpretation of the privilege sewed to explain the rule that an attorney
may be compelled to testify concerning a client confidence received
in connection with B projected crime. The social interest favoring
full disclosure by clients to attorneys does not shield confidences
made for the purpose of seeking legal advice as to how best to
commit a contemplated offense.
'*See note 1s l U P l S .
.E

see section IV iniva.
M ~ iz~F.R.D.
,
458 (N.D.

-u.s. ". chin ~i~

Am S * L *

cai.1962)
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I t must be remembered that for such communications to fall
outside the privilege they must be made in contemplation of the
commission of a crime. The privilege ceases only for advice a s to
future wrongdoing as contrasted with past acts. This relaxation
of the privilege seems to be in furtherance of maintaining a higher
standard of professional ethics by preventing the relation of attorney and client from operating a s a cloak for wrongdoing and
thereby depriving it of the public trust which alone justifies the
privilege.
The rule concerning contemplated crimes originally appeared
to apply only in eases where the privilege was asserted a t the
trial of the party for the particular crime itse1f.j' However, later
cases have held that such a communication is not privileged in any
judicial proceediwS8
In consonance with this general principle, it has been held that
an attorney may testify for the purpose of identifying his client
as a person who, in the former's office, forged a signature on a
document later used in committing a crime.oQSimilarly, a defendantk action in depositing money v i t h his attorney in order to
evade income tax laws was held to be in furtherance of his crime
and not privileged.B0
Although the privilege disappears if it is invoked to cloak a
conspiracy between the attorney and client to violate the law?'
or to concoet and perpetrate a fraud,89 the mere assertion a t the
trial of an intended crime or fraud is not enough to release the
attorney from the prohibition against divulging privileged communications, and i t is necessary that first a prima facie case of
the alleged crime be established."

D. Repyesentinu ConRieting Interests
The prohibitions in the Uniform Code," Manua1,'J and C a n m
o l Professional EthicsBeagainst the representation of conflicting

u.s.,

a , ~ i e ~ ~V. n d ~ 13s
~ U.S. 353 (1891)
"In
Sau~er,229 F.2d SO6 (7th Cir. 1966).
'I Fuston Y. U.S., 22 F.2d 66 (9th Cir. 1827).
"Poilock V. U.S., 202 F.2d 281 (6th Cir. 196s).
"U.S. V. Olmstead, 7 F.2d 760 (W.D. Wash. 1925).
"A. B. Dick Co. V. Mar?, 95 F . Supp. Sa (S.D.N.Y. 1960).
" U . S . V. Bob, 106 F.2d 57 (2d Cir. 1989).
" A r t 27, UCMJ (10 U.S.C.827 (1952 4..Supp. V)). The statute reads
in part: . . . . No person r h o has acted far the preseution ihall a t
subsequently in the same ease for the defense. noi ahall any person who
has aetsd for the defense net subsequentlg in the same esse for the
pTOBeUtion."

Pars. 6% 44b,46a, 46b,47,4Sr,611(4), MCM,1961.
5, AEA.

.'Canon
10
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interests are in some respects related to the law of privileged
attorney-client communications. One reason that a former attorney for an accused may not subsequently take part in his prosecution is that the attorney has received confidential admissions which
he will employ, consciously or subconsciously, against his former
client.07 However, this article is concerned solely with the rule of
privilege which allows attorney-client communications to be excluded from evidence and will not consider the rules regarding
conflicting representation.

E. Present Status of Privilege
As in the case with the other privileges, courts are taking an
increasingly careful look a t each claim of attorney-client privilege
to insure that only those confidences essential to the relation are
allowed to remain secret a t the expense of full discovery of the
truth. As stated by Judge Irving R. Xaufman in construing the
New York statutory privilege:

".. .

. AB much 88 any privilege, i t b s s been buffeted around our courts
in recent years. There is nothing swioeanct about it. It is B product of
iegiaistlon, without Constitutional parantee, and it is f a r from inviolate.
Baaically, it is an expression of policy, saenfieing full diielarure for t h s
considered advantage of untrammeled attorneyslient relations. I t is not
B boundless right, and its limits constantly shift. . . .
The prldleged statvn of attorney-to-client communications has bzen
debilitated by the inroads of liberal discowry doctrines. The scope of the
privilege contracts BQ the need for discovery g m ~ ,. , .1"'

However, Court of Military Appeals decisions in dual representation cases "presuming" disclosure or use of confidential communications by an attorney against a former client indicate that
the military appellate courts will vigorously protect the confidential nature of attorney-client consultations.'*
11. HUSBAKD A S D WIFE

'I.

. , . Confidential eommvnioations between husband and wife, made

while they r e r e husband and wife and not living in separation under a
jvdicisi decree, are privileged.. , .Ilia

Although the common law had long protected a married litigant
from betrayal by prohibiting the offering of adverse testimony
by his spouse, it was not until the mid-nineteenth century that a
separate privilege to prevent disclosure of intra-marital com"U.S.Y. Green, 5 USCMA 610. 813. 18 CMR 234. 231 (1955).
"Yagida 7 . Continental Can Ca., 12 F.R.D. 74. 16-71 (S.D.N.Y. 1961).
'* U.S. Y . Green, 6 USCJIA 610, 614, 18 C P R 254, 238 (1965).
"Par. 161b(2), > E M , 1961.
A00 l l e m
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munications evoked." Although the two are separate and distinct,
considerable confusion has been engendered by failure to distinguish between competency and testimonial privilege on the one
hand and the privilege with regard to marital communications on
the other.'?
The communications privilege protects marital confidences from
disclosure in any judicial action regardless of whether one of the
spouses is a party thereto. The privilege exists solely to promote
and encourage mutual confidence between husband and wife. This
is considered so essential to the preservation of the marriage relationship as to outweigh the disadvantages to the administration
of justice xhich the privilege entail^.'^ Military law has long
recognized the privileged character of confidential communications
between husband and mife'l and the basic provisions of the privilege have been carried over into the present rules of evidence.
A, Existence of the Relationship
I t is necessary that the communications be made during the
existence of a valid marriage in order to acquire i m m ~ n i t y . ' ~In
military law, a s in civilian, the validity of a marriage is determined
by the law of the place where contracted.'B If it is valid there, it
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is valid everywhere. If, however, the marriage is invalid where
contracted, the relationship of the parties to it is not legally that
of husband and wife."
The privilege, of course, does not apply to communications made
prior to marriage,is and, therefore, letters written by a wife to
her husband before they were marriedT8or information acquired
by a wife concerning her husband's financial affairs before marrinseaoare not confidential communications.
The Manual provision protects communications made while the
husband and wife are separated but "not living in separation under
a judicial decree." The comparable civilian rule seems to deny the
privilege to communications made during mere de facto separation.81 The more liberal military view is designed to cover those
frequent situations where the parties are living apart due to the
requirements of the service. Even if the separation is by mutual
consent, not the result of a judicial decree, the parties may avail
themselves of the privilege in courts-martial. This seems justified
since the marriage relationship should be fostered as long a s there
ia hope for reconciliation and until the parties are separated by
legal action.
I n direct contrast to the testimonial privilege of the parties, the
privilege for confidential communications is not terminated by
divorceszor death. In New York Life Insurance Company Y. Ross."
an action by a wife on an insurance policy, a Federal court refused
to require production of a letter written by the deceased husband
to the wife which was found with his will after death, holding that
the privilege continues even after the marital status is terminated
by the death of the spouse. This seems to be an unwarranted
extension of the privilege. When the relationship to be protected
is dissolved, the privilege should also terminate.
" C M 1'7521, Bell. 32 BE (ET01 209. 212 (1945).
-'Pereira Y. us., 347 U.S. 1 (1954).
-'Hsibaek v. Hili, 261 Fed. 1007 (D.C. Cir. 1919).
"Dobbins V. U.S..157 F.2d 257 1D.C. Cir. 18461.
' I Legal and Legislative Baris, Manual f o r Courts-Martial, 1961, p. 259,
indicates t h a t the judicial separation requirement i a derived from 5
Wiemore 52335. That section, however, refem only to "separation"
and state9 at page 640: 'I.
, , [ T l h e application of the privilege to B
eommunicstian made betwsen husband and wife Izvinp. m asparation
. . . cannot be conceded; for here the policy of the privilege does not
apply . . . since the relation i a not o m in which the law need seek ta
foster eonfidenee, and no privilege ever came inta existence?' See Hoiyoke Y. Holyoke's Estate, 110 Me. 469, 87 Atl. 40 (191s).
'3 Perelrs V. U.S., 347 U.S. 1 (1954).
" 3 0 F.2d SO (6th Cir. 1928).

.
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B. Extent of the Privilege
Since the privilege frequently operates to suppress material and
relevant testimony, it should be allowed only when it is plain that
marital confidence cannot otherwise reasonably be preserved.M
To be privileged, there must be confidential disclosures or eommunications, the publication of which would betray conjugal eonfidence and trust or tend to produce family discord.sJ For example,
letters between husband and wife relating to personal, family, and
confidential matters are embraced within the rule.8B
An interesting case illustrating the lengths to which the courts
go to find confidentiality and thereby protect the relationship is
Blau v. United States.[' There, contempt proceedings were instituted against the defendant for his refusal to answer questions
before a Federal grand jury and later before a district court as to
the whereabouts of his wife. The defendant had been questioned
in connection with an investigation of the activities and records of
the Communist Party in Colorado. His wife also was being sought
a s a witness in the investigation. Upon conviction for contempt,
the defendant appealed to the United States Supreme Court. In
reversing the conviction, the Court said that the facts were undisputed that the defendant had learned of his wife's whereabouts by
a communication from her, and that such a communication was
"presumptively" confidential. I t was of a kind likely to be confidential since the wife knew that she and others were wanted a s
witnesses but had hidden herself to avoid service of process. Under
such circumstances, it seemed highly probable that the wife Becretly told the husband where she could be found. The Court
gallantly concluded that the defendant's refusal to betray his wife's
trust was both understandable and lawful.
I t was recently held that the privilege did not attach to business
records of a husband which were turned over ta an agent of the
Internal Revenue Service by the wife for uae in a tax evasion
The decision was based on the fact that the documents were neither confidential nor did they constitute communieations between the parties.
The privilege generally extends only to oral or written utterances and not to acts. Wigmore says that the mere doing of an
act by the husband in the wife's presence is not a communication
"walne

Y. U.S.,
291 W.S. 1 (1934).
"New York Life Ins. Co. V. Mason, 272 Fed. 28 (9th Cir. 1921)
Life Ins. Co. V. Roan, 30 F.2d 8 0 (6th Cir. 1928).
340 U.S. 332 (19511.
" U . S . Y. Ashby. 245 F.2d 684 (5th Cir. 19671.

* " S e w York

'
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since the act is done for the sake of the doing and not for the
sake of the
For an act to be covered by the privilege,
he feels that there must be something in the way of an invitation
of the wife's attention with the object of bringing the act directly
to her knowledge. An example of the manner in which an act may
become B part of the communication is where the husband brings
a package into the home and orally directs the nife's attention to
his act of placing it on a closet shelf. In this way, the act, of necessity, becomes privileged since to compel disclosure of the act would
necessarily require disclosure of the oral communication.
In keeping with the general rule that only utterances are covered
by the privilege, it has been held that testimony as to trips taken
with others,gothe fact that a telephone conversation was made,"
or that a husband took money from his wife (earned in prostitution)82do not qualify as privileged matters.
C. Actions for Injury t o Spouse
A curious anomaly in military law is that, in contra-distinction
to the testimonial privilege between husband and wife,83 confidential communications are not admissible in a court-martial even in
a case where one spouse is being prosecuted for an offense injurious
to the 0ther.O' There do not appear to be any particularly valid
grounds f a r extending the privilege to such an extreme position.
I t is probably due to a natural hesitation to carve o u t any exceptions to the privilege which might open the door to further attacks
on the marital institution. The fact remains that when a n offense
is committed by one spouse against the other or in derogation of
the marriage, the need for protecting the relationship no longer
exists. By the act itself, the offending party has shown his indifference toward preservation of the status. Although there has been
some confiict in civilian courts on this point, the present trend iS
to nullify the privilege in such instances by invoking other applicable rules or by a determination that the requisite element of confidentiality is absent. In addition, the American Law Institute's
Model Code of Evidence provides for an exception to the privilege
in this reepect,*' showing a realistic and practicable approach to
the problem which could well be emulated in military law.

'' 8

Wiqmore 52337.
"Pereira Y. U.S., 341 U.S. 1 (1964).
Tsbbah Y. U.S., 217 F.Zd 528 (6th Cir. 1964).
"U.S. V. Mikhell, 137 F.2d 1006 (2d Cir. 1843).
"Par. 148% h1C.M. 1951.
"CM 326636, Devine, 74 BR 587, 399 (1947).
"Model Code o! Evidence rule 216 (1942).
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D. Exception in Favor of Accused Spouse
In cases where an accused spouse requests disclosure of B confidential marital communication against the will of the testifying
spause, the Manual provides:
"The wivllege pertaining to confidential eommunieatmns between huaband and wife will not prevent the court f i o m allowing or requiring such
a eommunicstinn t o be dincloied at t h e request a i a spouse who i n an
accused, even though he 01. she is the person to whom the communication
was made and the spouse who made it objects t o i t s direlo~ure.""
This provision w a 8 obtained from Wigmore's treatise on evi-

dence*' and was apparently incorporated into military law for the
purpose of surrounding the accused with another of his many safeguards. Wigmore bases the exception upon the fact that in many
cases involving a charge of crime brought against B spouse marital
communications may become a key factor and, therefore, u.here
one spouse needs the evidence of communications by either t o the
other in a trial involving a controversy between them, the privilege should cease or an injustice may be done. The framers of
the Manual were of the opinion that although the cases arising
under the exception often involve a contraversy between the
spouses, such fact is not a reason why it should be a necessary
element of the exception.
Although the exceDtion is a step in the right direction, it works
only to the advantage of the accused. I t would seem in cases
involving controversies between the S P O U S ~ Sthat a more proper
rule would be t o entitle bath sides to disclosure of the communicatian from the witness spouse in the interests of fairness and since
the marriage relationshig has usuallv been shattered anyway by
the commission of the offense. The net result would be the virtual
nullification of the marital privilege in such cases, as recommended
above.
111. PENITENT A S D CLERGYMAN

". , . , Also prii,ileged are communications between B person subject to
military law and a chaplain, priest. or clergyman of any denomination
made in the relationship of penitent and chaplain, priest, or elorgyman,
either as a formal u t o i religion or concerning B matter of con.
reienee.. .."The penitent-clergyman privilege was a natural outgrowth af
the old "judge-made" privileges for communications between attorney and client and husband and wife. Although not recognized a t
''Par. 1 6 1 b ( 2 ) , I \ I C P , 1561.
'.Legal and Legidatwe Barin. Yanual for Courts-Martial, 1861, p. 235:
8 Wigmore & 2 3 3 8 ( 4 ) .
"Par. 161b(2), M C M , 1961.
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common law,81 the privilege has been sanctioned in the majority
of states by statute. They provide generally that a minister of the
gospel or priest of any denomination may not be compelled to
testify concerning communications made to him in his professional
character, in the course of discipline enjoined by the rules of praetice of his denomination.loO Even in those jurisdictions where no
privilege exists, most judges are understandably reluctant to compel the disclosure of such intimate communications.
I t is manifest that the penitential relation deserves recognition
and support in view of our nation’s constitutional guarantee of
freedom of religion. In addition, most persons in this country
belong to a religious denomination which practices a confessional
system of some nature. Wigmore concedes that this privilege
has adequate grounds for recognition since a permanent secrecy
is essential to any true confessional system.‘01 However, he feels
that if Secrecy is not in the discipline of a particular church, the
privilege should not apply.
I t seems clear that the injury to the relation by compulsory disclosure would be greater than the benefit to justice. In addition,
it would appear to be unconscionable for a prosecutor, in proving
an offense, to rely on statements of penitential nature made in
good faith to clergymen.
The privilege was not accepted in military law until recently102
and was first restricted to communications made to Army chaplains
by persons subject to military law. Paragraph 151b (2) of the 1951
Manual, quoted above, extended the privilege to include communications made to anu clergyman.
Although the privilege exists, it is rarely invoked a t trial. There
is no military case in\wlving exercise of the privilege during a
court-martial and in only two cases have military appellate triThere is
bunals had occasion to refer to the exemption at
an equal void in Federal law where only two cases, dealing with
other privileges, have been found which even recognize the existence of the protected status accorded communications between
penitent and clergyman.‘o4 I t is thus necessary to unearth the
”

6 Wigmore 52394.
Am. Jur., Witnesses, 5531.

’” 58
’Ox

S Wigmore 52396.

‘“‘Par. 131b, MCM, 1949.
‘“ACM 10632. Kidd, 20 CMR 713 (1955); ACM 615, Ambabo (BR), 2
C!dR (AF) 646.
‘“Totten V. U.S., 92 U.S. 105 (1876); U S Y. Keeney, 111 F. Supp. 233
(D.C. 1853).
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principles which have been established in connection with the
privilege from the decisions af the various states.
A. Existrnce of the Relationship

Since the Manual provision embraces only those persons subject
to military law, it appears that the privilege technically would be
unavailing to a civilian witness or his clergyman even in a jurisdiction which recognizes the privilege by statute. I t is difficult
to perceive the logic behind this limitation. Even though the situations in which the problem might arise concededly are remote,
conaistency and uniformity in the application of the law indicate
the desirability of extending the rule to include all who otherwise
meet the stated conditions.
As is true of all the privilege8 for confidential communications,
the particular and special relationship between the parties must be
established in order to veil the communication with immunity. So
where a minister is not considered as such, but as a notary,IoJ or
as a friend and interpreter,'Ye there can be no privilege. So, too,
where a minister is engaged in conversation by an acquaintance
who imparts damaging information about himself without the
purpose of obtaining spiritual advice or assistance, the relationship is not

B. Estent

of Privilege

The Courts tend t o strictly construe the privilege and normally
only those communications which are made pursuant to the exact
requirements of the various statutes are protected. Generally
speaking, in civilian courts it must be shown that the statement8
to the clergyman a r e made in connection with his professional
character and in the course of discipline enjoined by the rules of
the particular church.1nB The meaning and extent of the term
''course of discipline," as used in the statutes, is the main area
of controversy.
The communications protected are usually limited to those penitential in nature or those made in obedience to some supposed
"'Psrtridge Y. Partiidge, 220 >la 321, 118 S.W. 416 (1909).
"'Bloasi Y. Chicago & N . R . Ry. Co., 144 la. 697, 123 N.R.360 (1809).
"'State \,. Bra-,
96 l a . 3 8 1 , 61 N.W. 277 (1895).
"'Buuck V. Xruekeberp, 121 Ind. App. 262, 95 N E . 2 d SO4 (1960); She?.
man Y . State, 170 I r k . 148, 278 S.W 353 (19261.
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religious duty or obligation and do not include statements, however
confidential, which do not meet such criteria.'Y~
An example of an instance where the privilege did not apply is
Johnson v. Conmmwealth."o There, a defendant in a murder trial
was visited at the jail by a pastor. The visit was voluntary and
unsolicited by the defendant. In the course of their conversation,
the accused revealed that he had committed the murder. This
statement was thereafter received in evidence a t trial over the
defendant's claim of privilege. I t was held that the statement was
admissible since nothing in the record indicated that the defendant
was a member of the pastor's church or that he had made the
statement because of some supposed religious duty. Neither was
the statement penitential in character or in any way connected with
the discipline of the church. Similarly, a state court has held that
the protecting mantle of privilege does not cover a preliminary
examination made by a priest to determine whether the eommunicant is in a proper frame of mind to make a confesnion."'
The term ''course of discipline" which is used by the civilian
courts in determining the existence of the privilelge seems to correspond with the military term "formal act of religion." Both
appear to be restricted to those communications made in the confessional. Since a formal confession is required only by a few religious
denominations, the privilege has frequently been denied, in otherwish meritorioua situations, in those states which employ a. strict
construction of the applicable statute. I t is perhaps for this reason
that the military rule was made more liberal in permitting communications concerning a "matter of conscience" to be included
within its scope. This term is somewhat ambiguous and has not
been defined by the military courts. It reasonably can be construed
to encornpa88 all conversations between a soldier and his clergyman
in which the former seeks spiritual solace and comfort or unburdens
himself of matters weighing on his conscience. However, if a chap~ S
concerning business matters and
lain merely C O U ~ B a~ serviceman
m See In le Koellen's Eatate, 152 Kan. 396. 175 P.2d 544 (19471 (statement of decedent to priest as to whereabouts of rill sdmiasible):
Christensen V. Pestwinus, 189 Minn. 548, 260 W.W. 363 (1933) (state.
ment by decedent ta her pastor in hospital not privileged on facts of
esse); Bill8 Y. State, 61 Neb. 689, 86 N.W. 836 (1901) (in bigamy <me,
defendant's memo of instructions given to clergyman who was t o eom.

munieate Same to defendant's first r i f e to influence her ta abandon
prosecution-not
pridlegedl: Eatste of Toome, 64 Cal. 509 (18801
(priest's testimony as to testatrix's mental condition admissible).
lxo a10 KY. 157. 221 S.W.2d 87 (19491.
"'Estata of Tmme, 64 C d 109 (18801.
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the like, unconnected with spiritual advice, the privilege does not
seem justified.
A leading case which illustrates a liberal construction of the
privilege ia In re Szoanson.lln There, in a divorce action, the wife
sought to prove that her husband had revealed the fact of his
adulterous relations with a certain woman to a Lutheran clergyman. The minister refused to testify to the conversation on grounds
of privilege and was thereupon adjudged to be in contempt of court.
The Supreme Court of Minnesota set aside the contempt conviction.
The court noted that the applicable state statute referred to a
"confession" and said that if a "confession" was construed in its
usual sense, as one compulsory under the rules of a particular
church, it would pertain only to the Roman Catholic Church,
thereby producing an absurd result. It was therefore concluded
that the statute included communications ta anyone who may stand
as a spiritual adviser to his church, and the duty of the clergyman
to hear and advise such penitents is the "course of discipline"
enjoined by the practice of all churches. The court remarked:

". . . the 'confession' contemplated by the statute has reference to L
pemtential acknowledgment to B eleigyman of actual OF auppoaed WTOOIdoing while seeking religious 01' ipiritual advice, aid, 01.comfort, a n d .
It appliei t o a voluntary 'confession' as well a~ tc m e mads under B mandate of the church. The clerg\man's door should d r a y s be open; he should
hear d l n h o come regsrdlesr of their church affilistion.""s

..

Wigmore registers a "positive dissent" to the Swemon holding,
proclaiming that it rirtuailr nullifies the discipline requirement."'
However, in his zeal to confine the privilege to its narrowest limits,
this distinguished authority seems to have lost sight of the fundamental purpose for the granting of any privilege-to protect and
encourage the relationship. I t is believed that the subject matter
permitted by the military provision is sufficiently broad to protect
the relationship but does not necessarily lead to its abuse. The
stricter rule 88 advocated by Wigmore and most civilian jurisdictions places the privilege in a straitjacket and serve8 t o diminish
public confidence on one of our mast important institutions.
The fundamental purpose of the privilege is to allow one to consult his spiritual adviser without fear of disclosure, since the
human being sometimes has need of such a person f a r the pur.
poses of penitence and confession. This need exists even to a
greater degree in military than in eirilian life. Young servicemen,
away from their homes and parents, naturally turn to their chap.~
"'183

Dlmn. 602, 237 N . I V 589 (19311.
" ' I d . at 604. 237 N.X. 690.
" ' 8 wrgmore 92395, note 2.
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lain a s one to whom their problems and fears may be safely
entrusted. In combat, the need for religious comfort and guidance
is even mole sharply pronounced. When used for such purposes,
the privilege is amply justified.
In Kidd,lls an Air Force Board of Review considered the privilege in matters arising after a trial for desertion. The Staff Judge
Advocate, in his review, stated that the accused had been interviewed by the confinement chaplain prior to sentence, and that,
in the chaplain's opinion, the accused's past conduct warranted his
separation from the service. Appellate defense counsel maintained
that this was a violation of the clergyman-penitent privilege which
tainted the review, thereby rendering the action of the convening
authority void. The board, while finding ample authority f a r recognizing the privilege in the Manual's provision and in Air Force
regulations, stated :
"While we can easily direover the pririlege attaching to communication.
made in purinance of 'religion' or 'conscience' by penitent to pastor similar
ta the privilege implicit in the attorney-client relationship, ~e are unable
to find anything in the fanner association eommensumte u i t h the obligation of constancy which the attorney owes to his client throughout the gams
proceeding.. .('I"

.

While thus downgrading the importance of the privilege, the
board observed that there was no violation of it in the case under
consideration since there was no indication that the chaplain had
he
revealed any confidences originating from the accused-that
merely gave his opinion regarding the accused, and, although possibly the opinion may have been based in part on privileged infarmation, it was equally possible that such information was gathered
from other sources readily available to any inquirer or from accused
himself in some nonprivileged manner. The board refused to
"hypothesize" the chaplain into a position where he could be said
to have violated his professional trust in the absence of clear evidence that he had, in fact, done so. The opinion also said that the
presumptions operate in his favor rather than the reverse.
This decision most assuredly collides with those dealing with the
attorney-client privilege which uniformly hold that any doubts
must alwaY8 be resolved in favor of the inclusion of the doubtful
communication within the privilege. There appears to be no real
justification for a finding that the duty owed by a clergyman does
not demand a t least the Same obligation of constancy as that of
attorney to client. Indeed, it would Seem that the nature of the rela-

"' A C P

10632, 20 CMR 713 (1966).
'"Id. st 718.
AQO
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tionship equals any of the others in the need for preservation and
protection.
IV. CONFIDENTIAL CHARACTER OF COMMUNICATION
Paragraph 151 of the Manual speaks of "confidential" communi.
cations only with reference ta the husband-wife privilege, but i t
should not therefore be inferred that privileged communications
arising from the attorney-client and penitent-elergyman relationships need not be of a confidential nature.
I t is true that the mere fact that B communication is made in
confidence does not necessarily endow it with a privileged character"'-the
persons must bear to each other one of the relations
which the law recognizes 88 necessary to be maintained and fostered. Also, the law does not regard it as mandatory for the protection of the individual against disclosure of his communications
that they be made under conditions of utmost secrecy. However,
of necessity, the communication must be confidential and be intended as such in order for a privilege to arise."8
In general, it is assumed that the usual private conversation
between attorney and client, husband and wife, or priest and penitent is intended to be confidential.xz8 However, the content of the
communication or the circumstances under which it was made may
show that the utterance was obviously not so intended.'zO Thus,
where a communication was made to an attorney representing
both parties to the litigation'2' and where a communication subaequently became a matter of public record,1z2the privilege was not
applicable.
A. Statements Knowingly Ma& in the Presence
of Third Persona
As a general rule, if a party to a privileged relationship chooses
to make or receive his communication in the presence or hearing of
third persons, it ceases to be confidential.l" In such instances, the
very nature of the transaction is inconsistent with the idea that
confidentiality was intended and therefore any presumption of
' .Holmes

V. Comews, 1 U.S. (1 Dall.) 439 (1789).
Yodir V. US.,8 0 F.2d 665 (10th Cir. 1935) i Harkell Y. U.S.. 12 F.2d
569 (8th Cir. 1 9 3 4 ) ; In l e Fiaher, 6 1 F.2d 424 (S.D.N.Y.
1931).
:I* Walfle V. U.S., 291 U.S. 7 (1934); Hopkins V. Grimshaw. 166 US. 342
(1857); New Ymk Life h a . Co. v. Mason, 272 Fed. 28 (9th Cir. 1921).
'*; woifle ". u.s ,
119: CJI 825136, DWW 74 BR 587. 399
(1947).
"'Pennsylvania Casualty Co. V. Elkins, 70 F. Supp. 155 (E.D.KY. 1 9 4 7 ) .
" A C Y 9551, Quincs. 18 C Y R 894 (1564).
" W o l f l e V. U.S., 291 US. 7 (1934); Livezey V. U.S.,279 Ped. 496 (5th

Cir. 1 9 2 2 ) .
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privacy which might otherwise be present is negated.’*‘ There is
certainly no danger of undermining the particular relationship
since the communication is made public with the knowledge and
implied consent of the parties.
Although the 1961 Manual does not indicate whether the mere
presence of an outside party at the time of the communication is
sufficient to destroy the privilege, the Court of Military Appeals
has adopted the civilian rule that the attorney-client privilege, a t
least, would have no application to a communication made before
persons whose presence is in no wise essential to a proper performance of the attorney’s function. In United States v. McCluskey,’zJ
the rule was applied in a bigamy case. The accused had been living
in military quarters with a purported wife and their children, and
a question arose over the legality of the marriage and his eligibility
to occupy government quarters. A conference attended by the
accused, his battalion adjutant, and a legal assistance officer was
held to discuss the matter. Later, the accused and the legal assistance officer held a separate conference. The latter individual thereafter served a s trial counsel in accused’a case and in such capacity
participated in obtaining deposition testimony from the parents
of the accused’s first wife. The officer was relieved as trial counsel
before trial. At the trial, the depositions were received into evidence over the objection of defense counsel who claimed violation
of the attorneyslient privilege. The Court of Military Appeals
acknowledged the rule that no privilege can arise when a third
party, the agent of neither the attorney nor client, is prment, but
was unable to determine which, if any, material facts were devel.
oped a t the tripartite conference and which facts were brought out
during the subsequent private meeting between accused and the
legal assistance officer. In such a situation, the court said it would
resolve doubts in favor of including the communication within the
privilege.
Presence of an agent of either party to the attorney-client conference will not destroy the confidential nature of the consultation
if his presence is acquiesced in by the privileged partyxz6and, if a s
the agent of the attorney, his presence is required in the performance of professional duties.1z‘
The rule that the presence of third persons ordinarily overcomes
the presumption of privacy attached to a eammunieation applies
‘*‘La Maore

V. U S . , 180 F.2d 49 (9th Cir. 18501; Tutron v. Holland, 50
P
IPL
~. ,i n r.. rir
T.
W.
I,
.. Z
..
.
.. .. .
.
“‘8 USCPA 645, 20 C I R 261 (1955).
” ‘ H i m e l f a r b Y. U.S., 175 F.Zd 824 (9th Cir. 1848).
“‘U.S. V. Mnrreili. 4 USCMA 276, 15 CMR 276 (1964)
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with equal farce to the husband-wife privilege, as evidenced by a
series of Supreme Court and Federal
An often-cited
case in this sphere is Wolfle v. United
where a Federal
district court admitted in evidence against the defendant a statement contained in a letter written by him t o his wife, but proved
by testimony a i a stenographer to whom he had dictated the letter.
Upon appeal, the Supreme Court rejected defendant's contention
that the privilege had been violated, holding t h a t such a communication could scarcely be considered to have been made in confidence.
A somewhat perplexing problem arises when the court is canfronted with a communication between husband and wife made in
the presence of their minor child. Until 1949, military law provided
that it would not be permissible for a minor child, who might
reasonably be presumed by the parenb not to understand what they
were talking about, t o testify over objection to communications
overheard by the child.13'' This provision was deleted from subsequent manuals f o r courts-martial. Whether or not it was thereby
intended that the rule should no longer stand is unknown. An early
Supreme Court case:?' held that a thirteen year old child may be
a competent witness to a private conversation between husband
and Kife in the child's presence, even though the spouses themSelves would be incompetent to testify as to the matter. Although
there is Some conflict of authority in the various states, it appears
to be fairly well-settled that conversatima between spouses in the
presence of young children only, who take no part in and pay na
attention to the conversation, are pririleged; however, the rule is
otherwise when the conrei-sation is held in the presence of alder
The reason behind the rule is apparent,
but the difficulty in attempting to apply the rather Vague standard
to a specific situation could prove extremely traublesome to the
law officer.
B.

Communications Ocerheard, Seen.
Third Persons

01'

Obtained bo

"The purpose of the primiege extended ta communications between hua.
band and r i f e , client and attorney, and penitent and elerklman, which
grows out of a recognition of the public advantage that merue3 from
.~
'"'Pereira Y. U.S., 547 U.S.1 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ; Tabbah V. U.S., 111 F.2d 528 (5th
Cir. 1951): U.S Y . >litehell, 137 F.2d 1006 (2d Cir.
Ci, .. 1943);
1943) ; Jacobs V.
U.S., 161 Fed. 694 ( l i t C i l . 1908).
-"291 U.S. i (1931).
"'Par. 227, M C Y , 1017; par. 1 2 3 b , >lCX, 1928.
'"LHopkinsY . Grimshaw. 165 U.S. 312 (1897).
" ' 6 5 Am. Jur., Ritnesies, $581. See also U'dfle Y. US.,291 U.S. 7
(1934)
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emouraging free communication in such circumstances, is not disregarded
by allowing or requiring an outside PSI@ who overhems OY seen avch B
privileged eommuniestmn, whether by accident or design, to testify concerning it, nor i %the p n r p o ~ eof the priuiiege disregarded by the reception
in eridenee af a writing containing auch B communication rhieh W Q obtained by an outside party eirher by accident OY design. . . .?'*

The Manual exception to the general proposition that confidential communications should remain inviolate is predicated upon
the assumption that when another party--8. stranger to the transaction or conversation-orerhears, sees, or obtains the communication, the essential element of confidentiality disappears, even
though the communicating parties may be unaware of the interloper's presence. Perhaps a simple explanation for this result is
that the parties to a privileged relation, to be accorded the extraordinary benefits of the law, must take reasonable precautions to
insure that their conversations take place in private under conditions which militate against unwarranted and surreptitious intrusion. Further, it is considered that no unfair assault has been made
on the institution or relation itself when disclosure is made by a
third party in contrast to that made by one of the interested parties.
An example of the embarrassing results which may flaw from
the inadvertent sharing of secrets in multiple military dwellings
was demonstrated in T z ~ r n e ? . ' ~The
~ case involved a charge of
death resulting from the operation of an automobile. Shortly after
the incident occurred, an officer occupying quarters adjacent to
those of accused, which were seoarated only by beaverboard oartitions, overheard a conversation between the accused and his wife
during which the latter uncharitably charged her husband with
wrecking the family car again. The testimony of the neighboring
officer as to the conversation was admitted into evidence over the
objection of defense counsel.
Written communication8 are also subject to disclosure if obtained
by an outside party by accident or design. In United States v.
H i g g i n ~ . ' ~the
~ Court of Military Appeals wan faced with a rather
unusual situation. During an authorized search of a suspect's
apartment, an investigator examined the contents of a purse be.
longing to the suspect's wife. Over her protests, he seized a small
typewritten card containing incriminating admissions prepared
by the suspect aa a communication to his wife. The Court held
that the card was properly admitted into evidence since the husband-wife privilege is not violated when such a writing is obtained
"'Par. 1 5 1 & ( 2 ) , U C M , 1851.
'"C!vl
202358, 6 BR 37, 120 (1934).
" ' 6 USCMA 308, 20 CMR 2 4 (19551.
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by an outside party. It adopted the theory that one who makes a
communication to anather in writing is deemed to have understood
that it might be preserved and used against him. The court also
remarked that had there been evidence that the wife had connived
in the government's acquisition of the card, it would have fallen
within the prhilege protecting interspousal communications: however, that the converse situation unquestionably obtained in the
instant case since she had done her utmost in protesting the Seizure
of the document.
An earl>- Pederal decision held inadmissible in evidence letters
written by a defendant to his wife which were found among her
papers by her administrator after death and which the administrator, in a Spirit of hostility. turned over to the lai in tiff.'^^ This
holding was based upon the premise that the wife would have had
no right to disclose the letters, and therefore the administrator
had no greater right than she would have had to use the documents
to the husband's prejudice. Houever, a mare recent case, under
a similar set of facts, held that a letter from husband to wife
having come into the hands of the administrator last its privileged
character.1q'
The military provision authorizing disclosure of privileged communications u.hen overheard or obtained by a stranger t o the
relation is modified by denying its application when the disclosure
is made with the connivance of the spouse to whom the communication was made, the attorney, or the c l e r ~ m a n . l a sIt is likewise
denied with respect to the attorney-cliect privilege a h e n the disclosure or connivance to disclose the communication is made by the
attorney's agent, such as his interpreter, clerk, stenographer, or
other associate. In the case of the penitent-clergyman privilege,
the clergyman's agent, such a8 his interpreter or assistant, also is
placed in this category. The agent is not considered to be an outside party, but occupies the same position a8 his principal.138
Although no military case8 have been found which direct$ apply
the rule relating to connivance, the language of the Court of Military Appeals in the Higgins case leaves no doubt that in a proper
situation it will be enforced.
Sound arguments have been advanced against allowing an
"eavesdropper" exception to the privileges to e~clude.''~The State
of New York, for example, has legislated the exception out of e x i s t
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ence in the case of eavesdroppers to attarney-client consultations.l‘l
This statute was enacted to overrule the decision in Lama v. New
York State Joint Legislative C~rnmittee“~
which allowed the committee to use in public hearings a recording of an attorney-client
conversation obtained from a microphone secreted in the consultation rmma provided by the state for the use of witnesses and their
attorneys. It is tenable to contend that if a privileged relationship
is important enough to protect from betrayal by a participant, it
is important enough to protect from an interloper-mechanical or
otherwise-provided the communicants have not been so careless
in their speech 8 8 to negate the element of confidentiality.
PROCEDURE : CLAIM, DETERMINATION, WAIVER,
DOCUMENTS, INFERENCES FROM ASSERTION
A. Claim of Privilege
1. A t Trial
The privilege of preventing the disclosure of confidential cammunications is a personal one. It is not a right effective without
claim or asaertion, but a concession of the law that has no practical
existence or effect unless i t is personally and timely claimed by its
V.

The Manual for Courts-Xartial provides that the person entitled
to the benefit of the privilege pertaining to confidential communications between husband and wife is the spouse who d e the
communication; the person entitled to the benefit of the client and
attorney privilege is the client; and the person entitled to the bene.
fit of the penitent and clergyman privilege is the penitent.144
The claim can be made solely by the privileged person, and
whether he chwses to fulfill his duty to teatify without objection
or prefers to exercise the exemption which the law concedes to him
is purely a matter resting between himself and the
The
party against whom the testimony is brought has no right to claim
o r urge the exemption in his o w n behalf.’4e It is true that other
persons a t the trial, includinx the adverse party, may call to the
law officer’s attention the existence of the privilege, or the law
o5cer may be obliged to intervene of his own accord to protect
“‘N.Y.Cir. Prac. Act (363 (1968).
“‘3 N.Y.2d 92, 184 N.Y.S.2d 8. 143 N.E.2d 772, ewt. den., 355 U.S. 866
(1961).
7. First Nstl Bank, 298 Fed. 86 (8th Cir. 1924).
“‘Par. 161)(2), MCM, 1961.
“‘6 Wigmom 921SS.
“‘As-iatea
Discount Carp. TI. Greiainger. 103 F. Supp. 105 (W.D. Pa.

“‘Sten

1962).
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it,147but this is regarded 8 8 having been done on behalf of the
owner of the privilege. Where an attorney is the witness, he is
duty bound to assert the claim af privilege on behalf of his
I n the exercise of the privileges, it must be remembered that
ordinarily the protection against disclosure is one that extends to
communications made by both parties and related to the confidence
and not just those statements made by the privileged ~ a r t y . " ~
The claim of privilege should be made when the matter first
ariaes a t trial by specific objection on the ground of privilege.lJ0
If the party objects on other grounds or on general grounds, he is
risking an appellate finding that the question was not properly preserved at
A general objection tends to mislead rather than
to enlighten the court and is insufficient to inform the court and
counsel of the reason f a r exclusion.
2. On Appeal
An interesting problem arises as to the effect of an improper
denial or grant of privilege by the law officer at trial. Wigmore
indicates that, in the civilian field, the weight of authority holds
that a trial court's erroneous denial of privilege is a proper subject
for
However, he paints out that the minority view is
that if the improper ruling denies the privileges and compels the
witness to testify, the only one injured thereby Is the witness, who
can refuse to obey and thereafter seek vindication if held in contempt. The admission of relevant testimony by denying the privilege has not introduced material rendering the verdict less trustworthy; on the contrary, only the exclusion of it could have been
an obstacle to the ascertainment of the facts. This view certainly
seems to be based on a firmer logical foundation than that of the
majority rule, The minority rule is supported in the Model Code
of Eaidenee which states: "A party may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of privilege only if he is the holder of the
privilege."1b3 This, similarily, is the military rule, and an accused
is not entitled to complain if the privilege of another is violated
a t trial.1c4

I.S., 284 Fed.
Is"

299 (9th Cir. 1920).
8 Nigmare 92196.

Model Code of Evidence rule 234 (1942).
"'U.S. V. Higgins. E USCMA 808. 20 CYR 24 (1866).
la'
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If the ruling erroneously a f l m the privilege, the result is
different, for in such case the party who desired the testimony has
obviously lost evidence which might have assisted his cause. The
deprivation of relevant evidence is therefore a proper ground of
complaint for the party to the cause.151

B. Determination of Privilege
The determination of all matters relating to privileged communications rests with the law officer in the military courts and
with the judge in Federal courts. Thus, the existence of the relationship and the confidential nature of the communications are
questions of fact to be inquired into by the court preliminary to
the admission or rejection of proffered testimany.lbe The witness
cannot usurp the province of the court in declaring that certain
matters are privileged; otherwise, he rather than the court would
be the judge of the law and the facts.1E'
The witness may be subjected to such interrogation as may be
necessary to enable the court to determine for itself whether the
communication is privileged. The court, of course, should not
require the witness to disclose the communication to determine
whether i t is privileged, but must look a t the facts and circumstances leading up to its making to see if the rule of privilege is
a~plicable.'~~
Before directing the witness t o answer, the court
should be satisfied that the witness is mistaken in his claim of
privilege and should otherwise protect the privilege, if poasible."@
The ultimate decision is a judicial function which should be exerciaed in a common-sense manner, bearing in mind that the burden
of proof to establish the existence of the privilege rests upon the
person claiming it.1Bo
In military practice, it is the duty of the law officer to exclude
a privileged communication unless the privileged party has consented to ita disclosure or otherwise waived the privilege, or unless
the evidence emanates from a person or source not bound by the
privilege.lnl This action should be taken by the law officer on his
own motion if no objection has been made to the introduction of
the privileged matter and if it appears that the witness possessing
"' 8

Wigmore 62186.
V. US.,8 F.2d 101 (7th Clr. 1924).
'"People'a Bank s. Brown, 112 Fed. 652 (3d Cir. 1902).
'"In r e Swenson. 188 Mlnn. 602, 231 N.W. 638 (1981).
IbU.
"'Phelpa Dodge Carp. V. Guerrero, 278 Fed. 416 (9th Cir. 1921). See the
eaneurrlng opinion in U.S. V. Marrelli, 4 USCMA 276, 16 CMR 276
(1864); 8 Wharton. Criminal Evidence 8790 (12th ed. 1965).

"* Smale
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the privilege is ignorant of his right to raise the claim. This duty
appears analogous to that required of the law officer in advising
an apparently uninformed witness of his right against compulsory
The rule will also come into play in those instances where the
attorney, clergyman, or addressee spouse, when a witness, is quationed concerning privileged matters. Although, as a practical
matter, such a witness will ordinarily and properly raise the question of privilege, there may be instances when he believes that he
must testify even though not ordered to do so by the court. In such
cases, the law officer must promptly make a determination a s to
the existence of a privilege and, if found to be present, refuse to
permit such testimony in the absence of consent or vaiver by the
privileged party.
C. Waiver of Privilege
Since a privilege i8 designed to secure the protected party‘s eonfidence in the secrecy of his communications made incident to the
relation, the right is not violated by receiving such disclosure a s
the party permits to be made.1es There is no rule prohibiting him
from divulging his own secrets, and if he voluntarily waives the
privilege i t is gone forever for its sole purpose has been frustrated.le* Nor can the question of privilege any longer be invoked
by anyone else once a valid waiver has been made.106 Becauae the
the penitent,Ia7 and the comprivilege is personal to the client,
municating spouse,188it cannot be waived by the other party to the
particular relationship.
The most frequent example of waiver is encountered in thoae
situations where the privileged party voluntarily discloses or permits the disclosure of a confidential communication. Such disclosure may be made before, during, or after trial-the stage of
the proceedings not being
This being so, an attorney
cannot successfully raise the question of privilege a t trial where
the client has already disclosed the substance of the communication
prior to trial.170 For instance, a client’s testimony a s to a privileged
“‘Par. 1501, MCM. 1951.
“ ‘ 8 Wigmore $2827.
“ ‘ H u n t V. Blackburn, 128 U.S. 464 (1388).
3 Wharton, op. cit. 8upra nata 160, 5813.
I” H u n t Y. Biaekbum, 128 U.S. 464 (1888) i ACM 9-10728, Reynolds. 19
CDIR 860 (1355).
‘“People V. Liprezinaka, 212 Mieh. 484, 180 N.W. 617 (192Q).
“‘Fraser Y . U.S., 146 F.2d 139 (8th Cir. 1944).
“‘Weatern Union Tel. Ca. V. Baltimore & Ohio Tel, CO.. 26 Fed 56
(S.D.N.Y. 1885).
>.’In re Fiaher, 51 F.2d 424 (S.D.N.Y. 1981).
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communication in pretrial examination under Federal civil practice wnstitutes a waiver of his right to maintain secrecy of the
communication."'
A military case illustrates waiver of the pri!,ilege after trial.
I n Reynolds,"? the accused WBB charged with wrongfully making
and uttering a certain check. The clemency portion of the Staff
Judge Advoeate's review stated that the accused had said in an
interview with a chaplain that the check was inadvertently drawn
on the wrong bank. The review recited that the defense counsel
had been asked by the Staff Judge Advocate if he had been aware
of this fact and that counsel had replied in the affirmative, but
added that he hadn't been able to verify it, The Air Force Board
of Review held that when the accused voluntarily disclosed the
privileged information to the chaplain (the penitentslergyman
relationship not being in issue) he had waived the privilege, and
defense counsel was no longer bound to silence.
Waiver of privilege at trial presents the most interesting and
complicated phase of the subject. In civilian jurisdictions, the
privilege is waived if prompt objection is not made on the proper
ground during testimony disclosing the privileged communication
or some substantial part of it."* I t does not appear that this rule
would beentirely applicable in military law. The strict requirement
of the Manual that the law officer exclude such testimony unless
consent or waiver is present strongly indicates that some affirmative showing of waiver by the party entitled to object must appear
before the law officer would be justified in concluding that the
privilege, in fact, had been waived. I t is doubtful if mere silence
alone would suffice to constitute waiver since, if no objection is
made, it would appear to be incumbent upon the law officer to
ascertain if the privileged party is thereby consenting to the disclosure. This should be accomplished by explaining to the person
his right to object and by offering him an opportunity to do so.
If objection is not forthcoming, it would then seem proper to consider the continued silence a s a waiver. This presupposes that the
owner of the privilege is present in court 8 s a witness or the
accused. If not, absent a showing of consent or waiver, the law
officer should exclude the testimony on behalf of the privileged
party.
The mere fact that a privileged person, whether an ordinary
witness or an accused. testifles as to non-privileged matters is
"'Wlld v. Payaon, 7 F A D . 495 (S.D.N.Y.1946)
"'ACM 5-10728, 19 CMR 860 (1965).
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insufficient to constitute a waiver of privilege, but if he opens up
the privileged subject in his voluntary testimony the privilege is
waived."' The testimony is "voluntary" even though the witness
was subpoenaed and under oath since neither debars him from
asserting his pririlege and declining to testify.11a Although a
waiver need not be expressed in writing nor in any particular
form, the intent to waive must be expressed either by word or act,
or by omission to speak and act.17YI t is sometimes quite difficult
to determine just how f a r the witness may proceed in his testimony before he is considered to have overstepped his bounds and
waived the pririlege, but the point of no return is reached when
the witness offers testimony which places him in a position where
he cannot fairly object ta further disclosure."' Although he ma).
initially elect to withhold information or disclose it, when his wnduct reaches a certain point of disclosure fairness requires that
his immunity shall cease and that his election become final. He
cannot be allaxed after disclosing as much as he pleased to with.
hold the remainder. He cannot partially waive his privilege or
remove the seal of secrecy from only so much of the communication
a s is to his advantage and still insi8t that it shall not be removed
as to that portion which redounds to the advantage of his adversary
or which neutralizes the effect of that which has already been
introduced. Thus, where one side produces in evidence fragmentary
parts of letters of its attorney to its agents, the other side is entitled
to have a11 parts of the letters disclosed.'7B This is sometimes
termed "naiver by implication."
Full disclosure of the privileged communication results in an
express waiver. Thus, where a party introduces into evidence
letters written to him by his attorney in reference to transactions
affecting the matters in issue the attorney may be forced t o testify
regarding the
Also, testimony of a client's agent
with the client's consent as to confidential communications between
the client and attorney removes the privilege which would otherwise attach.'8o And & penitent who testifies to facts which occurred
a t the confessional cannot object to other evidence which is introIbid.
" S t e m V . First Nat'l Bank, 298 Fed. 36 (8th Cir 1924).
"In 7 0 Aimeiated Gsa & Electric Go.. 58 F. Supp. 748 (S.D.N.Y. 1944).

"'8 wigmore 82327.
"'Weatern Union Tel. Ca. V. Baltimore & Ohio Tel. Co., 26 Fed. 65
(S.D.N.Y. 1885).
'"White V. Thscker, 78 Fed. 862 (5th Cir. 1887).
"*Willard C. Beach Air Brush Co. V. General Motors Carp.. 118 F. Supp.
242 f N J . 1968).
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duced establishing those same facts.*B1Even though the privilege
is claimed a t one time during the proceedings, if the witness complies without protest with a subsequent direction to amwer the
privilege is waived.182
The fact that the testimony of a witness to a confidential eommunication is given on cross-examination does not deprive it of
its efficacy as a waiver of the privilege when such examination is
proper and the testimony is given without objection or claim of
privilege.1B8 Waiver extends to every disclosure of privileged communications made in a legitimate crass-examination upon the subject matter of the testimony given upon direct examination.
The leading military case dealing with waiver is United States
v. T r u d e a ~ ~wherein
~'
the accused was charged with committing
indecent acts with a certain youth. At the trial, the victim testified that the accused had committed acts upon his person when
he visited the accused's room while the latter's wife was absent.
The accused testified that the boy had initiated the improper advances and that he had told the boy to return to his own room. He
further testified that he had informed his wife of the incident
several days later and told her that she should notify the boy's
mother of his actions. On cross-examination, the accused testified
that he had told his wife everything about the incident, and he also
recounted details of the conversation with his wife. The accused's
wife was then called a s a prosecution witness and, over the objection of defense counsel, testified with respect to the conversation.
Her testimony materially differed from accused's version. The
appellate defense counsel later urged that the testimony of the
wife w a ~inadmissible due to violation both of the spousal testimonial privilege and the privilege f a r confidential communications.
In rejecting these contentions and finding waiver, the Court of
Military Appeals said that the public policy behind each prohibition cannot be perverted into a shield against contradiction of an
Haring thus voluntarily
accused's testimonial untruths.
thrown open a subject which the law would otherwise have kept
closed and made it an integral part of his defense, the accused
cannot deny the Government the right to challenge his credibility
on it. .'''m
A long line of cases beginning with the Supreme Court decision

". . . .

..

People V. Liprerinska, 212 Mieh. 484, 180 N.W. 617 (1820).
' s . F r a ~ ~V.r US.,146 F.2d 139 (6th Cir. 1844).
Steen V. First Nnt'i Bank, 29s Fed. 86 (8th Cir. 1924).
S USCMA 22, 23 CXR 246 (1967).
I d . at 23, 2s CMR 247.
*Ga l s e m
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in Hunt v. Blaekburn'Be have held that B waiver of the attorneyclient privilege is effected when the client alleges in his teatimony
or in extra-judicial statements that his attorney has been derelict
m o r breached his professional duties. In the cited case, a defendant
claimed that her participation in prior litigation which endangered
her position in the instant suit was the result of being deceived,
misled, and misadvised by her former attorney. At the same time,
she objected to the attorney testifying to the facts and circurn.
stances under which he advised her and as to the advice given.
The Supreme Court held that when the defendant entered u w n a
line of defense ivhich involved what transpired between herself
and her former attorney, and concerning which she testified, she
voluntarily waived her right to object to his giving his own account
of the matter.
In Cooper v. Cnzted States, the proposition was stated in theae
words:
"The rule which forbide an attorney from d i w i g i n g matter8 <ommunieated to him by his client in the course of professional employment
is for the benefit of the client. B u t it may be waived by the client: and
when B client, in attempting t o avoid responsibility for his acts, 8s in
this case, divulges in his teatrmany u h a t he elaims were eommuniestions
between himself and his attorney, and erpeeially when his version of
what transpired reflech upan the attorney, the reason f a r the rule
ceases to exmt, and t h e attorney is a t liberty to divulge the eommunicltions abovt nhieh the client has testified. . . ."j

This principle of law which is available to an attorney when
an issue of breach of duty is made also finds sanction in the Canons
of Professional Ethim,'@8I t has been applied in military law in

situations where the defense counsel is charged with incompetence
by the accused after trial. In Reynolds."n an Air Force Board of
Review said that if an attorney in defending himself from such
a charge reflects upon the character of the accused, the latter a n not complain since he first lifted the veil of privilege by imputing
a breach of duty an the part of the attorney.
"'

128 U.S. 464 (1888). Aeoord. F a i n r r a r t h V. Sanford. 115 F.2d 376
(6th Cir. 1840); Cooper v. U.S.,5 F.2d 624 (6th Cir. 1925); U.S.v.
Mdonti, 100 F. Supp. 209 (E.D.N.Y. 1951). The latter tao cases Involved n t u a t i m r where the client accused the attorney of milinformation in advising a plea of gmity. Counsel were permitted to diseloae d l
material and relevant f a c t s within their knowledpe haring on the h u e
railed by the defendant.
I" 6 F.2d 624, 825 (6th Cir. 1925).
"'Canan 37, ABA, reads in p a r t ; "If a I a w e r i s aeeuaed by his Client,
he 36 not precluded from disclosing the t r u t h In ienpeet to the amumtion "
"'ACM S-10728, 19 CMR 850 (1965).
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A recent application of this rule is found in United State8 v.
Allen.'so In that case, the accused pleaded guilty to a charge of
desertion, remained silent during sentencing procedure, and his
counsel offered nothing in his behalf. Some matters in mitigation
which were available but not presented to the court appeared in
the Staff Judge Advocate's review-. Other matters appeared in an
affidavit of the accused to support hia contention that he was deprived of effective assistance of counsel during the sentencing procedure. However, his former counsel also filed an affidavit in which
he maintained that the matters in mitigation set forth by the
accused would have worked to the latter's disadvantage a t trial
or would have resulted in perpetrating a fraud upon the court if
placed in evidence. The Court of Military Appeals held that if the
allegations of the accused were true, he was not adequately represented by defense counsel, but in view of the fact that his assertions
were disputed, the record of trial was returned to the board of
review for a hearing and determination of the matter. The Court
pointed aut that the accused, by his complaint an appeal, had
waived his privilege to exclude his former attorney's testimony a t
the special hearing.
Although an attorney is the spokesman f a r his client regarding
the matter which he was retained to handle, the privilege is not
waived by an attorney's voluntary divulgence of confidential communications from his client when beyond the authority-xpress
o r implied-granted to him by the client."' As stated by the Court
of Military Appeals in United States v. Mawelli:
". . , . Conceivably. it may be argued that a Client muet assume the
risk of dislayslty on the part of an attorney whom he freely chose to
represent him. However, we recognize no reason for rewarding perbdi o w eonduet on the part of a fsithiess attorney, and we believe the contrary ~ i e wto be demanded if the primiege is to receive adequate proteDtion.""'

The Court said, however, that although an attorney does not
possess authority to betray his client's secrets he may exercise
implied authority to effect such disclosures in appropriate circumstances. For example, he may reveal otherwise privileged matter
if incidental and necessary to negotiations in the client's behalf.
He may also voluntarily surrender objects in his o m possession,
the locus of which is known to the authorities and which a s "tools
of the crime" would probablybe subject to a legal searchandseizure.
I t must, however, be remembered that such relaxations of the strin"'8 USCMA 504, 25 CMR 8 (1957).
92525.

"'8 Wigmore

'"US. 7 . Marreiii, 4 USCMA 278. 282,

A a o 161,.

16 CMR 276, 282 (1964)
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gent prohibitions against disclosure were discussed by the Court 88
applying to a civilian attorney. The opinion indicated that a narrawer approach might be taken regarding the implied authority of
assigned military counsel. The Court did not elaborate on the
reasons for this distinction.
In his concurring opinion in Mawelli, Judge Latimer spoke in
liberal language of the many good reasons which might justify a n
attorney in releasing information concerning the client without
exceeding his express or implied authority. He said:

.

, , [AI trusted and competent attornes might, in order to m d s t
his client and without breaching his trust, properly establish that his
client had committed an offense but had repented, had made yestitution,
and had righted his w o n g a . By adopting those tactics he might further
his client's chances of ereaping prosecution. To avpport such a plan,
the attorney eavld release supporting evidence. , ."Is'

'I.

.

D. Pmduction

o j Pre-misting Documents

A demand for production of documents a t trial arises most frequently in those cases involving the attorney-client relationship.
A nitness, of course, may be compelled to produce books and paper8
which hare not been endowed with a privileged character.1Q' The
problem arises in determining whether the circumstancea are suffi.
cient to characterize the documents a s privileged.
It has been held that corporate books and documents left in an
attorney's office by the corporation client for safekeeping or to
prevent their seizure by competent authorities are not privileged,
and the attorney has no right to refuse to produce them upon order
of the court.le' In such a case, the books are not given to the attor.
ney f o r the purpose of consultation or otherwise in his profeasional
capacity, and he may be compelled to produce them even If such
action i8 contrary to the instructions of his client,
The Court of Military Appeals in Cnited States v. Mawelli,
although reserving a decision on the matter, stated that it could
envision instances where the client seeks to utilize his attorney as
a depository for all his papers-unconnected
with his professional
functions and based solely an the presence of superior facilities f o r
their preservation. The Court said that in such a case i t might
well conclude that the attorney could be required to produce the
documents in court pursuant to subpoena.
The Court also indicated the circumstances under which it would
consider documents held by the attorney to be privileged.
" ' I d . at 290, 15 ChfR 290.
lml Edison Eleetrie Light Co.

V. United Staten Elmtrio Llghtlng Co., 44
Fed. 294 (S.D.N.Y. 1890).
"'Grant v. US.,227 U.S. I 4 (1919).
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"In many inatances, a laayer cannot properly furnish legsi adeise or
services without consulting doeuments peytaining to his client's problems
and in the latter's possession. The delivery of these documents by the
client to the attorney is, in such instances, an incident af the client's
eommunleation of the facts of the problem t o his lawyer. Therefore, we
belleve that a purpose to safeguard the laiwer-elient privilege neeenritater a refusal to compel the lawyer t o produce such documents through
"lie of the process of subpoena. . .

I t has generally been held in civilian jurisdictions that since an
attorney is but the agent of his client his right to withhold documents depends solely on the rights of the client, aside from considerations of the attorney-client relationship.'8' If the client can be
compelled to surrender the particular document, so can the attorney be forced to give up possession since his rights are no greater
than those of the client. If this were not true, a client could defeat
justice merely by placing records, books, and other papers in his
attorney% hands. There is general agreement that if documents
are not privileged while in the hands of a client he does not make
them privileged simply by handing them to his counsel. However,
the Marrelli case indicates that if pre-existing documents are
turned over to the attorney incident to his professional services
and in connection with the matter for which he was engaged, they
would be considered privileged in a court-martial if such delivery
to the lawyer amounted to a confidential communication and was
not undertaken for the purpose of evading the law. The Court
reasoned that in such a case the attorney's knowledge of the eontents of the document is privileged since, by the act of delivery, the
client has imparted the information to the same extent 88 if he had
orally communicated the matter: and, therefore, the document
should also be inaccessible to the court in such a situation.

E. Znferences From Assertion
A somewhat perplexing question arisrs in considering whether
it is proper for counsel or the law officer to comment on the exercise
of a privilege for confidential communications by a witness or the
accused. I t is true that unfavorable inferences generally may be
indulged against a party who fails to produce material and necessary testimony which is peculiarly within his power and control."'
Military law, however, is silent on the application of such 8 rule
when a claim for privileged communications is made or when a
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person whose testimony would be so privileged is not called as a
witness.
The leading textbook authorities agree that when B witness
asserts a personal privilege, no adverse inference should be drawn
against the party who called him if the privilege is outside the
control of such party.lgs This is a sensible view since the side calling the witness is in no way responsible for his refusal to testify
and therefore should not be penalized for the denial of such evldencetothecourtartheapponent.
There is a conflict in civilian state jurisdictions in those cases
where a party to the trial suppresses evidence by invoking a privilege which does lie within his p o s e r and control.2o0 Some courts
permit the adverse inference in these cases and others deny its use.
Wigmore feela that the inference might be justified in such circumstanceszo1 unless the claim involves the attorney-client pri\,ilege.
but there he balks:
"If a ciient.party claims the pi.ivilege, no iniarrnce should be d r a m
a m i n i t him BQ to the unfavorable nature of the information s m z h t .
Tihatever the reawning may be for the other privileges , . . it i s p i d n
that here the drawing of such an inference would iirtually dinelose the
communication, and it is this very disclosure againat whieh the privilege
Broteet&"'-

Dean McCormick indicates that all the privileges should probably be governed by a uniform rule in this respect.zo8 He feel8 that
if the privileges are to be strictly construed then opening the door
to adverse inferences may be the most feasible way of devitalizing
them. On the other hand, if it is determined that the relationships
require continued protection in the future he points out that the
rule of inference should be sacrificed completely in the interest of
practical trial administration and as an aid to the jury.
The mast striking example of the confusion which exists in this
area is demonstrated by the lack of unanimity displayed by the
most active legal reform groups. The American Law Institute's
Model Code of Evidence (19421, rule 233, permits the judge and
counsel of a trial to comment upan any claim of privilege which is
allowed by the court and provides that the triers of fact may draw
all reasonable inferences therefrom. This eminent group of scholars, in drafting the rule, was of the opinion that the lessening of the
".'2

Wipmore $288; McCormiek, Evidence 880 (1864).

'"In Nowoad v. State, 80 Ter. Cr. R. 652, 192 S.W. 248 (1817). no inference wa8 permitted from the wife's elaim of priviiega 81 to a eonfldential conversation with her husband upon his trial for murder.
'"'2

Wigmore g288.

8 wigmore$2822. at 626.
"8M~Camiek,OP. i t . wpra note 188, $80.
81-
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value of the privileges occasioned by the proposed rule was "camparatively slight." In contrast to this action, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 196s approved
the Unifonn Rdea of Evidence which embodied to a large extent
the principles set forth in the Model Code. Significantly, however,
rule 235 was not adopted. Rule 39 of the Uniform Rules is exactly
the opposite of rule 235 and, in addition, states:

". . , . In those jury eases wherein the right to ererciae a pridiege.
sd herein provided, may he misunderstwd and

unfarorsble inferences

d r a m by the trier of the fact, or be impaired in the particular EBB^,
the court, at the request of the party exercising the privilege. may
i m t r w t the jury in support of such pnvilege."

The Federal courts follow the rule that the drawing of unfavorable inferences from failure to produce testimony is not to be
applied where the law, on grounds of public policy, has sustained
privileges against being compelled to produce it. Thus, in a case
involving the physician-patient privilege it has been stated:
"To held that, k a m e the patient does not W s i w or ahandan the prchibition, inferences adverse to hie side of the controversy may be drawn
by the jury, would bp to fritter m a y the proteetmn i t wan intended to
aRord. &'hen
i t is the legal right of a party not to h a w some apeeiAc
p i r e of testimony marshaled against him, he may exereiae that right
without making it the subject of comment for the jury. , , :""'

In United States v.
Judge Learned Hand, in discussing
the attorney-client privilege, said: "We agree indeed that the contents of privileged communications cannot by inference be drawn
out indirectly; one party may not ask a jury to find that they would
have been prejudicial to the party having the privilege."20' I t also
has been held that the rule applies irrespective of the nature of the
proceedings in which the claim is made since every conscientioua
lawyer is duty-bound to raise the claim in any proceeding in order
to protect the communications.2°' However, if the client testifies
a s to the legal advice given him he waives the privilege, and euch
waiver also raises the inference that the testimony would be unfavorable and justifies comment to the jury on the failure to call
the attorney to the stand.20a
In view of the unusual liberality of the military law in its construction of the confidential privileges, it seems evident that a claim
of any such privilege by a witness or the accused will not give rise
to an adverse inference which may be commented upon by counsel

-

"*PennaYlrania R.R. v, Durkee, 141 Fed. 89 101 (Zd Cir. 1806). Aocmd
Halaband v. Ceivmhiin N a t l Life Ins. Co.1 ST F.2d 865 (2d Cir. 1953):

"'Bo F.2d 689 (2d Cir. 1982).
' - I d . a t 691.
m'A. B. Dick

a.s. Marr, 96 F.

'"MoClanahan
MO

mm

7 , W.S.,

Supp. 8s (S.D.N.Y. 1950).
250 F.2d 919 (5th Cir. 1966).
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or the law officer. In fact, if requested by counsel it would probably
be advisable for the law officer to instruct the court in accordance
with rule 39 of the b'nijorrr. Rules of Evidence that the court may
not draw an advene inference from the assertion of privilege.
Whether this tactic would be wise for counsel to pursue in the
absence of unfavorable comment by his adversary is problematical,
however. I n many instances, it is better that the court not be
reminded that relevant evidence has been withheld from i t a t the
instance of one of the parties.
VI. STATE SECRETS ASD POLICE SECRETS
Military law not only excludes confidential communications arising from the relationships heretofore discussed, but also blankets
with privilege a variety of communications emanating from the
various functions and activities of the Government.zos These privileges da not arise from a particular social or professional relationship as do those of the client, spouse, and penitent, and therefore
cannot be evaluated in the same light as those personal privileges.
Although some of the same procedural principles may be applicable
to bath types of privilepe, it must be kept in mind that we are here
dealing with something akin to rules of evidence relating to the
public interest rather than with a relationship between individuals.
I n view of the scope limitations of this article, only the privilege
protecting the communications of informants to law enforcement
official8 will be considered in detail. The privileges relating to
deliberations of courts and juries, diplomatic correspondence, and
official communications are mainly invoked in civil actions and
-__
"Par. 1 5 1 ) ( 1 ) , YCM, 1961, pm.ides

in P a r t : " ( 1 ) State 8ewatl) and
made by infarmints to public oscera
engaged in the discoveiy of mime aye pti\'ileged. The deliberations of
courts and of g l a n d or petit juries are privileged, but the r ~ s u l t sof
their deliberations are not PTivileged. Diplomatic eorrespondence is
pridleged and, in general, so are all oral and written amciai communications the diseloiure of a h i e h would, in the opinion of t h e head of the
executive or military department or independent governmental agency
concerned, be detrimental to the public interest."
Par. 151b(S), M C M , 1861, states in p a r t : "[Although investigationa
and reportr of the Inspector General and his assistants are confidential
and p ~ i v i l e p d ]. . . when appliestion is made to the authority order.
ing the investigation . . . to use in a t r i a l by court-martial certain
testimony, or an exhibit, aceompanring 8 report of invertigation, which
testimony or exhibit h a s became material in the t r i a l (to show an in.
eonsintent statement of B witness, f a r example) he should ordinarily
~ p p r o v esuch application unless the testimony 01 exhibit requested contains a atate secret or unless in the exercise af 8 sound discretion he
is of t h e opinion t h a t it would be eontrery to publie policy to diwlge
t h e i n f o r m i o n deaired."
pofios asorit..-Cammunicationl
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seldom encountered in courts-martial. Classified evidence is not
often used in a trial. However, it will be seen that some of the
decisions construing the informant privilege are equally applicable
to all state secrets invoked during criminal proceedings.
The so-called "informer's privilege" is a misnomer since the
privilege, in reality, belongs to the Government. It is based on the
premise that the proper administration of justice and the protection of society against criminals requires that all persons should
be encouraged in performing certain duties to that end. One of
these duties, incumbent upon all law-abiding citizens, is to communicate to the proper officials any information regarding the
commission of a crime or the identity of the criminal. I n support
of this admirable goal, and to encourage public response, most
courts have recognized the existence of a privilege to protect the
identity of an informant. It is probable that few citizens will
venture to impart information concerning criminals and their
crimes if obliged to live in future fear that their disclosures will
possibly subject them to the revenge of the betrayed.
The privilege was accorded full recognition by the Supreme
Court in the case of Vouel v. Gruaz:

". . . . Public

policy will protect ail such communications, absolutely
and without referenee to the motive or intent of the informer or the
question of probable cause; the ground being, that greater mischief will
pmbably remit from requiring or permitting them to be disclosed than
from wholly rejecting them. . . The free and unembarrassed sdminintratian of jmtiee in respect to the eriminsi Isw, in whioh the public
i s concerned. is involved., , ?''l

.

Although this language indicates that the privilege embraces the
communications a s such, subsequent decisions construing the principle limited its application to protection of the identity of the
informant.211 Indeed, this seems to be the manifest purpose of the
privilege: to protect the Government's source of information and
to shield the informant from possible future evil consequences.
Ordinarily, vithholding the identity of an informer presents no
perticular problem to an accused. If the informer has merely furnished a lead to evidence of a crime, knowledge of hi8 identity
might satisfy the natural curiosity of an accused or arouse a spirit
of vengeance but would not usually aid in his defense. However,
110 U.S. a l l , 815 (1884). Aceavd, In rs Quarles, 168 US. 632 (1896)
in which the Court a d d that it is the right of the citizen to inform Federal law enforcement ~ffilcera of violations of Federal laws and that
such right is secured by the Constitution. In the opinion of P r d e s m r
Wigmore, this privilege is "well-established and ita soundness Cannot
be questioned." 8 Wigmore 12374, at 752.
"'Seher V. U.S., 306 U.S. 251 (1988).
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in some c a w he will need to know the name of the informer in
order to meet properly the prosecution's case. In this situation,
the importance of the right of an accused to a fair hearing in which
he may present all evidence relevant to his innocence will often
overbalance the public interest in protecting informants. As stated
i t is the
by the Supreme Court in Rooiaro v. United
responsibility of the trial judge to balance the competing interests
and determine whether disclosure i8 necessary to further the ends
of justice.
"We believe that no fixed rule with respect to diicloaure is justifiable.
The problem is one that cslis for balancing the publie intereat in prcteetlng the Raw of information againat the individual'a right to prepare
his defense. Whethe? a proper balance ienderr nandiaeiosvre o ~ m n w u 8
must depend on the particular cireumataneen of each cape, taking into
consideration the mime charged, the posibie defenses, the possible significance of the Informer's testimony, and other relevant factors.""'

A common example in the Federal courts of e a s a in which knowledge of the identity of the informant is essential to conducting an
effective defense is a prosecution in which the Government relies
upon an informant's "tip" to supply probable cause for a search,
seizure, or arrest. In such instances, the Government is usually
compelled to reveal the name of the informant 80 that the defendant
may contest his credibility.s14 This problem should arise infrequently in military practice due to the extensive powers of a commanding omcer to order searches on military reservations without
the necessity of a showing of reasonable cause and the rarity of
searches with warrants by Armed Forces personnel.
If the provisions of paragraph 1 6 1 of the Manual regarding
state and police secrets were read literally, not only the identity
but also the "communicationa" of an informant would be privileged.
and na exception would be available in a situation where evidence
of such communications or the identity of the informant is essential
to the case for the defense. However, the United States Court of
Military Appeals rejected any such unqualified application of the
privilege in United States V. Hawkins,zll the only case in which
thia subject has been discussed extensively by the Court.
I n that ease, Treasury and CID agents marked some money and
"'353

U.S. 53 (19671
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gave it to a prisoner a t a stockade. This individual apparently
purchased narcotics from the accused, a guard a t the stockade, since
the latter was thereafter apprehended for possession of narcotics,
and one of the marked bills was found on his person. At the trial,
the defense urged entrapment and tried to learn from the Treasury
Agent on cross-examination the name of the informant and the
instructionswhich had been given to him by the authorities. After
the law officer sustained an objection to this line of questioning on
the ground of privilege, the defense claimed that entrapment could
not be established without disclosure of the informant. The Court
of Military Appeals, in ordering a rehearing, held that the accused
not only was entitled tQ disclosure of the informant's identity but
also to have his presence as a witness. The court acknowledged that
the public policy behind the privilege forbids exposing informers to
possible hazardous con8epuences of their actions, but stated that
the accused may nevertheless compel a disclosure of the identity
of the informer when essential to his defense:

". , . , If

the qualification did not exist, public officials would be
enabled to produce such bits of evidence 8 s they saw fit far their purpaos and ta withhold testimony which might establish the innmenee of
an accused. In such 8 situation, the rule of policy must give wag to the
r u l e of justice.
For that reason, if the evidence which is Sought to
be diaeloaed would be neeesaary as tending to shed light on the guilt or
innmenee of an aeeuaed, he is entitled to compel its disolowre. , , (11'11

...

Although the Court went to great lengths to establish this exception to the privilege of withholding the identity of a n informant,
it8 opinion indicated that the privilege was inapplicable in the
first instance because the unidentified party was not a true informer. He was, in fact, a participant in the criminal act and
therefore not protected by a privilege which is "limited to the
situation where the informer is an informer and nothing more, a s
where he furnished a 'tip' which results in the apprehension of an
accused, or supplies police officials with information which leads
them to evidence establishing reasonable cause to conduct a
Two other qualifications to the privilege are based on the proposition that where the reason for the rule no longer exists neither
should the rule: (1) where the disclosure of the contents of the
particular communication will not tend to reveal the identity of
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the informer, the contents are not privileged;218 and (2) once the
identity of the informer has been disclosed to the accused, the privilege is no longer applicable.2'8 Although these qualifications were
not mentioned in Hawkins-and even though the opinion there
does not indicate whether the accused did in fact know the identity
of the informer-it seems safe to m u m e that these exceptions
would be accepted by the Court of Military Appeals in a proper
case.
The Manual provides expressly that the privilege does not warrant the exclusion from evidence of any statements of informants
which are inconsistent with or might otherwise be used to impeach
their testimony as witnesses.92oIn effect, this special exception is
nothing more than recognition that there is no reason for the existence of the privilege when the identity of the informant is disclosed
by his taking the stand 8.8 a witness. The framers of the Manual
relied on the Court of Appeals decision in United States !'. Kmle,i;iteh2?' in framing the rule that if the prosecution elects to produce the informant a t trial he is subject to impeachment as is any
other witness

, . [[It must be B condition upon the c m t i n u a n ~ eof any e w h
lege that the p m s e e u t i o n i t s posesnar--iail not adduce testimons
touching the aubjeet matter eommuniested. Indeed, that 1% a general
principle as t o all privileged eammunicatians. When their porreisai
chooses to bring into the light the transaction to which the e o m m u n i ~ ~ .
tians ?.elate, he mag no longer svppreia the eommmieatimb themselves
The justification f o r the p r ~ w l e g elies n o t in the fact of communication,
but in the inrerest of the persons concerned that the mbject matter
should not become publrc.. . .I""'

4 s a procedural prerequisite to the compulsory production of
documents containing the text of an informer's statement, the
Krulewitch and other Federal decisions required the defense to
first lay a preliminary foundation of inconsistency for impeachment purposes, The trial judge would then examine the documents
in question to determine if they did in fact bear upon the credibility of the witness. The preliminary inspection by the court was
to insure protection of the confidential m a t t s and to allow disclosure only if the interests of the defendant therein were deemed
paramount to those of the Government.*24
s z R o d a r a j.. US.,353 U.S. 53 11957).
lis
8 Wigmore $2374.
"'Par. 151b(1), MCM, 1951.
'" 145 F.2d 76 (2d Cir. 1944).
"'Lepal and Legislative Barn, >ramal for Courts-Martial, 1951, p. 239.
'" U.S. V. Krulewikh, 145 F.2d 76. 7 8 (Zd Cir. 1944).
"'U.S. V. Andalschek, 142 F.2d 503 (2d Cir. 1944). Accord, US. V. Beekman, 165 F.2d 550 (2d Clr. 1946).
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The waters of this river were muddied indeed by the recent
decision in Jeneks Y . Cnited States,22ewhich created confusion in
Federal jurisdictions and caused no little dismay in criminal investigative agencies of the Government.g*a There, the defendant
was charged with false swearing and the Government's two principal witnesses u-ere paid FBI informers who had made periodic
reports concerning, inter alia, defendant's Communist activities.
After their cross-examination a t trial, the defense moved for an
order directing the Government to produce the reports for the
inspection of the trial judge and determination whether and to
what extent they could be used by the defense in examination of
the witnesses. The trial judge denied the motion. The Supreme
Court reversed the case and, going beyond the request of the defense, expanded the then-existing rule by holding that the defense
was entitled to inspect such documents initially, rather than the
trial judge, to determine what use could be made of them for impeachment without the necessity of a preliminary foundation of
inconsistency. The Court felt that to require the defendant to first
show a confiict between the reports and the testimony of the witn e w 8 was unreasonable since he cannot show inconsistency until
he knows what is contained in the documents. The Court then
presented the Government with the alternative of producing the
prior statements of the informer witnesses or facing dismissal of
the prosecution
The widespread misinterpretation and misunderatanding of the
Jeneks decision by the rarious Federal diatrict courts resulted in
numerous problems. Entire inrestigatiw files of the Government
were disclosed to defendants, and pretrial disclosure of files was
demanded by defense counsel. Illustrative of the extent of the
attempts to enlarge on the decision is that demands were made for
irrelevant information, such as the names of all persons interviewed by Federal agents in connection with a case.
To restrict the impact of the decision and to insure that it would
not be interpreted to permit the exposure of government flles for
broad "fishing expeditions" by the defense an the chance that something valuable for impeachment purposes might be discovered,
U.S. 657 (1957).
U S Palerrno, 2 1 F.R.D. 11 (S.D.N.Y. 1967), in which the court
interpreted the Jenek. holding. Aeoord. U.S. V. Benson, 20 F.R.D. 602
(S.D.K.Y. 1967). Caxtva. U.S. Y. Hall, 153 F. Supp. 681 (W.D. KY.
1967).

"'353

'"See
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Congress speedily passed clarifying
The new law
preserves the duty of the trial judge to determine relevancy prior
to forcing disclosure and provides for dismissal of the action only
when necessary in the interests of justice.
Of course, even though the privilege is applicable i t may be
waived by “appropriate governmental authorities.”x28 Although
no specific authorities are named in the Manual, it seems that they
would ordinarily be the representatives af the military or civilian
law enforcement agency which received the particular communieation. I t must be remembered that the privilege is not restricted to
military officials but also applies to “public officers,”a28 thus including the civilian authorities. The principles applying to waiver of
privileges generally would appear to govern here also, and the
Manual indicates that the privilege ia inapplicable if the evidence
concerning the communication is disclosed by a third party, a s is
true in the other privileges.z30
Finally, the Federal courts enforce a determination that the
privilege is inapplicable by requiring the Government either to
produce the required information or face dismissal of the proseeut i 0 n . ~ ~The
1 courts reason that since the Government which prosecutes an accused has the duty to see that justice is done, i t is
unconscionable to allow it to undertake prosecution and then
invoke it8 privileges to deprive the accused of evidence necessary
to his defense. Although the Court of Military Appeals in Hawkine
did not indicate what action may be taken a t a court-martial in such
a situation, in view of their efforts to vest the law officer with the
powers and discretion of a Federal judge it is likely that dismissal

1 1 1 .

Par. Iila. I C M , 1951.
V. U.S., 353 U.S.53 (1967).

“‘R01.iam
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of the prosecution in such a case could be ordered by a law officer
with impunity.
As a result, in many cases the Government is obliged not to
proaeeute R manifestly guilty offender in order to protect valued
sources of information or governmental secrets.z8z This is best
illustrated by cases in which the evidence would consist of classified
information,
In Dobr,ZSs a desertion case, it was revealed after trial that the
defense counsel had been ordered by military authorities to remain
silent a t trial as to the accused's activities as a civilian intelligence
agent. An Army Board of Review held that this constituted command coercion depriving the accused of his right to defend himself
since he could not show the value of his prior services to negative
the requisite intent to desert. The board said:
, , , [Iln B promution ahere teetimony or documents involve elaasifled information and are relevant to ens i s m e , either for the proieeution
or defense, the Government must make an election, either to permit the
introduction of said classified evidence or to abandon the prolecution. .
If the Government does not desire t o abandon the prosecution or iernove
the security elaasifieation, it has one other alternative. The convening
authority may direct that the public be excluded from the trial , . and
appoint members t o the eourt lmeluding counsel and necessary elerieal
pmronnel) r h o have s e c n ~ i t yclearances equal to the classification of the
evidence to be

I'.

..

.

It is thus apparent that the value of the executive privileges is
marginal at best in criminal cases. The necessity of election on the
part of the Government either to reveal its secrets or forego prosecution effectively weakens any position which it formerly held in
this respect. I n military law, it seems no longer to be a question
of the exercise of discretion by military authorities in determining
whether it would be contrary to public poiicy to divulge information desired by the defense. If the desired matter is relevant and
helpful to the accused in the conduct of his case, i t appears that
the Government must disclose the confidential information or aban.
don prosecution.

VII. CONCLUSION
The privileges designed to preserve the confidential nature of the
relationships deemed most important to mciety have been subjected
to increasingscrutiny in modern times. The spectacle of a plethora
* - * P ~33f,
~ ~m b. ( s ) , nrcu, 1961.
"'CM 389692. 21 CMR 451 11966). See s l i o Chl 391879, Craig, 22 CMR
466 (19661, as to w i a i w ~of governmental privilege with respect t4 an
Inapeebr Genersi'a report.
" * I d . a t 466.
*Go ElOlB
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of special interest groups clamoring to be added to the list of those
protected by the rules of privilege has alarmed many lawyers who
place the judicial search for truth above the protection of confidential relationships. Many courts hare come to share this viewpoint
and have severely constricted the scape of the privileges. The
Armed Forces, for their part, have refused to incorporate a phyaician-patient privilege into military law.
Nevertheless, the confidential relationships covered by privilege
in military law are carefully selected, limited in number, basic to
the social fabric, and eminently worthy of protection-although
the IIanual provisions regarding the marital privilege are in dire
need of modernization. Therefore, it would not be wise to attempt
to write numerous exceptions to the privileges into the 3fanual in
order to facilitate the introduction of relevant evidence before
courts-martial. This goal can best be accomplished through the
exercise of the sound discretion of the law officer. The law officer
should be given a free hand in determining the necessity of disclowre or nondisclosure in the particular case before him. He alone
is in a position to make a fair and intelligent determination of
whether a privilege is justified in the interest of maintaining the
confidential nature of a relationship, or unjustified when it is clear
that the specific testimony is necessarv to secmre facts essential ta
the determination of the guilt or innocence of the accused. If he
is given this wide discretion to overrule privileges for considerations of justice, their continued retention is practicable. If not,
further inroads u~illcut 80 deeply into all the privilegea that they
will eventually cease to be living and vital principles in the law.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND THE
MILITARY DEFENSE COUNSEL'
Br CAPTAINWARRENH. HORTON"
The quality of military justice depends almost completely upon
the ethics of those who administer the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, 1960. Foremost among this group, whose moral judgment
is tested daily, is the military defense counsel, by necessity often
an officer of limited background, bath militarily and professionally.' I n the unusual organization required by the military service,
the defense counsel finds himself opposing his normal client, the
government, and practicing before a judge who is often his law
partner. He has the case prepared and reviewed by his senior law
partner and "boss," the Staff Judge Advocate and later the case
is ultimately reviewed and actianed by the Convening Authority,
who has almost infinite power over his perjon and c&reer.l
This organization, by its very nature, requires a higher standard of ethical conduct on the part of the individuals administering
the judicial system than does a comparable civilian system. This
is true because a civilian system of justice neither has nor requires
a close knit organization. The desired standard of ethical conduct
in the military justice system is usually attained and often exceeded
through the medium of establishing high standards of both professional training and personal character for selection, certification,
and appointment as professional legal officers. There is, however,
a paucity of training for non-lawyer military personnel in the
field of ethics, I t is, therefore, appropriate that the ethical problems of the military counsel be examined and emphasized so they
may be easily recognized and solved by interested persons.
To appreciate the decisional dilemma produced by the military
organization, the meaning of the word ethics must be explored.
Ethics has been defined as the branch of philosophy dealing with
* T h i s article B B ~adapted from a. thesis presented to The Judge Adra.
cste General's School, C. S. Army, Chsrlottesmlle, Virgmia, s h i l e the
author was a. member of the Sixth Advanced Clarn. The opinions and
eancluaions presented herein are those of the author and do not nee.
essariiy reprelent the view of The Judge Advocate General's School nor
any other governmental agene?.
I*
JAGC, U.S. Army, Staff Judge Advocate Seetian, Headquarters Fourth
United States Army, Fort Sam Houston, Texas; member of the Florida
State Bar; graduate of Stetnon University L a w School.
' JAGA, llema to Executive Oflee. Subieot: S.1165, 85th Congrenr, A
Bill To Provide Incentive Pay and Related Benefits far Judge Advocates
and Legal SPeEialist of the Armed Forces (1867).
'TlO&E 12-IT, Department a i the Army, 20 Dee 1855: U.S. V. G m u ,
6 USCMA 615, 20 CMR 331 (1866).
A M la18
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the moral duty of man in his obligations to others and in perfecting
him8elf.j Morals and ethics both refer to a habit of right action
with the individual and sanctioned by the custom af the society in
which he lives. Ethics, hawever, refers more to the prineipies of
right in the abstract while moral tends to refer to the actions
sanctioned by the social and religious
When, as here, a subject is discussed from an ethical viewpoint, there is the suggestion
of going back to first principles and judging it a s a matter of
abstract right and wrong.
A complete reevaluation is not always required as the foundation of legal ethics is said to lie in bath the positive law and in
reason.s That portion found in the positive law is reflected in iegislation and in the decision of courts, while the portion founded in
reason consists primarily in the application of widely accepted
principles of good conduct to the specific problem of the military
counsel. The general principles have been stated for the use of
the individual not by society as a whole but by the minor group of
society most conversant with the problems involved and the function regulated. Far the legal profession these principles have taken
the farm of "Canons of Ethics" formulated by State and local Bar
Assmiations and by the American Bar A s s ~ c i a t i o n .These
~
standards, while promulgated by the minor group, must stand the
appraisal and criticism of the public as any failure to conform
or exceed the prevailing norms of society a8 a whale carries with
it a loss of prestige f a r the entire minor group.'
With the guidelines furnished by the positive law and by the
standards of the group a8 expressed in the various canons, ethical
problems are eased but not solved as the duties owed by the professional legal person are many and often conflict. The duties of a
lawyer hare been listed thusly: Ist, to the State as an officer and
citizen; Zd, to the Court as an officer and adviser; 3rd, to his
client as a fiduciary; and 4th, to his brother lawyers. The lawyer
cannot be honest to one duty and dishonest to another. His duties
must be performed to a11 without infringing upon or impairing the
rights of others and when he so performs his conduct is then can-

' Wsbetev's h'ew

Collegiate Dtotzonory (2d Ed.,1956)
<Crabb,Cvabb's English Synanymes (1917).
LBostan, The Souroe and Formulafinn 0 1 Ethical Preoepla, 78 Cent. L. J.
400 (1910.
'American Bar Asreciatian. Conona a i Pmjessionol Ethics (1967) (hereinafter cited as Canon. A B A ) .
'Ross, Social Canh.01 (1901).
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sidered ethicaLs The duties of the military coun8el are not materially different from the duties of his civilian counterpart.
The judicial system of which the military defense counsel i s a
part was effectuated in 1951 by the promulgation of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice and the Manual for Cowts-Martial,
United States, 1!?51.gWhile this system emanates from Congress'
power to make rule^ far the Government and regulation of the
land and naval forces,"1n rather than the judicial authority of the
Constitution,11 it is judicial in nature.12 Although the system is
said to be an instrument in the hands of the executive pawer for
the regulation of the Armed Forces1s there appears t o have been
a recent trend enhancing it with an increasing aura of judicial
1ikene~s.l~
Whether the military justice system is truly judicial in nature
or not is perhapa not the prime consideration as the system does
encompass an arrangement whereby one person represents another,
accused of crime, before a body empowered to punish. The very
nature of the representation is sufficient to require B special standa r d of conduct on the part of the attorney.I6 The administration of
military justice is conducted by lawyer and lay person alike, and
yet, although the UCIIIJIB and the I\fanual1' incorporate certain
ethical principles, there has been no definitive body of standards
enunciated similar to the canons of ethics instituted by other bars.
Despite this, the requirements contained in the UCXJ and the
' Report

of the Committee on Admissions of the New Yo7k County
L o w ~ e i sAssociation, Year Book, N e u York County Lawyers Association (1909).
'lo U.S.C. 801-940 (1962 Ed., Supp. Y), placed in force and effect by
Executive Order 10214, dated February 8, 1051 (hereinafter referred
to as the UCMJ or the Code). Its prov%ions are implemented by the
Manual for Coirts-.9Ja~tioi,Cnited StaCa, 1961 (hereinafter referred
to BQ the Manual).
I"U.S. Conrt., art. I, set. 8, cI. 14.
" U S const., art. 111.
"Runkla V. US.,
122 U.S. 643 (1887).
" E z P a m Quirin, 317 U S 1 (1042).
"Snedeker, Military Juatiee Cnder The U n i f a n Code 47 (1053).
"Meinhard Y. Salmon, 240 N.Y. 458, 164 N.E. 645 (1028), wherein Chief
Jvdge Cardozo said: "Many form8 of eanduet permissible in a workaday
world far those acting at arm's length, a m forbidden t o those bound by
fidueiary ties. A trustee ia held t o samethmg itdeter than the morals
of the market place. Not hamsty alone, hut the punctilio of an honor
the most aenaitive, I S then the standard of behavior. As ta thin there
has developed B tradition that is unbending and inveterate , , . , Only
thus has the level of conduct for fiduciaries becn kept at a level higher
than that trodden by the crowd."
"Arts. 6 ( e ) , 2 2 ( h ) . 26, 27, 32(b), 34, 37, 38, 42, 43, 51, and 64, UCYJ.
"Pam. 36, 88, SO, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 41, and 48, MCM, 1061,
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Manual, a s well as the Canons of Professional Ethics af the American Bar Association, have been stringently applied to the conduct
of military counsel by the Court of Xilitary Appeals.'s All military
personnel who are lawyers remain subject to the ethical standards
to ivhich they subscribed in becoming a member of the civilian
bar, regardless of their position or work in the military service."
The other judicial officers and counsel are guided only by the UCMJ
and the Manual provisions 8 s interpreted in cases decided by the
Court of Xilitary Appeals. These decisions are rarely available
ta non-lawyer special court-martial personnel. I t has been stated
that military tribunals probably never can be constituted in such
B manner as to have the same kind of qualifications deemed essential to fair trials of civilians in federal courts.2' However, the
application of ethical principles to all persons in the military system makes the attainment of such a standard of justice very
es of the military defense counsel must
not only of his personal ethical limitations, but also the protections afforded him and his client by the
obligations an the others active in the 8ystem.z1 The principal
persons whose ethical duties interrelate with the defense counsel
are the Conrening Authorit)., the Staff Judge Advocate, the Law
Officer and the Trial Counsel.
I t is the object of this article to examine and analyze the professional ethics which pertain to the military defense counsel, to eompare in a limited manner civilian practice in the fields of conflicting

\..

"V.S.
Tuviea, 8 USCMA 262. 24 CHR 72 (1951). The Court stated
a t page 265 while discussing the attorney-client relationnhip: "[?lo
eour-ither
Federal or S t a b h a s been mare sealoue in safegvarding
and atrengthening the privilege arising therefrom than this Court. We
need not look to the decisions of ather courts f a r preeedent--our o m
caee6 Speak f o r themieiues."
" I n / e O'Neil, 228 App. Dlv. 128, 288 K.Y.Supp. 287 (1st Dept., 1930).
01 wl. T o t h v . Quarles, 360 U.S. 11 (1965).
V. Wlliiliama. 8 USCMA 323, 24 CMR 138 (1857). Wherein the
Court itated at page 328: "It is ineomprehennihie b us how, a t this
late date, a f t e r the enactment of the Uniform Code of Militam Justice,
a record of t r i a l containing such a plethora of errors 8s found in the
instant case could have proceeded unscathed through the ntaR legal
officer, the convening authority, and the board of revier. Over five
years ago in one of O Y ~early eases. _e had oeeanion to remark t h a t :
'It ia not this Court done t h a t ia endorad by Congress with resjmnaibill~
for insuring t h a t eourts-martial are conducted in aeeordanee a i t h
required procedures. The reforms intended by the Uniform Code of
l i h t a r y Justice will not be carried out until officers eoneerned wlth
ordering, eandueting and reviewing courts-martial observe scrupulously
their duties and reaponaibilitiea under the Code s n d the Manual.'
[United States I. James, 1 USCMA 379, a CMR 1131."
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interests and appeals based upon inadequate representation, and
to examine the need for additional emphasis on ethics among military counsel and judicial persons.
I. GENERAL ASPECTS
Matters of loyalty, duty, and adherence to established norms are
not new to the military officer as these attributes are considered
mandatory in a good leader, contribute materially to the stability
of the military forces, and are indispensible requisites for success
in battle.22 Neither is the concept of fidelity to an accused completely new to the military defense counsel as references to the
conduct and duties of coun~elwere contained in the Manuals for
Courts-Martial previous to the current 0118.~~With the ebb of the
theory that courts-martial are executive instruments for the enforcement of discipline, and the concomitant ascendency of B
judicial concept designed to insure a fair trial, these officers must,
however, reweigh their loyalties and duties when appointed as
counsel within the framework of a code of conduct found acceptable
by the general public. I t was the clamor of the public which required the enactment by Congress of the UCMJ, and i t is they, the
public, who must ultimately judge the adminietratian of justice
under it.24
The realization of the need for a Code of Ethics in civilian professional legal matters developed only recently from a historical
viewpoint. The first Code of Ethics was adopted in Alabama in
1887. Later in 1908 the American Bar Association adopted its
Canons of Professional Ethics which by 1914 had been assimilated
by 31 state bars as their own.25 Subsequently, in 1924 the American
Bar Association adopted the Canons of Judicial Ethics.le These
canons are not binding an attorneys and judges who are not
members of the American Bar Association and may be enforced
as to members only by suspension or expulsion from the Association. However, since all state bar associations have canons of
ethics for lawyers and judges similar to those of the association
and because the opinions of the Committee on Professional Ethics
and Grievances of the Association are conaidered as authoritative
by members of the legal profession, these latter canons will be

Profasaional Ethiea and Grieuances
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applied throughout this aitiele in considering the several aspects
of the ethical problems raieed in the military justice system.
The need for the formalization of the standards of conduct of
professional legal persons is said by one m i t e r ? . to have arisen
because af a growing commercialism all 017er the country with B
consequent weakening of an effective professional public opinion.
He also stated that many lawyer8 departed from honorable
standard8 of practice as a result of actual ignorance of the ethical
requirements of a given situation. While the motivating background of the need for formalizing the standards of conduct for
persons administering military justice may be different in that it
springs primarily from the nature of the organization required by
the military SerYice and the previous military concept of the administration af justice, the result desired from such formalization
is the same. This result is a fair trial, or fair representation if no
trial i3 involved, based upon the law and the highest moral principles.
The duty of the lawyer is \Tell expressed in Canon 32 which
states:

"Sa elienr, earpoiate OT individual . . . hoiiwer Important, i s entitled
to receii,e nor should ens lawyer render any b e i v i c e or advice mvolvmg
dirlayalty to the law uhose mimnters % e are, or disrespect of the judicial
office. which jve are bound t o uphald: or eorruphon of any perian or
persons exercisinp B pubhe office OT p n \ n t e trvif or deception or betrayal
of the public. When rendering any such improper service or advice, the
lawyer invites and merita itern and j u t condemnation. Correspondingly.
he advances the hanor of his profeiiion and the best interest of his client
when he renders service 01 gives advice tending to impreis upon his client
and his undertaking exact compliance x i t h the strictest prmciples of
moral lex,. He m u d also observe and adviie his client to observe the
atatute la%-, thauph u i i ~ i l B rtntote shall have been e o n i n u e d and
interpreted by c ~ r n p e f e n adjudication,
r
he 13 free and :P entitled t o advise
8 s t o 11s validity and and a i t o i h a t he C O ~ ~ C I C ~ ~ believes
~ D Y E : to
~ be its
inst meaning and exter.t But above all a lawyer mill find hie highest
honor in a deaerred reputation for fidelity to p n i a t e trust and t o rublie
duty. B S an honeit man and 8% a patnacie and loyal citizen."
The military lawyer prior to his specific appointment as a defense counsel for a named accused awes the foregoing quoted duties
to the Government as he is in the employ of the military service

concerned as an attorney performing legal serrices. He is available a t all times to represent the United States in a criminal action.
As his employment by the Government is a fuiltime and service
commitment, he is not free to accept another client until released
from his primary obligation to the Government in some manner.
___.
"-Drinker, Legal Ethics 26 (1853).
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The problems surrounding the creation of an attorney-client relationship between an accused and the military defense counsel
differ materially from those of civilian practice. Therefore, they
will be considered in detail.
11. ESTABLISHMENT O F ATTORSEY-CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP

A military accused has a right to
but this right does not
obligate the military to appoint a counsel for him prior to the filing
of charges.2Q So specific language is found in the Code or the
Manual relative to the appointment of counsel for an accused after
charges have been preferredaDuntil such time a s the charges have
been processed and actually indorsed to an officer designated to
perform the investigation required by Article 32, UCMJ, 1950."
The Court of Military Appeal8 has, however, in several cases indicated that a right to military counsel may exist.3s It has been
clearly established that even prior to charges a euspected parson
has a right to consult a civilian attorney during interrogation by
government agentsas or to seek advice from the Staff Judge Advo.
c a b 3 * The extent of such advice from the Staff Judge Advocate,
who has been compared with a civilian district attorneyss is very
limited as any action by him which established a privileged relationship between him and the suspect, might well be construed
as creating a conflict of interest between his duties as a government lawyer and those to the accused sufficient to preclude his
further action on the case as StaffJudge Advocate.38 Further, he
US.Y. C h y . 1 USCMA 74, 1 CDIR 74 (1951).
M o w e , 4 USCMA 432, 16 C X R 56 (19543. See d m U.S. 7.
Moo7e.
Cavlgnan, 342 U.S. 36 (1951)
(1951):: Commonwealth Y. MoNciI, 323 Mass. 436,
104 N.E.2d 163 11952):
11952); State v. B m h ,. 4 N.J.
N.J. 461.
461, 73 A.2d 249 (1950).
119501.
,~ .
" A n exception is found in the situation where i t ' iis
r desiredto
desired to take B
deposition before charges are referred for trial: see par. 117, MCM,
1951; Art. 49. UCMJ.
"Art. 32(b). UCMJ, stater in pmt,
he shall be represented , , .
by eounsel appointed by the officer exercising general couremsrtid
jurisdiction oyer the command."
'"U.S. V. Moova, 4 USCJiIA 432, 16 C P R 56 (1954) : C.S. V. H o u m h e l l ,
7 USCMA 3, 21 CMR 128 11956); C.S. Y . Gunnels, 8 USCMA 130, 23
C P R 354 (1957).
U.S. Y. R a m , 3 USCMA 441, 24 CMR 251 (1857). held. where suspects'
lequeet t o comult attorney WBB denied, subsequently obtained statement
was inadmissible in evidenee; but see C.S.V. iMeiudle, 8 USCMA 597,
25 CMR 101 (1968).
'' U.S. V. Gunnrla, 8 USCMA 130, 23 C P R 354 (19511.
I' U S .Y. Hayes.
Haysa. 7 USCMA 477, 22 C P R 267 (1957).
" A r t Eb), UCMJ.

'* U.S.7.

". . .
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must exercise the greatest care in a converaation with such
pect a s Canon S8' reads in part:

SUB-

the lawyer most pmtieularly to avoid
'I. . . . It 18 incumbent upon
everything that may tend TO mislead B party not represented by eounsel.
and he Should not undertake ta advise him as to the law.''

Probably the extent of advice by the Staff Judge Advocate would be
to tell the suspect that he has a right ta obtain civilian counsel at
his own expense. Thus, it may be seen that the lawyer who is
subsequently appointed to represent an accused has an assurance
that government attorneys have not misled an accused if they
have acted ethically in the case prior to the time the Government
furnishes counsel for the accused.
Generally in civilian practice a lawyer upon his own responsibility must decide what employment he will accept.3n This is true to a
great extent even where the public defender system has been instituted, as that person determines whether the aceused requesting the services meets the statutory criteria so as tc qualifys9
far public defender representation. A civilian public defender
does not usually have the problems of the military lawyer incident
to the creation of a status from which an attorney-eiient relationship might properly ripen. For example, in California the Public
Defender is elected to the office for a term of four ears.'^ which
office has been judicially determined not to be 8 county o5ce
representing the state in criminal 8ctions."
Unlike the Public Defender the military lawyer suffers from the
same disabilities as the Staff Judge Advoeate in that he is a fulltime attorney for the stde42 and is available to represent i t in
criminal actions. The military lawyer's status as a defense counsel is created and may be terminated48by the court-martial convening authority almost a t will. The only available authority for
a judge advocate officer to render legal service to a member of the
military senice, other than by appointment a s a defense counsel
n 0. ABA.
n 31, AEA.
Code Ann., Tit. 3. 027106 (1947). (The court may slss appoint
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under Article 27 of the Code, is the legal assistance regulation.“
While the Court of Military Appeals in the dictum of the Gunnels‘&
case stated that the regulation applied only to legal assistance
omcers, the clear text of the regulation appears to be applicable to
all judge advocate officers in that it states in pertinent part:

.

“1. General-.
Purpoae.-Military personnel.. frequently need legal
.
advice and naairtanee omeerning their personal legal problunli.
“b. Aetivib of Judge Adva‘ate General’s G r p - W i t h i n the A m y ,
the rendering of legal advice and aariatance to military personnel . ,
concerning personal isgal problems is P profesaional aerviee of The J u d s
Advocate General and his eorpii.. , . The term[a] ‘legal adrtanee of8ser’
inelude[s] and [is]
, applicable to all judge sdvmates and their
offices when engaged in rendering legal assistance.
‘IO. Confidential and privileged ehsraotar of service provided and
limitations thereon-*.
Inasmuch 8s the service provided hereunder la
a e n t i s l l y legal, the urvnl attorney and client relationship must bo maintained by ell cmeerned.
“b. Service will not be provided hereunder to adviiie OF assist miiitary
peraonnd in any ease in vhieh aueh personnel are 01probably .Rill be the
subject of court-martial investigation or chmgeli, Militsm personnel .Rill
not womdt legal aaaiatanee offieera concerning such matters. and e w h
oficsn will mfwa to recDive aonhdincca from them uniese authmilad b#
cmnpbtmt mdsra to deiand them pwmurnt to ths Uniform Cads of Mi(&
twv Jutios. A r t i c l e 6 or 27. . . .I’ [Emphasis supplied.]

..

.

...

..

...

. ..

From the foregoing it is concluded that the military lawyer,
including a Staff Judge Advocate, may not ethically enter inta a n
attorney-client relationship with a military aocvsed except after
having been appointed a defense counsel under the authority of
the Code. There is no requirement that the appointment as counsel for an accused be made in a particular manner. I t may occur
quite informally or it may be accomplished formally by the promulgation of a written order. It normally takes the form of an
informal designation of a person by name to represent a specific
accused or as the result of formal charges involving an aceused
being refered for trial to a court-martial, of which a person has
previously been appointed the defense counsel.
In spite of the validity of the above conclusion, oecasionally con.
fidences may be extended to an attorney under conditions so a s
to cause the attorney-client relationship to arise by operation of
law. If such 8 relationship is established, the attorney-elient
privilege is extended to the communications and the relationship
creates a conflict of interest problem for the attorney involved.‘e
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The Court of Military Appeals has in at least two CBB~S" noted
that the record of trial indicated activity by counsel f o r a n a c
cused prior to the date of the formal order of appointment of a
defense counsel. In the Parker case, government counsel urged the
court to judically notice that such activity prior to the formal
order was a standard practice. The court declined to do so. These
cases may not be construed as appro\,ing gratuitous representation
by the officers concerned as there is no indication that the convening authority had not informally made the officers available to
the accused as counsel within the framework of the Code.
The Code provides specific authority f a r counsel to be appointed
to represent an accused prior to referral of the charges to a courtmartial for trial on two occasions. These are for the taking of a
deposition after charges have been preferred and prior to referral" and if the accused requests counsel a t the pretrial invest i ~ a t i o n . ' ~The language of the Code appears to restrict these
appointments to the taking of the deposition and the formal investigation only. However, once an attorney and client relationship has arisen the activities and duties of the attorney are
governed by the same principle@ and ethical considerations a s a
civilian attorney. The Manuals1 describes his duty, in part, as
follows ;
"An officer or other military person acting

88 eounsel for the accuaed
duties BI ~ s u s l l ydevolve upon the eounael for B
civil emrt in a eriminsl care. , .)'

. . . will p ~ r f o msuch
defendant h i e r e

I

.

Thus, his obligations extend beyond the limits of the investigation
proper or the taking of the deposition and continue until other
counsel has been appointed, or the case has been referred for
trial or dismissed. Any other contention would deprive the accused of counsei before the judicial forum which actually renders
the pretrial decisions2 a s the recommendation of the Investigating
Officer is advisory
However, the status af attorney and
" US.Y. Parher, 5 USCMA 75, 19 6MR 201 (1966) ; US. V. McMohan,
S USCXA TOB, 21 CMR 31 (1856).
"Art. 4914, U C Y J : par. 117, MCM, 1961. "[Slueh an authority may
designat. omeers . . .to represent the prosewtion and the daienae and may
authorize such o m e m to take the depoation of any raitnear:'
'sArt. 32(b), UCMJ. "The moused ahall be advised of the charges
against him and of his right to b% m p r i s e n l d o t suoh invratiilatia
by ~o%n*si.l'(Emphasis supplied.)
'"Par. 34c. YCM. 1961; U.S.7. Biady, 8 USCMA 456, 24 CMR 266
(1961); U . S . v. Tmnasiewaki, 8 USCMA 266, 24 CMR 16 (1951).
"Par. 486 MCM, 1951.
"Art. 54, UCMJ.
"Par. 84a, MCM, 1951.
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client may be terminated by the appointing authority a t any
time!‘
The mere appointment of an officer as a defense counsel for an
accused either under the previously discussed Code provisions or
under Article 27, UCMJ, does not of itself create the attorney.
client relationship.s5 One writer has saidJBthat the commence.
, the result of a desire
ment of the professional relationship is
on the part of the client to employ an attorney in and about his
businees or litigation, and of a corresponding consent on the part of
the attorney to act for the client in a professional capacity.
The establishment of the relationship is in no way dependent
upon the payment of a fee and may exist between two parties even
though a third party pays the fee or the services m e given gratuitously,81 The actual creation of the relationship is usually implied
from the acts of the parties.58 The acts must show consent on the
part of the accused to the relationship.
The ethical obligation8 and limitations are the same for a de.
fense counsel at any stage of the court-martial proceeding. However, as problem8 occur more frequently after a case has been
referred for trial these matters will be discussed from that viewpoint.
111. ETHICS PRIOR TO TRIAL
In discussing the ethical problems of the trial attorney, it has
been said that three different ethical standards may be applied,
namely: first, the ideal of the best men in the profession; second,
the actual practice of the man of ordinary ethical prudence; and
third, the standards applied by the courts in disciplinary proceedings. In other words, the standards are (1) the hope of the prcfession; ( 2 ) its practice, which, unfortunately, does not always
measure up to hope: and ( 3 ) what will “get by” the courts.’n
Further, courts, and other members of the profession must allow
a large latitude to the individual judgment of counsel in determining his actions within the standard,eo as the basic integrity of the
lawyer is the corner stone upon which a judicial system muat
rest.61

”. .

...

“U.S.v. F r y s , 8 USCMA 137, 23 CMR 361 (1967); LIS. 7. Vmdsrwol,
4 USCMA 661, 16 CMR 136 (1964).

“US. Y. Niehola, 8 USCMA 118, 23 CMR 343 (1967); U.S.v. Mills*,
7 USCMA 23. 21 CMR 149 (1866).
“Weeks. Attmnws c t Law, Dl33 (26 Ed. 1892).
‘‘Keenon Y . Soott, 64 W.Va. 137, 61 S.E.SO6 (1908).
’*US.
I. Bmdu, 8 USCMA 466, 24 CMR 266 (1967).
‘.He+tt, Book Redew, 86 Yah Low Journal 391 (1826).
** C m m w e a l t h v. HiU, 186 Pb 887, S8 Atl. 1066 (1898).
Oplnim 26, A B A ; Canon 80, ABA.
lulm
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An officer or other military person acting a s counsel for the
accused before a general or special court-martial must perform
the duties which devolve upon counsel for a defendant before a
civil court in a criminal c ~ s e In
. ~addition,
~
many of the pretrial
duties have in essence been made directive in nature by the Manual
for Courts-Martial, which requires that counsel will advise the accused of and explain his right to have enlisted persons on the
court,m the meaning and effect of a plea of guilty, his teatimaniai
right, both before and after findings, and his right to assert any
proper defense or ~bjection.~'
The period in military criminal prweedings between referral
of charges and the actual trial may be compared favorably to the
time in civil criminal prweedings between arraignment and trial.
The Supreme Court of the United States has stated concerning
this period; I'. , , t h a t during perhaps the most critical period of the
proceedings against these defendants, that is to say, from time of
their arraignment until the beginning of their trial, when consultation, thorough going investigation and preparation were vitally
important, the defendants did not have the aid of counsel in any
real sense, although they were as much entitled to such aid during
that period a s a t the trial itself.""
While the totality of ethical standards are applicnbie to the pretrial conduct of counsel, some aspects are more pertinent at this
state than a t later proceedings. The counsel must use his beet
efforts to obtain a full and complete knowledge of the accused's
cause, both facts and law, and then advise him candidly of the
Although
merits of his case and the probable result of the
most accused would be better pleased with having his views confirmed by an erroneous opinion than his hopes and wishes thwarted
by B sound one, such assentation would be dishonest and unprofeseional.a7 The attorney is bound to tell the client his real opinion
and to advise him to do what he honestly believes is in his best
.'Par. 480. MCM. 1951. No attempt viil be made to differentiate between
appointed coun~e1,aelceted individual militam eounael, 01civilian counsd
unless the Caurt of Military Appeals has in a particular instance in&o t e d that the type of eoun~el involved influeneed B decision. Th.
ethical akndard to be applied to the eanduct of coun8el does not VPV
with the muree d the coun8el but the imDut.tion to the .eeuaed of .N
of urunsel may be affected by the amoint of control he was able to
exelelse O W L . BeiPCtmn O f counsel
" Par. 480, I C Y , 1951.
*'Par. 1st. M C I , 1961.
" P o w d Y. State at Ahbarn. 287 U.S.45 (1981).
"Canon 8, A B A ; par& W ( 0 ,1st. P C M , 1911.
Hoeman. A Course o/ Leg01 Stud" 761 (IdEd., 1W).
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interest.e8 He should beware of bold amurances as occasionally
the evidence may later surprise or disappoint him and cause a
result opposite to his original evaluation.
I t is during the pretrial period that any confiicting interests on
the part of counsel should become known and revealed in detail
to the accused so that he may intelligently exercise his right to
request other counsel.es Canon 6 states in part: "It is the duty of a
lawyer at the time of retainer to disclose to the client all the
circumstances of his relations to the parties, and any interest in
or connection with the controversy, which might influence the
client in the selection of counsel." The effect of the representation
of conflicting interest will be discussed subsequently.
During the pretrial investigations and consultations the military defense counsel may, on occasion, become convinced that his
client is completely guilty and yet he is duty bound to represent
the individual by all honorable and legitimate means regardless of
his personal opinion.70 Thia is not identical with civilian practice,
although the first paragraph of Canon 6 is as follows:
"It is the right of the 18w7.e~
to unde?take the defense of B person
rceuaed of crime, regardless of his personal opinion 8 8 to the m i l t of the
aeeuaed; atheraise innment persons, victims only of s u ~ i e i o ucircum~

stances, might be denied p ~ o p e rdefense. Having undertaken such defenae.
the lawyer is bound, by ail fair and honorable means, to prDsent every
defense that the law of the land permits, to the end that no peraon may
be d e p r i d of life 01liberty, but by due process of 1m.l'

This Canon has been construed a s a right of the attorney to refuse
to represent a client of whose guilt he becomes convinced but to in
no way bind him to refuse on such a basis. I t has been stated that
%ur legal system does not constitute the lawyer the judge a s to the
justice or soundness of the c&uaes committed to him, but deems it
in the ends of justice to have all the facts and arguments on each
side of the controversy presented by expert counsel, stimulated to
a maximum of industry and ingenuity by the contest, for decision
by the court and jury."" Indeed, it has been held both that a
personal belief in the soundness of a cause or of the authorities
supporting i t is irrelevant'2 and that an attorney who makes a
practice of withdrawing from the defense of an accused when he
becomes connnced of his guilt should so inform the client prior
to receiving any confidences.78
Opinion 82. ABA.
Par. 480, MCP, 1951.
Ibid.
Ddnkar, Legal Ethloa 142 (1968).
"Opinion 280, ABA.
*' Opinion SO, ABA.
"
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
The principal ethical problems during the pretrial proceedings
seem to lie in the fields of gathering evidence, relations with the
opposing counsel and pretrial agreements with the convening
authority relative to pleas.
These problems will be considered in the order stated.

A. Investigatin
Counsel should make an exhaustive investigation of all possible sources of evidence including personal interviews with a11
witnesses. The investigative effort must be designed not only to
furnish a basis for affirmative defenses but also to ferret out
possible weaknesses in the Government's case. The investigation
by counsel must be conducted within the limitations of ethical conduct. With regard to the discovery of evidence, the Manual provides that counsel ". . . in interviewing a witness , , . should
acrupulously avoid any suggestion calculated to induce the witness
to suppress or deviate from the truth when appearing 8s a witness
at the trial."" Although the Manual appears to forbid only action
which might cause a deviation from the truth a t t h e trial (emphasis
supplied), it would Seem that actions by counsel which might
induce a witness t o pretrial statements or actions designed to mislead opposing counsel would not be within the "fair and honorable" means or candid conduct allowed by the canons of ethics.
The Manual also prorides that: ''. . . [Plrior to trial, he [Trial
Counsel] should adrise the defense of the probable witnesses to
be called by the prosecution. . .? Although this passage requires the Government to furnish the defense a list of probable
witnesses, there is no corresponding duty upon the defense counsel.
Indeed there is a substantiai difference between the duties of
government counsel and defense counsel with regard to evidence
which their respective investigations may have revealed. The
second paragraph af Canon 5, relative to the duty of public
Droseeutors states:

.

"The pnmary duty of a iairygr engaped in public prosecution 1s not to
convict, but t o see that judice is done. The mppresaion of facts OF the
secreting a i witnesses capable of ertsblishing the innocence of the accused
1%highly reprehensible."

While the trial counsel need not call an eye witness to a crime
whose testimony he believes to be unreliable, he must advise the
defense of the existence of the witness.'d The defense, an the other
hand, need not in any way expose to opposing counsel the results
"par. 4 2 ~ .mcM, i e n .
"Par. 41h, MCM, 1861.
Canmansedth V. Pdsnno. 388 Pa.28.81 A.2d 640 (1951)
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of his investigation unless the cervices of the Government's subpoena power or other assistance in obtaining a witness is desired."

B. Relatims WithCounsel
The relations between the lawyers involved with the pretrial
matters, e.g., the defense counsel, trial counsel, and Staff Judge
Advocate, must be characterized by candor and fairness.78 I t may
never be forgotten that the clients, not the lawyers, are the
litigants. Even in cases where there may be ill feelings between
clients or perhap8 some unrealistic viewpoint on the part of same
section of the Government, these matters should not influence
lawyers in their conduct or demeanor toward each other.'O Attorneys must "do as adversaries do in law: strive mightily but
eat and drink as friends."8o
A lawyer should not in any way communicate upon the subject
of controversy with a party represented by counsel but rather
must communicate with and through the party's counsel. Consequently, the trial counsel must conduct all matters concerning an
accused through the defense counsel,B18 % should the Staff Judge
Advocate. I t has also been established that it probably would be
improper for an attorney for the Government to permit police
officers or detectives to interview an accused without the knowledge
of his attorney.8' The attorney may not advise or sanction acts
by his client which he himself should not do.83
The defense counsel is as obligated by Canan 9, which regulates
negotiations with the opposite party, as is counsel for the gavernment. He must exercise caution especially when there are several
accused each of whom are represented by other counsel. He may
not properly interview one of these accused, unless his counsel is
present, even though the accused is an anticipated witness against
the defense counsel's client.
Both the defense counsel and the trial counsel experience some
difficulty when dealing with the convening authority. This occur.8
because the Code and the Manual fail to clearly delineate the
functions of the Staff Judge Advocate and the Trial Counsel in
so f a r as they relate to the Convening Authority. Are either of
these government lawiers the attorney for the Convening Author.
ity so as to ethically require other attorneys in a case to communiParr. 44f(z), 115, MCM, 1961.
Canon 22, ABA.
Canon 17. ABA.
"Shakespeare, Taming a i the Shreu,, Act I, end of Scene 2.
"Par. 44h, MCX, 1951; Canon 9, ABA.
"Opinion 95, ABA.
'*Opinion 75, AEA.
AQO
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eate through them? Far example: A defense counsel feels he can.
not properly represent an accused because of a deep hostility
toward him. A report of this is required "to the convening authority for his appropriate action."8' Should this be directed through
the trial counsel or the Staff Judge Advocate or either? As to the
Trial Counsel, he is required to report to the Convening Authority
when he discovers t h a t there "has not been a substantial compliance
with Article 32."a6 Must he route this report through the Staff
Judge Advocate? These and similar questions are not susceptible
of truly definitive answers. I t appears that Canon 26 in holding the
attorney to the known customs or practices of the Bar of a particular court may well require different solutions in the numerous
jurisdictions which exist throughout the world in the military
service. The military lawyer should familiarize himself with these
practices and adhere to them.
C. Pretrial Agreements
During recent years, there has arisen in the military justice
system a practice commonly referred to as a pretrial agreement
whereby the accused through his counsel agrees to plead guilty
in return f a r certain benefits promised by the convening author.
ity.s6 These benefits normally take the form of reducing the charge
to some lesser offense, dismissing some of the charges, or agreeing
to approve no greater sentence than that contained in the agreement. This practice contains possible evils from which an accused
and his coun~elare protected only by the ethics of government
legal personnel and the convening authority. While the ultimate
decision as to what charges to refer to trial and what proposed
pretrial agreement should be accepted lie with the convening
authority, as a discretionary and judicial function which he may
not delegate,87he must of necessity lean heavily upon the Staff
Judge Advocate both for the general policies governing these
affairs and the specific disposition of individual cases. The pwsible evils lie in that area of the pretrial proceedings where it is
permissive to multiply the charges arising aut of e. single transaction, to charge minor offenses with serious ones,BBand the decision as to whether the trial of an offense in the most serious aspect
"Par. 46b, Y C M , 1951.
"Par. 4 4 t W M C M , 1951. Under the deoiaim i n U.S.v. Olson, 7 USCMA
242, 22 CMR 32 (1956), it is elear that at the trial the trial eounael
repreaenra the United Stater and not the convening anthority but his
p*etria1 ivnetion is not always BO clear.
" J A G J 195311278, 23 Apr 1963.
U.S.7 , Bmdy. 8 USCMA 456, 24 C X R 266 (1857).
Par. 266 and c, MCM. 1951.
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is warranted by the available facts.80 Should the government
attorneys or the Convening Authority be in any way, even subconsciously, influenced to decide these matters adversely to an
accused for the purpose of enhancing the Government's position
relative to a possible pretrial agreement, then their conduct could
not be considered ethical even though the resulting record of trial
Government counsel
received the affirmation of appellate
find their guidance and the defense finds i t protection in the canons
of ethics. Pertinently the following extracts of the canons should
be observed :
"The primary duty of B lawyer engaged in publie prosecution is not to
convict, but to see t h a t justice 18 done.. .l"i
, He [a lawyer] in bound ta give a candid opinion of the merits
and probable result of pending or contemplated litigationa
. , The office af Attorney does not permit, much lens does i t demand
of him for any client, molation of law or any manner of f r a u d or chicane.
He must obey his awn conscience and not t h a t of this client."*'
I'.
The client cannot be made the keeper of the I m y e r ' e conseienee
in profesaional matters. , .I,"*
"It in unprofesnanal and dishonorable to deal other than candidly with
the facts , in the presentahon of O P Y S ~ B . " " ~
". , ..He[the lawyer] should strive a t all times to uphold the honor and
to maintain the dignity of the profension and to improve n o t only the law
but the administration of lustice.""'
". . . The responsibility f a r adilsing as to questionable ksnsactions,
for bringing questionable suits . . in the lamer's respondbillty. He
cannot e ~ e a p ei t by Urging as an excuse t h a t he in only foliaaing his
client's inntruetions.""
l o r should m y lawyer render any s e n i c e or advice involving
disloyalty to the law . . . or corruption of any person or persona exercising B pvblle office
or deception or betrayal of the public. When
rendering m y such improper rermilee or advice. the lawyer iniites and
mepiti litern and j u s t condemnation. (l'm'
"When a lawyer discovers t h a t some f r a u d or deception has been
practiced, which has vnjuatly imposed upon . , B party, he should
endesvor to r e c t i f y , , , ."ll

.

". . .
". .

...

.

..

.

.

". . . .

...

..
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As the area of conduct here considered is for the most part such
a s will usually meet the minimum legal requirements of the sys"Par. 36, MCM, 1951; Opinion 129, Michigan B a r Association.
- 0 CM 398131,~
e ~10 Dec
i 1957;
~ ~ C M~ 387322,
,
Willa, lo DOC 1067.
Canon 5, ABA.
"'Canon 8, ABA.
"Canon 15, ABA.
"Canon 18, ABA.
"Csnm 22. ABA.
*' Canon 29, ABA.
**Canon 31, ABA.
" Canon 32. ABA.
'j
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tem, the defense's total protection from abuse is in the conscience
of the public officer and his proper application of the above ethical
pronouncements. An area which is more readily subject to judicial
scrutiny is commonly termed "command influence" and has been
well analyzed and discussed elsewhere.1oo
Although compromise and settlement are more usually considered relative to civil suits, they are not improper in criminal
cases. While an "accused has a legal and moral right t o enter a
plea of not guilty even if he knows he is guilty,"101 much benefit
may often be gained by an accused through the use of the pretrial
agreement in return for a plea of guilty. Sharswood has said:
',A very lmgorrant part of the advocate'n duty I S to moderate the
paseioanr of the part), and, ahere the esse 1% a i a character to jvstifr it,
t o eneouisge an amicable eompromire of the cantroveris. , , Y "

An inclination or attempt to compromise does not mean that there
should be any delay in the preparation of the case of tepidness
in advocacy. The successful completion of such pretrial arrangements may well rest upon the adequacy of the preparation.103 Regardless of the counsel's opinion &s to the desirability of an agreement with the convening authority followed by a plea of guilty,
he must leave the decision as to whether such a compromise shall
be suggested up to the accused after fully advising him of all of the
possible consequences of the alternative courses of action. If the
accused desires, it is the obligation of the attorney, by "all f a i r
and honorable means, to present every defense that the law of the
land permits."1o' Included within the problem of a pretrial compromise is the extent to which the defense case shall be displayed
to the Government far the purpose of demonstrating the advantages
of such a compromise to the Government. When the matter t o be
revealed by couniel includes disclosures of confidential communications, counsel must exercise great care. The pretrial disclosure
to government representatives of either matters in defense of the
allegations or in mitigation and extenuation a r e not privileged and,
if no compromise is effected, may be used to the disadvantage of
the accused. Counsel should fully inform hi8 client of the matters
intended f a r presentation and obtain his unqualified consent prior
to any diselasure.106
"*See Cutler, Command Contra1 Vsr8us Command Rmponaibility (unpub-

lished theiis in The Judge Advocate General's School, I2 S. Army.
1957).
Par. 70a. DICM, 1951.
Sharsaood, An Essay on Pioiessia,ral Ethira 109 (6th Ed., 1930).
'"'Cheatham, The Legal Projession 203 (198s).
'0%

Lo'

'"'Canon 6, A B A .
"'Canon 37, A B A ; Opinion 47. A B A ; J A M 1963/3868, 9 Jun 1968.
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IV. ETHICS DURING THE TRIAL
A. Conflicting Interests

".

, , . No person who has seted for the prosecution shall act subaequently in the name esse for the defense, nor shall m y peison who has
acted for the d d e n r z act subsequently in the same C B P ~for the proaeeuti0"."'0"

Congress through the foregoing law adopted for the military
justice system the civilian precept to the effect that a lawyer may
not represent conflicting interests.'D' This precept ia succinctly
stated in the last two paragraphs of Canon 6, American Bar Association, which provide:
"It is unprofessional to represent conflicting interest, except by express
eonsent of all concerned given after a full disclosure of the facts. Within
the meaning of this canon. B lawyer represents eonflleting interests a h e n ,
in behalf of one client, i t is his duty to contend far t h a t which duty t o
another client i e q u i m him t o appose.
"The obligation to represent the client with undivided fidelity and not
to divulge his secreta or confidmces forbids also the subsequent aeeeptanee
of retainem or employment from others in matters adversely affecting
an7 interest of the client with respect to which confidence has been
reppoaed."
It should be noted a t the outset of a consideration of this topic

that "it would be a credit Ita1 the legal profession if all attorneys
avoided the appearance of evil, but failure to meet ethical matters
only affects guilt or innocence or a f a i r trial in a few instances.
?On
Therefore, only the most patent and fiagrant
breaches of ethics reach the level of adjudication. From the cases
can be determined only the extent to which an attorney may, under the law, represent a conflicting interest without being guilty
of having violated a confidence or prejudiced his client by failing to
represent him fully.
It has been statedlogthat the above quoted portion of Canon 6
covers two distinct obligations:

..

"First, not to represent conflicting interests except with the deliberate
Consent of ail eoncemed.
"Second, not to disclose or abuse professional eonfidence."
This Canon remains today in the original form as adopted in

1908. However, that portion dealing with divulging a client's confidence was enlarged and broadened in 1928 by the adoption of
'*'Art 27la). UCMJ. Also see: "No man can s e n e two mastera. for
either he miii hate the one, and love the other; or else, he mill hold to
the one and deagiae the other. Ye cannot serve God and Mammon." St.
Matthew B I 2 4 I . ~ H o l uBibla
'''t.7 St&;;,-b
CSCMA 494. 15 CXR 58 (1861).
'"Judge Lntimer spea!&nking i n dissent in US.7. Thmntm. 8 USCHA 67,
29 C I R 281 (1S61).
"'Drinker, Legal Elhica, 104 (1963).
~~~
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Canon 31 and again in 1931 when Canon 31 was amended.'1°
This has caused some overemphasis on this phase of Canon 6 and
although the disclosure of a confidential communication is one of
the probable consequences of representing conflicting interests and
is a very sound reason for prohibiting such representation, it is
not the sole test f a r determining if interests in fact conflict. The
Canon covers not only cases in which a confidence has been reposed but alm those in which the lawyer assumes to represent
parties having adverse interests a i t h neither of whom he has had
any previous dealings, much less confidential communications.
While the Canon contains the words "except by consent of all
concerned" this exception is not available in a case where a public
officer is involved."' This is recognized and codified in part by
the previously quoted portion of Article 27a. LCDIJ, which prohibits subsequent representation as opposing counsel after having
acted either a8 Trial Counsel or Defense Counsel in the same case.
No provision is made f a r the consent of the parties to such representation, it is simply a complete prohibition.Il2 The limitation of
the prohibition to representation "in the same case" only is
necessitated in the military serrioes by constant shifting of personnel both geographically and as to the position in which they
may effectively be employed. Conversely, the civilian public
officer usually has a relatively loig tenure of office and is prohibited from representing an interest which appears to conflict
with his duties to the public as to all cases on the grounds that to
act in such a manner would put him in an unseemly situation,
likely to destroy public confidence in him a s a public officer and
bring reproach to his profession,'18 and certainly he may not act
for an individual where he has in any way participated in the
same matter for the p ~ b l i c . " ~
While court decisions relative to representing conflicting interest
are determinative only of the lowest limit of ethical conduct rather
than a desired standard of such conduct, these decisions do indicate situations which the military counsel should avoid. In applyForeward, American Bar Assmiation, Opiniona o/ the Cornmittre m
(1957).
77, 186, ABA.
60, MCM, 1951, strengthens this prohibition by supplying I pre.
aumptlm that I person appointed 8%eouniel subsequent ta the referral
of the charges has acted in the espacihr unless facts to the contrarg
are placed in the recard of trial: ACM 5329, M u a , 5 CYR 610 (1952)
A C Y 4807. El.&, 6 CMR 464 (1952) i where accused expressly request
counsel wsbo had previously acted as t r i d coumel. it is error but not
P jvrirdietional defect. ACM 11107. Bell. 20 CYR 804 (1966).
"'Opiniona SO. 186, ABA.
"'Opinlona 89, 66, 77, 83. 104, 118, 134. 136. 186, ABA.
xxl
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ing the phrase "in the same case" contained in Article 27, military
appellant agencies have repeatedly denounced duality of representation where the counsel concerned had previously represented
a co-accused or an accomplice on the same charges but they have
been reluctant to proceed beyond this point.
Ethical probiems arise most often, however, not with regard to
being appointed as counsel for an opposing party subsequent to
representation of a side to a controversy, but rather, relative to
adverse or conflicting interest among two or several clients or
prospective clients on thesame side. The Uniform Code of Military
Justice does not specifically provide for this contingency but the
Manual for Courts-Martial, 1951, does. I t provides specifically that
a defense counsel when appointed to represent an accused will "disclose to the accused any interest he may have in connection with
the case, any ground of possible disqualification, and any other
matter which might influence the accused in the selection of
counsel" and if designated to defend two or more accused he
should "advise them of any conflicting interest in the conduct of
their defense which would, in his opinion, warrant a requeat on the
part of any of the accused for other
I n observing this
injunction, counsel must have in mind not only avoiding a relation
which will obviously imolve the duty to contend for one client that
which it is his duty to oppose f a r another client, but also the
possibility that such a situation will develop. While there are
cases in which i t may be highly desirable for one counsel, with the
consent of all parties, to represent them all, these eases are infrequent and are never entirely free from the danger of Conflicting
I t is wiser for an attorney not to allow himself to be put
in the position of representing conflicting intermt or of being subject to a chance of betraying a professional confidence. Should
counsel not exercise the care required by the circumstances for
some reason, he may well find bath himself and his client in an
embarrassing position."'
A procedure is provided in the Manual whereby the defense eounsel may make a report to the convening authority for appropriate
action of any reason why he is unable to perform the duty assigned
Par. 480, MCM, 1961.
"'Opinians102,224,235,243,ABA;
Eiaananu. H a s w d , 218N.Y. 156 (1916) ;
CM SS3087,S c l i , 13 CXIR 227 (1953), wherein a t page 237 with remrd
to speeifieatiom of absence without leave and larceny,the covrt atlted:
"Xo incond3tency in defenses or divergence of interest as between the
several aceused is indicated insofar 8s these offensea were eoneerned."
Holding was reverned on the facta but the principle was reaffirmed on
appeal reported =a U.S. V. Beat, 6 USCMA 39, 19 CMR 165 (1956).
I" U.S. V. Eonur. 2 USCMA 313, 12 CMR 69 (1963).
I"
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him in any case.L1BAlthough conflicting duties of the nature discussed here are not specifically enumerated as a reason for in.
ability to perform, they must be included by fair implication.
In military jurisprudence, there may be detected an ever increasing concern for protecting not only the accused person in his
absolute right to counseI'8 assistance, untrammeled by a divided
fidelity, but also concern for trial defense counsel who a r e required
m e r their timely protest to represent conflicting interest. The
Court of Military Appeals early in its operation under the Code
indicated that it intended to adopt the test of improper dual representation set out in the Glasser case where counsel was revraenting joint accused."e In the Glasser case, the Supreme Court a t
pages 75-76 said:
"Giasser d i h e d the benefit of the undirided assistance of e~unsslof
hin own choice. We think that desire on The part of an accused should be
remeeted. Irresoective of any conflict of interest. the additional burden
of representing another party may eoneeivsbiy impair caunsel'r effectme.
"898.

"To determine the p i e e m degree of prejudice sustained by Giasser BJ
a result of the eouits appointment of , [GIas1er's inwyerl as ~ounsel
for , , , [another aecu~ed]is at once difficult and unnecessary. The right
tc have tho niaistanee of COUOSBI
ia too fundaments1 snd absolute to allow
courts to mdulge ~n nice calculations BL to the amount of prejudice arising
from ~ t denial."
n

. .

The Court also said that the Court had a duty to refrain from
even suggesting that counsel represent conflicting interests when
another accused] had not been made."
The Court also said that the court had a duty to refrain from
even suggesting that counsel represent conflicting interest when
the possibility of a divergence of interest was brought home to it.
Thus, it appears that the test to be applied in determining whether
an accused will be denied effective assistance of counsel would be
(1) the court's attention directed to the possibility of a divergence
of interest, ( 2 ) the non-wai\wr by an accused of his right to undivided fidelity of coun8ela and ( 3 ) whether actual multiple representation would be 1858 effective than i t would have been had
counsel been representing only one accused. I t should be noted
that in applying this test waiven should not be lightly accepted
and should amount to an intentional relinquishment or abandonment of the right.l*O
"'Par. 46). MCM, 1961.
L7.s.Y. Evona, 1 USChIA 541, 4 CMR 133 (19521; G h a e 7 Y . U.S.,315
U.S. BO (18421.
-'Johnson
Zerbat, 304 U S . 458, 464 (1938): L'.S Y . Clay, 1 USCMA
74, 1 CMR 74 (1961).

\..
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In applying the above test in the Evans case however, i t appeared from the language used by the author judge that the
divergence of interest required with regard to the appointment of
additional counsel was roughly equated to that required t o sustain
a motion for a severance. He stated a t page 137 that "the inter.
relationship of the right to separate counsel and the right to
separate trials [is clearly indicated]. Bath may depend on the
possibility of a divergence of interest , among accused. No
reasonable possibility of such a divergence was 'brought home to
the court' here."
This conception of the matter, whether the language is properly
interpreted or not, did considerable disservice to the obvious rule
of the Glasser case. Separate trials a r e matters of privilege with
a burden on the moving party of showing good cause,'21 while the
effective assistance of counsel is a right which may not be abridged
if the possibility exists that because of the additional burden of
other accused, counsel may not effectively discharge his duty. An
Army Board of Review pointed this out strongly in the Self case,'2z
where although the denial of the motion for a severance was not
considered an abuse of discretion by the Law Officer, his failure
t o provide separate counsel for the accused on a charge of murder
was an abuse of discretion.
I t should be noted here, as it has been noted previously, that
from an ethicai viewpoint the court decisions may be used only to
determine the lowest limit of ethical conduct that wil "get by" a
court and not an average or desirable standard of conduct. This is
so because the court must find demonstrable prejudice t o an accused
arising out of the conflict of interest. The effect of the divergence
of interest ia often apparent only to the counsel involved who is
fully cognizant of all tactical possibilities and who, therefore,
must be the person to properly resolve problems of divided loyalty.
Recently the Court of Military Appeals has again considered the
problem of conflicting interests.'2s These cases, though separate,
involved representing two persons accused af crimes arising out

. .

"'Par. 69% MCM, 1561.

"* C I 263087, S e l f , 18 C M R 227 (196.3); CS.V. Beat, 6 USCMA S9, 15
PMrP
(.
6 6 , I_.__,
(ICLI
.......
~

Ins

U.S. Y. Eshyidge, 8 USCYA 261, 24 CMR 71 (1567): U.S.V. Loartt, 7
USCMA 704, 23 ChiR 168 (1957). nhere defense counsel represented
eoactora at iepsmte trials. Far the first accused he secured a pretrial
agreement with the convening authority and accused pleaded guilty.
Subsequently this accused appears -3 B chief witnew agsinet the second
accused. The Oourt in finding a denial of the right ta eoun~elstated that
the mere fact that a defense munsei had prwimaiy represented a person who later became B government ritneaa againat his client did not

*oo
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of substantially the same transaction where the first accused represented became a witness against the second accused. The ethical
principles involved are identical with those governing a joint trial.
The court applied the basic principles enunciated in the Glasser
case and restated the test ta be applied in determining whether the
dual representation had produced ineffectiveness of counsel thusly:

.

..

''. , [Tlhe test is not vhether counsel could h a w done more , hut
whether he did less as B result of his former particrpation. N e hare aften
said that the interest of justice require that the ~ p p e s ~ a n cofe evii ahould
be avoided B Q Fell B Q the evil itself.""'
The areas of caution set out in the laws, regulations and canons
are not limited to dual representation in the &%mec a e , or in the
same forum nor even relative to the same matter. This is principally because of the protection afforded an accused by the continuing nature of the attorney-client privilege. Even where the attorney fails to realize that an attorney-client relationship existed,
information obtained in confidence may create a eonfiict of interest
in a later criminal proceeding where the attorney represents the
Government against his former client.12s This is also true even
though the attorney may have improperly, from an ethical viewpoint, allowed an attarneyelient relationship t o arise'28 as the
existence of the attorney-client privilege is a legal rather than an
ethical question.12'
In the military service, military counsel are appointed to represent accused in every case, other than for a summary court, and
the opportunity for an accused to obtain personally chosen counsel
is substantially lessened by the locale of military installations and
other circumstances. Consequently, the obligation to insure an
accused effective assistance of a counsel whose loyalties are undivided lies not alone upon the appointed counsel, but also upon
U.S.V. Thornton, 8 USCMA 57, 23 C M R 281, 28: (1857).
L X 7 . T w l e y , 8 USCPA 262, 24 C M R 72 (1B6l)-Triai counsel used
information he had gained mme months PIeViously from aeeured. while
Informally ad+sing him relative to a board proceeding, to decrease
accused's credibility through cross-examination.
'*' C.S. V. McCiushey, S USCMA 546, 20 CMR 261 (1955).
Opinion 247. ABA.
in itself jvatify a emelusion of lack af effective amistanee of E O Y ~ I ~
Hawever;the &tent of tho court's inquiry here amounted to no more
than judicially noticing the first accused's reeard of trial; similarly in
U.S. Y. Thornton, 8 USCMA 57, 23 CMR 281 (1B671, wherein defense
counsel had repreaented aceused number one at B t r i d for the larceny
of an item and subsequently number two for unlawfully pvrchsaing the
stolen item. Accused number m e was B government vitness st the trial
of neevaed number two.
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the convening authority when appointing the court and when passing upon a suggestion of counsel to the effect that he does not feel
that he can adequately represent ail accused. The duty of the convening authority in exercising his judicial functions, and of the
law officer later a t the trial, was expressed by the Supreme Court
through Mr. Justice Murphy in the Glasser caBe as follows:
"Of equal importance with the duty of the court to ~ e that
e
an accused
has the asaiatance of emnsel is its duty to refrain from ernbawmehg
cmmtl in tho defenae of an Peeused by insisting, or indeed, even suggesting that counsel undertake t o concurrently represent intereat which might
diverge from those of his first client.. .I' [Emphasis nupp1ied.I'"

.

The attorney as an officer of the court owes B positive duty of
candor and fairness to the court'28 and has sworn never to mislead
the judge by any artifice.18' Consequently, in matters involving
the attorneys personal evaluation of his ability to properly represent possible confiicting interests his opinion should have the
graveat weight with the Convening Authority or Law Officer. In
view of the admonitions contained in the other Canons,'81 there is
little likelihood that liberality on the part of the judge would result
in the unwarranted use of such a suggested confiict as a method of
withdrawing from a case improperly.

B.

Counsel's Duties t o Accused

. . . . "It Is his duty . . . not to divulge his secrete or confidence." . . .?

The duty of the defense counsel to maintain inviolate the confidential communications of an accused is thus succinctly stated in
the Manual for Courts-Martial, 1961. While the question as to
whether an attorneyslient privilege exists is a legal rather than
an ethical question,lgssome inquiry into the matter herein is justified as in questionable areas an attorney is authorized and should
assume that the privilege does in fact exist.'84
The military rules of evidence reveal the following:
'I.,

, , Communieationa between 8. client and his attorney (or the agent

of the attorney) are privileged when made while the relation of client and
attorney existed and in connection with the matter for which the attorney
rea engaged, unless such eomrnunicstions clearly contemplate the eommimion of a crim-for
instance, perjury or subordination of perjun.
Military or civilian eounnel detailed, assipned, or otherwise engaged to
"'816 U.S. nt 16,
Canon 22, ABA.
01 &ha COath of Admission. American Bar Asmiation, O & m
mitW rn Protfrssirnal Ethics md G?bvanrsr 44 (1867).
I" Canons 4 and 6, ABA.
"'Par. 48c. MCM, 1861.
'"See Oldham, Ptivilaied Carmunicatbm in Yilitnry Law, 6 Militaw
Law M e r , I. 11 (DA Pam. Na 2 7 - 1 O W July 1868) i Opinion 247,
MA
'.*Opinion 216. A B A
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the judge in the American system of jurisprudence he may p r o p
erly defend B person whom he fully believes to be guilty. He need
not withdraw from a case because he questions the veracity of his
client, but should continue to represent the accused. This is not,
however, to be taken a s license to do anything other than that
which is fair and honorable under the law of the land.1as
If, after a trial, attorney for an accused finds out through a confidential communication to him from his client that his client has
committed perjury, then the obligations of the attorney to the court
and to the profession138 appear to be in direct conflict with the
privilege. In thin type of situation, i t is the feeling of the committee
on Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association that the
underlying policy and purpose and the express obligation of Canon
37 outweigh the requirements of the other canons. Although the
opinion is expressed that he should urge his client to tell the court
the truth, he should not, if the client fails to heed his advice, reveal
the facts to the a~th0rities.l'~
The free communication between the attorney and client protected and encouraged by Canon 37 is only the springboard of eounsel's ethical duties to the accused. The extent and the manner in
which this and other obtainable information is, or should be, used,
serves as the basis for most of the ethical problems which confront
counsel.
Counsel must assert every right of his client even if in so doing
he must seriously question the activities of his superiors in the
office of the Staff Judge Advocate or even the Convening Authority.
These persons are in a position greatly to affect the rights of an
accused by a myriad of pretrial activities, and therefore they have
the opportunity, inadvertantly or otherwise, to create serious legal
q~estions.'~'Problems pertinent to bringing into legal focus ques.
'"Csnon 5, A B A : but see Tseuseh, Prolcssianal and Businem E l h b 64,
68 (1926). where this ~ e isw criticized.
"'Canon 29, A B A (duty to bring perjury t o the attention of the authorit i e s ) ; Canon 22, ABA (candm and fairness to the court): Canon 41,
ABA (fraud and deception).
"'Opinion 287, ABA (split decision of the committee).
"' U.S.V. MoMohan, 6 USCMA 700, 21 C I R 31 (1956), wherein Judge
Latimer stated, "However, he [defense eaunsell has B solemn duty C
defend unreservedly the intereats of the accused he has 6wom t o protect,
and fear of disfavor shouid not deter him from using all honarabie
means C protect hie eiient's cause. No w i t e m of justiee can flourish
if the repmaentation afforded an accused person in to be neglected
beesuse of fear of repriiai. NOTcan military justice succeed if those
ofieeri who must defend an secured inadequately protect him beesuse
they dare not assert every right guaranteed him by the Cede"; U.S.V.
Zawi, 5 USCMA 410, 18 CMR s4 (1955).
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tionable activities of a person higher in a system of justice are not
limited to the military. One writer in discussing the problem hae
said:
"The difficulty in inducing a. member si the bar to attack P oorrupt
judge lie8 in his natural fear of repnaals in C L I B ~ , through influence,
political or otherwise, the Iawyers efforts prow unsuceeaaful. Aa
Emerson said to Justice Holmes when the Juatiee was B student: 'If you
shoot at a King IOU must kill him."""

He must never forget, however, that his great trust is to be performed within and not outside of the law. There is no duty upon
him to set up questionable defenses so that he may aid his client;
rather, upon him falls the responsibility of urging only those
defenses which are in fact allowed under the law. He cannot with
propriety follow the conscience of his client but must accept responsibility for his acts."'
The extent to which counsel should go in supporting his client's
C ~ U B Bis perhaps best diseussed from the viewpoint of what he
should not do rather than what he should do. Certainly in all that
he does he must strive to uphold the honor and maintain the dignity
of the profession."&
In maintaining the client's cause, counsel may not utilize any
means which are not consistent with truth and honor nor may he
mislead the law officer or the court by any artifice or false statement of fact or law.14JNeither can he aid his client in perpetrating
a f r a ~ d . " ~Not only must the attorney avoid the breath of imprcpriety but he must also restrain his client from doing anything
which he a s an attorney should not do."' In this regard, the attorney may not maintain a defense when he is convinced that it is
intended merely to harass the opposite party. The presentation by
counsel of 8. defense should be deemed equivalent to an assertion
that i t is a proper one in his opinion for judicial determination."'
Counsel also should avoid testifying for his client except, if absohtely necessary, for such matters as the attestation of a d a w merit."* This prohibition does not apply, however, where counsel
is called as a witness for the opposing partyxsonor to cases of sur"'Drinker, Legal Ethic8 61 (1968).
"'Canon 15, ABA.
"'Canan 29, ABA.
I" Oath of Admission, ABA, par. 4.
"'Opinion 8 , 181, N.Y.County.
'"Canon 16. ABA.
'I' Canon SO. ABA.
"'Canon 1%ABA.
"'Thornton, A t t m s y a at Law, 9189 (1914)
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priae where there is not sufficient time for the accused to conveniently get another lawyer.1s1
While, as indicated above, there are areas in which counsel
should exercise care in not acting he must not, through negligence
or inadvertence, fail to act in other areas. If he does decide to
refrain from action in these latter areas, he may expect his decision
to be viewed by appellate bodies with a critical eye. The following
mattem have been mentioned by the military courts when examining the adequacy of a counsel's representation: failure to request
sufficient time to prepare case, failure to fully advise accused of
his rights, cross-examination of witnesses which strengthens the
Government's case, failure to conduct a voir dire examination of
the court, failure to make timely objections to evidence, failure
to present evidence, and failure to argne.Isa Counsel must also
exerciae consistency with the plea of an amused and may not indicate guilt if accused has entered a not guilty plea.168 Nor may he
act in contradiction of the Uniform Code of Military J~stice.1~'
In accomplishing his duty to the client, counsel has the authority
to control the incidents of the trial."' This control is necessary
to the orderly administration of justice and includes the decision
a8 to whether a challenge should be exercised, which witnesses
shall be called, and the making of stipulations.1Ee His action may
include the stipulation of virtually all of the evidence in a case
where such action does not substantially injure the material rights
of the accused and where accused has asaented thereto by actual
consent or inaction amounting to ratifying the acts of counsel.16'
The authority to control the trial does not, however, give counsel
authority to dismiss the cause on the merita without the express
permission of accused nor do any act which is tantamount to
this.'J'
'"Opinion 64, N.Y. Counb.
'"US. 7. Pavhei, 6 USCXA 75, 19 C X R 201 (1956); US.s. McMahan.
6 USCMA 708, 21 CMR 31 (1956); U S . V. Elhm, 8 USCMA 611, 26
CMR 115 (19551.
'"U.S.v, Smith. 8 USCMA 682, 26 C X R 66 (1858).
"'US. P. McFadune, 8 USCMA 96. 28 CMR 320 (19571, aherein cnunsel
for accused charged a i t h premeditated murder indicated to the e m i t martial that B plea of not guilty WBB being entered only beesune the
Code prohibited a plea of guilty to a capital charge.
"' Canon 24, ABA.
"'Bank 01 Glnde Spring V. MoEwan, 160 N.C. 414, 76 S.E. 222 (1912):
Gardner v. May, 112 N.C. 192, 89 S.E. 965 (1916); Weeka, Attmneya
at LMU,8220 (181S).
US.Y . Sm'osrt.S USCMA 468. 24 CXR 27s (19511 ; US.'i.CambrXgs.
S USCMA 317, 12 CMR 138 (19531 ; DIch Y. U S . , 40 F.2d 6W (8th
Cir. 1930); 6 Am. JUT., Attmnsys 191.
"'Slyma? State Bonk Y. Rstller, 164 Wia. 619, 160 N.W. 1OU (1917).
jS7
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While usually the procedural matters of the trial are within the
province of the
and his acts will be imputed to the
accused:bo this is not so if to impute the acts would involve a
substantial and fundamental right and result in a miscarriage of
justice. However, the mere failure to object may not in some cases
be considered as a waiver.1y1The courts are also reluctant to impute to an accused the acts of a Special Court-Xartial non-lawyer
~ a u n s e l , ~and
' , ~ yet they da not hesitate to reverse a case if such
counsel does not meet the standards desired,1b3There is a correspondingly great tendency ta impute coun~el'sacts to the accused
when he i s represented by personally selected civilian ~ounsel.'~'
C.

The Dzdies of P?ojessional Colleagues

As it i s not unusual for an accused in a military trial to be represented by mare than one attorney, either all military or a mixture
of civilian and military, a consideration of the ethics between such
counsel should be considered.1d' Although the Manual and Code
provisions seem to imply that when civilian counsel is employed
military counsel may be maintained as associate counsel, this is not
believed to be determinative of the position of the several counsel
nor to materially affect the ethical prahlems which arise. The
matter of haring additional counsel is for the determination of
the client,1aa Should counsel diaagree as to any material issue with
regard to the trial the dispute should be fully explained to the
aceused for his determination. If the decision on how to proceed
i s such 8 s to preclude effective co-operation on the part of either
lawyer, then he should ask the client to relieve him.1B7 During the
trial, the several counsel should exercise great care to present a

""

C.S.V. Ransom, 4 USCMA 196. 15 CDIR 196 (18541.
Y. Smith, 2 USCMA 440, 8 CMR 70 (19531, wherein the e o w t
stated through Judge Brasmsn: "[Dlefense m u n ~ e lcannot, at the trial,
for protecting the
i n i e r e ~ t sof the seevned and insuring the fair and orderly administration of juitice by raising appropriate abjections t o improper procedures.''
Cam affirmed.
C.S. V. G r a a s o , 7 USC?,lI* 666, 23 CMR 30 ( 1 Q Z i ) .
.s. ". ~ i ' ~ i 8i USCMA
~ ~ ~ ~413.
, 24 c m . 268 (1867).
.S. c.. Fuher, 8 USCMA 390. 24 CMR 206 (18:l).
. S . v. Dyehe. 8 KSCMA 430, 2 4 CYR 2 4 0 (19573.
Pars. 48d. 41, 48, MCM, 1911; Art. 8 3 ( b ) , K C I J .
ACM 6062, Tianson, 8 CMR 671 (1953), wherein the board of review
held that either individual e m n d or the appointed defense counsel
may properly be the chief defense eounnel.
" ' C s n o n 7, A B A ; Tennay v. 8 8 7 1 8 1 , 88 N.Y. 5 2 4 (1883).

'" C.S.

assume that he has n o responsibility whatrmvm
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coordinated tactical front, as inconsistency between them might
materially lessen the effect of the defense and consequently deny
the accused a fair trial.18B

D. Duties Between L&w Ofioer and Counsel
"The law officer is rsnpaniible far the fair and orderly canduet of the
proceedings in accordance with iaw in ail eases which are referred t o
the court t o which he is appointed. . . .''ll"

The responsibility for the conduct of the trial, while placed
ultimately upon the shoulders of the law officer, is also shared by
~ounsel.
This aspect of the attorney's conduct m a s not be overemphasized
a s the court has a right to rely on him for complete fairness in its
search for truth. He must never misquote the contents of a paper,
testimony. argument, or the language of a decision or textbook:
nor should he, with knowledge af itr invalidity, cite BB aupporting
his cause a decision which has been overruled."o The duty of counsel is not simply to his client but also the court. He would violate
his oath if he were to incorrectly inform the court on the law or
the facts. His obligation to his client is to represent him within
the law and not to subvert the law to the client's cause. Should
counsel act improperly in his representations to the court he cannot
shield himself behind a supposed obligation to the
The problem comes into sharpest focus when an opposing counsel
has apparently overlooked a decision relevant to a proper decision
of a matter which would support his cause. Canon 22 apparently
would require that the attorney disclose such cases to the court
challenging, if he desires, the soundness of the reasoning upon
which they rest or distinguishing them on the facta.112 As it is
not alwaya clear that decision is relevant to a determination of a
"'US. Y . Walher,

3 USCPA 355, 12 ChIR 111 (1953), citing with ap.
provai Tatvm V. LM., 190 F.2d 612 (DC Cir. 1951): Coinveil V. State,
106 Ohio St. 626, 140 N.E. 363 (1922).
"'Par. a 9 b , YCM. 1951; this duty i s discharged by the president of B
speeial court-martial, par. 4 0 b ( 2 ) , M C M 1951.
'.'Par. 42b. MCM, 1951; Note, The Imposition of Disciplinary Measures
for the Miaeonduct of Attornejb. E2 Columbia Law Rcuirw 1039 (1952).
U.S.V. P a i j e , S USCXA 247, 250, 24 C M R 57, 60 (19571, wherein
Chief Judge Quinn stated: "A crimind trial is not B guessing game. An
neeusad, alike with the Government, must desi fairly with the eaurt.
He esnnot withhold information of matters affecting the trial on the
chance that thes may have B favorable effect, and then, when dinappointed, complain." See also C S . Y. Holton, 227 F.2d 88s (7th Cir.
1966); Pa%& V. Beams, 137 111. 563 (18911.
"'Opinion 146, ABA.
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cause, a test was stated by the Committee an Professional Ethics
and Grievances, American Bar Association, a s fallows:

...

'I.
Ia the decision rhich opporing eoun8el ha. overlooked m e which
the court ihould clearly eansidsr in deeidrng the csae: Nould B reasonable
judge properly feel that a lawyer r h o advanced. SI the Isu,, B proposition adverse to the undisclosed decision, was laekmg ~n candor and
fairness to him? Might the judge eonrider himself mnled by an implied
representation that the lawyer knew of no adverse authority?""'

E. Duty of Counsel t o The Court
Counsel in their attitude toward the court members should never
attempt to curry their favor by fawning, flattery, or pretended
solicitude for their personal comfort. Any efforts made by counsel
for the comfort or convenience of the members should be concluded
with the law officer out of the hearing of the members of the court.
They should also, before and during the trial, avoid all communications with them, even as to mattera not connected with the
trial.174
In performing their duties before the court-martial, counsel
should treat adverse witnesses with fairness and due cansideration.17h Also, they should carefully avoid eliciting information
from a witness which counsel knows is inadmissible in evidence
a s such practice does not meet a desirable standard of ethics even
though it may not be sufficient to came the reversal of the case.170
The court's test a s to whether this conduct is prejudicial has been
stated a s (1) does the conduct indicate an intent deliberately to
disregard the rules of evidence in order to influence the court and
(2) could the improper remarks have reasonably affected the courts
deliberations on the findings and sentence."'
It is not candid or fair f a r either attorney to assert in argument
a s a matter of fact that which has not been proved."' He may
properly, howe\,er, assert in argument not only the proven facts
themselves but any reasonable inference which may be drawn from
"'Opinion 280, AEA.
"'Canon 23, ABA; In ve Kelly, 243 Fed. 696 (1917).
"'Canon 18, ABA; par. 42b, I C M , 1951.
"'Canon 22, ABA; U.S. V. Reid, 8 USCMA 4, 2 3 CMR 228 (1951): U S .
V. Norsns, 7 USCMA 176, 21 CMR 302 (19561: US.V. Hubba7d, 5
USCMA 526, 18 CMR 149 (1855) i U.S. Y . Jahnaon, 3 USCMA 447, 13
CMR 3 (19551.
"' U.S.V. Valencia, 1 USCXA 416, 4 CMR 7 (1862) i see also Bevper V.
u.s.,296 U.S. 78 (i8a61.
I*' Canon 22, ABA.
"' U.S. Y. Doclm, 7 DSCMA 126, 21 CMR 252 (19561,wherein trial C O Y ~ P O I
repeatedly referred to accused who *as charged with false statements
as a liar: U.S. Y. Lee. 4 USCMA 571, 16 CMR 146 (1964) : U.S.Y. Day,
2 USCMA 416, S CMR 46 (1958).
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them."O These guidelines are applicable with equal force to a r m
menton the issue of guilt or innocence and on the sentence.lW

V. POST TRIAL REPRESENTATION
The ethical obligations of the trial defense counsel do not end
with the pronouncement of the sentence by the court-martial. His
duty to represent the accused extends a t least through the time
that the convening authority takes action on the record of trial and
the accused has been fully advlised of his appellate rights.'81
As the power to suspend a sentence resides solely within the
power of a convening authority, who also must reassess the appropriateness of the sentence adjudged, it is highly desirable that
counsel continue an active representation after trial.
While the canon8 of ethics condemn private converse about a
case with jury members after s. trial,182a military lawyer ia specifically given the right to solicit their signatures to a petition for
clemency directed to the convening authority and other appellate
agencies with power to act relative to the sentence. This action
is limited strictly to clemency matters and may not, even by implication, reveal the xwte or opinion of any member on the guilt or
innocence of the accused. The military lawyer should in no way
attempt to go beyond the allowable limits. The canon restricting
this activity is based upon a public policy designed to proteet and
keep inviolate the discussions within the juryroom and thereby
encourage free debate among the members. Although the argument could be advanced that by 80 inquiring of the jury as to the
effectiveness of a particular trial tactic an attorney could improve
himself, the action is just 8 8 susceptible of a notion of currying
favor with the jury.1B3 This is especially so in the military service
where a single court-martial often hears and decides numerous
cases presented by the same counsel.
""US.Y . Anderaan, 8 USCMA 603, 25 CMR 107 (1953) i U.S. 7. Fowls,
7 USCMA 349, 22 CMR 139 (195s); U.S. Y. Rznehort. 8 USCMA 402,
24 CMR 212 (1957);U.S.V. Eatrda, 7 USCMA S36,23 CMR 99 (1957);
US. V. Olaon, 7 USCMA 242, 22 CMR 32 (1956) i fer B comparison

v i t h civilian prsctiee which is essentially the asme 8 s the m i l i t a q see
Viereck Y . U.S., 318 U.S. 236 (1943); U.S. V. N e t t i , 121 F.2d 927 (3rd
Cir. 1941) i Pierce V. US.,88 F.2d 949 (6th Cir. 1936)i In l e f i e i b - n d .
275 App. Dir. 413, 17 N.Y. Supp. 2nd (1st Dept 1948); aIw see US.v,
Sooonp-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150 (1940). n h e m argument vas
questionable but not improper in view of the nsture of the Issuer in
the case.
"'Para. 48j, 7Ta. and c, 828. MCM, 1961.
"'Canon 23, ABA. pro6des in part: "A lamer must never eonwrse
privately with j w w about the ease. . . ."
"' Opinion 109. ABA.
I M lmls
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I n some of the services, it is the practice of the Staff Judge Advocate to seek an interview with an accused immediately after trial
for the purpose of gaining information which will assist him in
preparing his review of the record of trial and in making the
recommendations required therein. This interview is to some
extent an integral part of the proceedings designed by the military
to assist the convening authority in arriving at an appropriate
sentence: therefore, counsel appears ethically bound to protect the
accused's rights at this stage a s at any earlier stage. The information obtained by this interview is clearly not treated m confidential and may later be utilized to the definite disadvantage of
the accused.18' Should the convening authority consider any matter
outside of the record of trial, counsel should assist accused in
rebutting or refuting this information.*B5Additionally, should
counsel discover any material matter which was not available
during the trial he should present it f a r attachment to the retord
and consideration by the convening authority. He may not, however, be negligent or diiatory in 80 daing.lae
The accused and defense counsel are entitled by the Code and
to an impartial review of the case by both the Staff Judge
Advocate and the convening authority. The Court of Military
Appeals has emphasized that the persons acting on the case muat
As the disdo so in an unprejudiced, indi\,idualized
cretionary acts of the convening authority are judicial in nature
the Canons of Judicial Ethics should apply to them, and counsel
and the accused have B right to expect him to be guided by the
precepts therein expressed.1nn
VI. APPELLATE CONSIDERATION OF
INADEQUATE REPRESEXTATION
The right to counsel accorded an accused by law has in recent
years tended to become a right to "competent" counsel in the view1.1

U.S.

V.

~ i e m i n g ,s USCMA 461, 13

cm

7 (1963); JAGJ 196a/s761,

19 Mar 54.

"' U.S.V.

Gvinn, 8 U S C I A 206, 24 CMR 16 (19571 i CM 595968, Po-ah.

8 Aug 67.
' " ' U . S . V. W e b b , 8 USCMA 70. 23 CMR 294 (1867).
"'Arts. 6 ( c ) , 37, 61, and 64. UCMJ: P ~ T S . 38, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
MCM. 1961.
."As t o convening authority's duties, see U.S. 7 . Dsan, 7 USCMA 721. 23
CMR 186 ( 1 9 5 7 ) : C.S. V. Wiar, 6 USCMA 472, 20 CMR 188 (1955) ;
U.S. 7 . Duffy, 3 USCMA 10, 1 1 CMR 20 (1963): as to SJA, ~ e eUS.
V. Kmnsdy, 8 USCMA 251, 24 C P R 61 (195'73;
US. s. Tumw, 7
USCMA 88, 21 CMR 164 (1966).
"' Preamble, Canon8 a i Judicial Ethics, ABA.
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point of the military appellate bodies. This is true also in the
Federal and state court system but to a much lesser degree.leD
This trend is important in the ethical field a s i t not only indicates
the judicial concern with the quality of representation but alao
should reveal to the practitioner in the field the desirability of
being prepared in every case to defend not only his personal conduct but in addition his trial tactics and judgment.
Cases relative to a right to counsel in the military services may
be categorized generally a8 follows: (1) situations involving a
denial of a right to personally selected counsel or the creation of
the attorney-client relationship;'81 (2) situations wherein an aC
torney is appointed to represent a possible conflicting interest;'O'
and (3) situations involving actual representation of a client which
is alleged to be inadequate. The problems incident to and the rules
governing the first two categories have been previously discussed.
It is felt that the first two groupings do not properly fall within
the term inadequate representation.
Quite early in the operation of the Uniform Code of Xilitary
Justice, 1950, the Court of Military Appeals adopted the position
of the Federal courts with regard to inadequate representation by
counsel. This position may be stated simply: (1) appointed and
certified counsel are presumed to be competent,ln8 and (2) a convicted accused must show that representation by his counsel ren-
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dered the trial proceedings a ridiculoua and empty gesture or
completely lacked a judicial
This criteria, though very strict, has generally been considered
sound 8 8 experience shows that the majority of lawyers are, a t
least, of average caliber and are men of good conscience. Even
assuming that accused could h a w had better counsel the courts
have recognized that a1 least one competent attorney is the loser
in every law suit and That a client is entitled to a fair trial, not a
perfect one. I t is also assumed that where counsel has been appointed the appointing aurharity knows the competency of the
person appointed and haa protected the accused's interest.'O>
The Federal'@' and state'g' courts adhere to the rule that trial
tactics are wholly within the prorince of the attorney and will not
revie\%-his tactical error8 with the benefit of hindsight. Tactics
are considered a matter between the accused and his attorney.Ie8
a.ttOrney.1~8
The Court of Military Appeals, while never overruling the cases
in which they adopted the Federal srandard, have by the application of different sets of circumetancee t o the rule broadened it considerably. The Court has found the following to constitute inadequate representation: a failure to argue ~n the findings even when
, ' ~ ~
tactical error8 (inintentionally waived b:- C O U ~ E B ~ numerous
cluding cross-examination, lack of roir dire, no peremptory ehalIenge, minimum objections to admission of evidence, no testimony
on merits or in mitigatian),200failuret o argue and present evidence
in mitigation,?': and an indication by counsel that he would have
entered a plea of guilry in a capital case if possible under the
Code.Zr2
IT'wh+. 1 7 8 F 2d 376 126 C i r 18491 ; D i m s Y . Welch, 148 F Id
C Cir. 19461, eert denied 326 C S. 888 (19461 : "After appoint~ o u n ~ e81
l , required by the Code, an accused, if he contends hi3
have not been fully protected, must leasonably show t h a t the
ines by which he v a s eonwcted ware 30 erraneoua BQ to eon.
sfitute a ridieulour a n d empty gesture. or were $0 tainted w t h negll.
gence o r wranEfui motive3 on the p a r t of ~ o u n i e lBJ to manifest B
eornple:e absence of judicial character'' L'S Y. Hiivtei, 2 U S C I . 4 37,
5 ChlR 37, 41 (1862).
e v P s a c o i , 152 F.2d 541 (8th Cir. 1947).
on v C.S 170 F.2d 163 (DC Cir. 19481. ecrt. denied 336 C

S 831
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During recent years, the decisionszoa of the Court of Military
Appeals have revealed a disposition to entertain and consider an
allegation of inadequate representation by counsel on little more
than a suggestion by the accused t h a t the decision as tn what
matter, if any, was to be presented to the Court during the presentencing procedure, w . s faulty. Although the Court in anme of
the cases decided the guestinn adF-ersdy to the accused based upon
their examination of the record of trial and its allied papers, it is
clear that Judge Latimer's fears expressed in dissent in the Allen
case are justified. Judge Latimer stated:
"It mag be expecting t o o much, bui I hope t h a t we are not going TO
regulate the eanduei of the t n a l paitleipanth Q O eloiely t h a t we m e i ~
e v e n deeman made by m e n % cauniel. hir theories of defense. his i r i d
tactics and reehmques. and hir every act of oniiiiinn or eammiiiion
through B micro~copielens ' ' j *

The presumption of competency of cnunsei favored by other
court 8ystems and their reluctance to reassess the tactical matters
of a trial has been apparently rejected by the military court.205
The presumption of competency of military counsel springs out
of the background of the officers concerned, including many years
of undergraduate and graduate college training, an intensive character investigation, thorough bar examinations, and certification
as qualified as counsel by The Judge Advacate General of the ap.
propriate service. When this presumption is abandoned, criminals
may then subject their counsel to trial ><-ith impunity. If the
losing tactics of a lawyer a r e subject to easy challenge it may
lead to rather lengthy proceedings. Far example: Trial defense
counsel does not present mitigation evidence a t the court-martial
because in his judgment the adverse effect of prosecution evidence
which might be introduced in rebuttal is too great-appellate
defense counsel alleges inadequate representation based upon the trial
defense counsel's decision-The Court of Military Appeal8 refers
the case to a Board of Review ta determine the issue of competency
of counsel-the board nn the basis of the testimony of trial defense
counsel determines the matter adversely to the accused-accused
then obtains civilian counsel, who points out that appellate defense
counsel had improperly decided not to present certain mattera to
~

"' U.S.V. Allen, 8 KSCMA 504, 25 ChlR

8 ( 1 9 5 7 ) . C.S. %.. Armrli, 8
V S C I A 513, 25 ChlR 17 (1911); U . S . V. F n b o i g , 8 VSCMA 515, 25
CMR 19 ( 1 9 5 7 ) : L X V. Wdlioms, 8 UECMA 652, 25 CYR 56 (1957);
1 - S . V. Elkme, 8 USChlA 611, 25 CMR 115 (1968).
*" i . S . > l l l e n , supra, 8 USCMA 504 at 610, 2 5 C I R 8 at I4 (1967).
'"'For a fine discussion of stare and federal practice, see Shulman, Incompetency of Cavnrel aa B Giovnd for Attackmp Cnminai Coniictmns
in California and Federal Courts, 4 U.C.L.A. Rev. 400 (1957).
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the board during the hearing and had not presented accused's case
to the court in the most faiarable light and, therefore, had inadequately represented the accused-the case ultimately is the subject
of a rehearing a t which time, because of additional information
having been discovered adverse to the accused, trial defense counsel must decide whether to present mitigation-against
his better
judgment and because of the previous appellate pronouncements
relative to the presentation of evidence, mitigation evidence is
offered-at later proceedings appellate counsel allege that inadequate representation w a s present a t the trial level rehearing because of the decision to present mitigation which was ta the
damage of the accused, as it opened the door to aggravating information.
The possibilitr exampled above may be remote and yet the
unjustified damage which might result to a system of justice
through a complete adandonment of the presumption of professional competency of counsel is sufficiently great t o warrant some
exaggeration. Counsel, if professionally incompetent, should not
be appointed as such. When they are appointed their integrity
and professional judgment must be presumed, for otherwise the
entire system of justice must fall for the lack of a firm and dependable foundation.
VII. SASCTIONS
The practice of law, although more than a mere indulgence
revocable a t the pleasure of a court, is not a property right or a
privilege protected by the constitution but is a conditional privilege.zUBOne of the principal conditions of the privilege is a continuing good private and professional character.zo'
Although the canons of ethics have no statutory effect, the breach
of the standards of conduct established thereby has long been considered sufficient reamn to rebuke an attorney or, if the conduct
is serious enough, to warrant disbarment.2n8
In almost every jurisdiction a complaint against a lawyer may
be filed by anyone. The complaint is usually investigated by a
committee of the bar which subsequently refers the matter to a
court, if it finds the complaint warrants it. The court, after notice
to the attorney followed by B full hearing, may exonerate, censure,
suspend or disbar the attorney. The attorney may appeal the decision to the highest court of the system.2o0
'''E~ p w t e Garland. 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 383 (1867); ET parte

S~eambe

GO U.S. (19 How.)9 (1857).
'"In the Matter of Roass, 221 X Y . 81 (1917).
'"In the rvatter of Cohsn. 261 Pass. 484 (1928).
"'Drinker, Legal Ethiea 84-35 (1953).
104
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Discipline of an attorney for questionable ethical conduct may
be divided into two separate proceedings. First, the power of a
court to punish for contempt the behavior of a lawyer before it
and, second, the power of the court or judicial system to determine
the continued fitness of its officers. The power to punish for contempt is designed to protect the court from direct interference and
annoyance in a trial taking place before it, while the power to
disbar is intended to protect the administration of justice by culling from the bar persons unworthy of membership and thereby
preserving litigants from injury at the hands of those entrusted
with their affairs.*'O
Military courts-martial are empowered to punish for contempt,
menacing wards, signs, or gestures, or disturbing riots or disorders committed before the court. Their action, however, is subject to review by the convening authority of the court-martial.z11
Convening authorities are prohibited from censuring, reprimanding, or admonishing counsel with respect to the findings or
sentence adjudged by a court, or with respect to any other exercise
of his functions in the conduct of the proceedings.z1a This same
authority is empowered to punish them for misconduct a8 counsel
before a court-martial or for incompetence or breach of ethical
conduct. This punishment may take the form of a recnmmendation of suspension a s counsel to The Judge Advocate General, or admonition, instruction, punishment under Article 16,Uniform Code
of Military Justice, trial by court-martial, or relief from duties 88
counseL2'8
If an allegation of misconduct is made to a convening authority
which he determines to be correctable by action other than a rscommendation for suspension to The Judge Advocate General, he
may then take such measures a s mentioned above in the interest of
the proper administration of justice. This could, of course, amount
to a n actual suspension of representation 88 counsel by the assignment of the officer to other judge advocate duties, However, if the
convening authority feels that the other measures a t his command
are insufficient he may appoint a board of Judge Advocate omcers
to make findings and recommendations relative to the alleged misconduct. If the convening authority approves a board recommendation to suspend counsel, the report is forwarded to The Judge
"'Peapis v. G r a m 7 Colo. 287 (1883).
'"Art. 48, U C M J ; par. 118, M C P , 1961.
"'Art. S I , U C M J ; par. 38, MCM, 1861.
'"Par. 48, MCM, 1961; SR 2218oj, Department of the A m y , 26 Mar
61; 1956 NS. MCM, Seetion 0128.
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Advocate General for his action. This action probably could be
taken against civilian counsel also.*“
The grounds far suspension provided in departmental regulations are: (1) demonstrated incompetence, (2) preventing or obstructing justice, (3) fabricating papers or evidence, ( 4 ) tampering with a witness, ( 5 ) abusive conduct toward the law officer,
court or opposing coumel, ( 6 ) conviction af a crime involving
moral turpitude, (7) disbarment by a state or Federal court, and
(8) flagrant or continued violatian of any specific rules of conduct
prescribed for counsel.
I t appears rather an anomally that an officer forbidden by an
act of Congress to admonish court-martial counsel is otherwise
empowered to punish them. I t is the opinion of the Department
of the Army that the duties do not conflict as Article 31, UCMJ, is
designed to protect counsel while he is acting in a legal and ethical
manner while the power to punish provided by paragraph 43,
Manual for Courts-Martial, 1951, provides punishment for illegal
or unethical
Here again counsel must depend entirely
u p n the fairness of the convening authority, a person not normally
well versed in the nuances of the canons of ethics. This is so even
where counsel may have been called upon in a particular case to
question the activities of the convening authority
VIII. CONCLUSION
A large percentage af the criminal proceedings in the military
are tried by non-lawyer counsel before special courts-martial.
These counsel a r e subject to the rules of conduct stated in the
Manual f a r Courts-Martial and, in the opinion of this writer, t o
the canom of ethics as long as they are in fact acting 8s counsel
for an accused in a criminal matter. The rules of conduct contained
in the Manual are of necessity minimal, and these counsel seldom if
ever have available for study the opinions of the military appellate
courts. Even when these opinions a r e available, I t is doubtful
whether the non-professionally trained counsel could, or would,
ferret out the instructions as to their conduct indicated In the
decisions. Additional guidelines should be provided these counsel
so that they can more easily discharge their assigned duties within
the framework of proper trial conduct.
There is little, if any, difference in the ethical standards of the
military lawyer and his civilian counterpart. Difference8 may be
noted, however, in the problems experienced in applying the stand“*U.S.v, Xirhois,
I“
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8 USCMA 119, 23 CMR 843 (1957).

JAGJ, 195216627, 9 Sep 52.
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ards in practice and in the manner in which the courts apply their
tests in determining whether a conflict of interest has been present
in a particular case or whether an accused has been inadequately
represented. I n the fieid of conflict of interests the problems are
complicated in the military by the organization required. For
example, in the Army normally the Law Officer, the Trial Counsel.
and the Defense Counsel are employed in the Office of the Staff
Judge Advocate, which latter person suggests the employment of
the professional individuals in each ease to the convening authority
for appointment, periodically rates each attorney's competence by
a formal report through the convening authority, is the pretrial
lawyer who closely resembles a district attorney, and conducts the
first post trial legal review of the record of trial. It is readily
apparent that this is a situation not only completely foreign to
civilian concepts but in complete derogation of the principles announced in the opinions rendered by the American Bar Association under Canon 6.2L6Congress attempted to alleviate the problems created by the organization by prohibiting conflicting activities of an attorney in the more apparent situations. It was not
possible, however, to legislate away the infiuence, for good or evil,
which is present simply because of the nature of the organization.
To assure that counsel appointed to represent an accused is able
to give him the undivided fidelity, due him under the canons of
ethica, requires of both the staff judge advoeate and counsel a much
higher degree of objectivity and ethical consideration than is required of any civilian system. The attainment of these ends is not
only feaaibie but desirable and may be accomplished by the avoidance by all members of the military justice system of even the
appearance of impropriety.
There have been few cases in the military where an accused was
inadequately or ineffectively represented because of some act on
the part of counsel which was the result of personal dieloyalty.
The cases, however, in which counsel, over his protest, has represented possible conflicting interest and those in which his tactical
judgment is questioned by appointed appellate coun~elare more
numerous. I t would appear, therefore, that in these latter areas
the ethical considerations designed to protect the trial defense
counsel should be strengthened. The American concept of justice
requires that great faith be placed in the trial forum and in the
integrity of the officers who practice there.
"'Opinions 16, 33, 49, 60, 104 (held that an omce associate, not a Dartner
in any way. could not swept employment to represent an x c & d who
had been examined and b u n d over to Grand Jury before another attorney Deeupying the same suite of offices), 142. 161, 188, 220, 246. ABA.
A W 1ILB
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The officers responsible for the appointment of counsel must,
if the system is to operate as envisioned by its creators, recognize
the disabilities of the organizational necessities and make available
to an accused the best possible counsel. Subsequent to appointment of such counsel they must fully realize that his loyalty to the
Government, other than a s required of him a s an officerof the court,
no longer exists. The public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the administration of military justice must be maintained if the system is to mature and improve. This may be accomplished only if StaffJudge Advocates and Convening Authorities
are sufficiently objective to grade impartially the competence of
those defense lawyers who defend an accused by pointing out the
improper acts of their superior officers and if defense counsel are
sufficiently indoctrinated in their ethical responsibilities to challenge any phase of a proceeding regardless of the ultimate effect
on their personal careem
At this time, there is no provision in the system whereby the
has perhaps even more effect upon the ultimate justice of the sy8be brought to the attention of the bar for critical action. Yet, t o
a great degree the basic fairness or the lack thereof of persons
active in the administration of military justice other than counsel
has perhaps even more effect upon the ultimate justice in the system than that of counsel.
The present lack of ethical coordination between different d e
f e m e counsel a t the various levels of the proceedings appears to
be undermining, to a degree, confidence in the competence of the
military lawyer and consequently in the integrity of the system.
The attempts being made in recent cases by appellate appointed
counsel to insure the accused a perfect trial rather than a fair one
by challenging the tactics employed by trial defense counsel could,
of course, be carried to a ridiculous extreme as demonstrated in a
previous seetion.
It is not the intention of this writer to suggest, even by implieation, that truly inadequate representation by counsel through disloyalty or negligence should not be brought to the attention of the
courts and the accused thereby assured a fair trial. I t is, however,
my contention that appellate allegations of inadequate representation based upon the tactical judgment of the defense counsel and
made without exhaustive investigation of the facts available a t
the time of the decision question improperly the competence and
integrity of the trial lawyer upon whose shoulders rests the primary responsibility for the defense of those aceuaed of crime.
Trial defense counsel should be faced only with the problem of
108
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what, in his judgment, is in the best interest of the client and not
what is in the best interest of the client which may be later personally justified to appellate tribunals in the event of adverse results.
Very often the temper and atmosphere of the trial forum affect a
decision, yet these conditions never appear in B record of trial.
Closer cooperation between the different levels of the system could
easily insure, prior to an allegation, whether an aceused was or
waB not represented by loyal counsel who exercised sound judgment. Even the highest reaches of ethical standards require no
more than this of trial lawyers.
Although it is believed that the military justice system operating
today would, from an ethical standpoint, compare very favorably
with any other system dispensing justice throughout the world,
some changes and additiona might be suggested for its further
improvement.
IX. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the conclusions reached in the previous section, it is
believed that continuing studies would be appropriate in an effort
wnstantly to improve the application of ethical standards in the
administration of military justice. These studies should include a
complete reevaluation of the internal organization of the justice
system which, as presently operated, appears to create rather than
diminish conflicts of interest and increases the possibility of
breaches of ethical obligations. It should be noted here that there
is no requirement in the Uniform Code of Military Justice that
counsel or iaw officer be under the direct control or command of
the Convening Authority or the Staff Judge Advocate, other than
the appointment of these persons to a court-martial. After preliminary studies and a successful pilot program, the Department
of the Army, on 1 January 1969, established a program which
assigns all law officers to the Office of The Judge Advocate General.
Consideration should also be given to the feasibility of separating
completely the command structure of the several trial offices of
the Staff Judge Advocate, Defense Counsel, and Trial Counsel.
Preliminary studies were instituted in the Department of the Army
relative to establishing a separate structure for the defense counael.2" Although there is possibly a closer relationship hetween
the staff judge advocate and the trial counsel, it is di5cult to PCcomplish a completely impartial post trial review of a trial when
one side of the controversy has or may have been conducted under
'"A committee W L I eatabliahed at Department of the Army to a e d y
deferea counlel organizational problems; no pilot program, however,
resulted from thew aedlea.
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the tactical guidance of the person reviewing the case. Therefore,
a similar study would not be inappropriate relative to the position
of trial counsel.
A simplified code of trial conduct should be made available to
counsel, including special court-martial non-lawyer counsel. to
guide them in their conduct during trials. This would help not only
the counsel themselves but also would, if it had departmental approval. inform convening authorities of what i s expected of counsel.
A code similar to that suggested by the National Association of
Trial Lawyersz1scould be adapted to military use for this purpose.
One possible adaptation of this Code is included herein as an Appendix.
of justice is constantlv under the close
The militarv's
. svstem
.
scruriny of :he p u ~:le, m're 2 0 perhrpi than any other swtem of
justice. 1: :r r . x e c l o , e : ~ scro:inmd t t a n t t e comparable civilian
s y s t e m tecacse r . i h . r > l d u 13 a creni:re of . t a t ~ e and more
easil,, affeced by 'he pcll:ic,: pressures a i wxmped mo:hers and
fathrra when they realize :ha: t h m on? h a w been a d i ~ d g e d
criminals. Corrquen:ly. tke m l i r r dereliction of one member
may be nbtiocal p.ew as reprei?nrat!ve of the 5)itQm. while 8
similar incident :n the LIIX ilian 3y.item would not make a local newspaper. A, a result. :t i s imperative that mi!itary Idwyers understand and adhere tb a ~ a n d a r dof ethics closer to the hope of the
~ n s t i t ~ x i aofn Isrvice-*ide perimie or:cnlstior. and instruction in
ethics would be helpfil This procram & o d d include not only
jcr.ior lieu:er.anti t ~ also
t
senior o B c e r ~including staff j u d s
advocates a x ! cor.\enir.p nJrborities. i f these la:ter persons are
to !udge and punish > x i o rofficer? far hresches a i e:hics. they must
h a w a com2lele Jdersulnding of the problem3 which might arise.
A t presen:, there 13 nu realily available mean' whereby an omcer can obtain an aurbori:a:i\e ownion or. 81: ethical problem
which might >e prepented in a given situation This creates a
diversity of d u t m n a t o ethica: problems which cannot be desirable
in a system in which JII phaws of the trial f o r u a are 80 closely
aswciated A central committee on t t e departmental level similar
to the American Bar Association's Committee on Professional Ethics and Grievances would he most hclrful t o s n x n e y 3 in the field
and would afford m y l a v e r . regardlesi of rank or legal oflice, an
opportunit). t o bare a cour3e of conduct in the profession impartially ana!yred

- _

'"A Code of Tlrrsl Cond-cr. 43 A n u r n o n Rar A s i x h l i m Jmmd 223
11957,.
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Ethical conduct, while aided and guided by all of the foregoing
precepts, standards and suggestions, is in the final analysis the
product of constant judging by the attorney or judge of the ab.
stract principles of right and wrong in varying factual situations.
A renewed and undiminishing interest in ethics on the part of all
peraons active in the military justice system is perhapa the only
panacea for the present or future ills of the system, be they real
or fanciful.
APPENDIX
A PROPOSED CODE OF MILITARY TRIAL CONDUCT
PREAMBLE
Military counsel who engage in trial work have B specific responsibility to strive for the prompt, efficient, ethical, fair and just disposition of every case.
To his client, each counsel owes undivided allegiance, the application of the utmost of learning, skill and industry, and the employment of all honest and appropriate means within the law to protect
and enforce legitimate interests. In the discharge of this duty,
counsel should not be deterred by any real or fanciful fear of
judicial or command disfavor or public unpopularity, nor should
he be influenced, directly or indirectly, by any considerations of
self-interest.
Generally speaking, the purpose of hi8 Code is to furnish a guide
for the conduct of military counsel, both lawyer and non-lawyer,
doing trial work. The intent is not to supplant the Canons of Professional Ethics but to supplement and stress certain standards
of conduct contained in the Canons.
Throughout the Code when the ward "client" or "party" is used
it refers to both the United States and the accused person. Similarly, when the word ''counsel" is employed it refers to both the
Trial Counsel and the Defense Counsel unless it is apecifically
otherwise indicated.
This Code expresses only minimum standards and should be
construed liberally in favor of its fundamental purpose, consonant
with the fiduciary status of the military caunaei and so that it shall
govern all situations whether or not specifioally mentioned herein.
1. EMPLOYMENT
a. Every person accused of crime has B right to a fair trail,
including persons whose conduct, reputation or alleged violations
may be the subject of public unpopularity or elamor. Requests
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for service in criminal cases should not lightly be declined o r refused merely on the basis of the officer's personal convenience or
opinion concerning the guilt of the accused or repugnance to the
accused or to the crime charged.
b. Counsel may not represent interests which conflict. Counsel
represents conflicting interests when, in behalf of one client, it is
his duty to contend for that which duty to another client requires
him to oppose
2. COXDUCT O F CASES
a. Having been appointed defense counsel or having accepted
employment as individual counsel in a case, the counsel's duty,
regardless of his personal opinion as to the guilt of the accused, is
to invoke the basic rule that the crime must be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt by competent evidence, to raise all valid defenses
and, in case of conviction, to present all proper matter in mitigation of punishment or extenuation of the crime. A confidential
disclosure of guilt does not require a withdrawal from the case.
However, coun~elshould never offer testimony which he knows
to be false.
b. The crime charged should not be attributed to another identifiable Demon unless evidence introduced or inferences warranted
therefrom raise at least a reasonable suspicion of that person's
probable guilt.
c . The Trial Counsel's primary duty is not to convict but to see
that justice is done. Credible evidence that might tend to prove
the accused's innocence should not be suppressed.
3. COUSSEL AS A WITSESS
Counsel should not conduct the trial when he knows, prior to
trial, that he will be a necessary witness, except as to merely
formal matters such as identification or custody of a document
or the like, If, during the trial, he discorers that the ends of
justice require his testimony, he should, from that point on, if
feasible and not prejudicial to his client's case, leave further conduct of the trial to other counsel. If circumstances do not permit
withdrawal from the conduct of the trial, counsel should not argue
the credibility of his 01\11testimony.
4. PERSONAL EXPERIMENTS
Counsel should never conduct or engage in experiments involving any use of his own person or body except to illustrate in argument what has been previously admitted in evidence.
111
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6 . DISCRETION IN CO-OPERATING WITH
OPPOSING COUSSEL
The counsel and not the client has the discretion to determine
the accommodations to be granted opposing counsel in all matters
not directly affecting the merits of the cause or prejudicing the
client’s rights, such as extensions of time, continuances, adjournments, and admission of facts.
6.

RELATIONS WITH OPPOSING COUNSEL

a. Counsel should adhere strictly to all express promises to and

agreements with opposing counsel, whether oral or in writing, and
should adhere in good faith to all agreements implied by the circumstances or by local custom.
b. Counsel should avoid indulgence in disparaging personal remarks or acrimony toward opposing counsel and should remain
wholly uninfluenced by any ill feeling between respective clients.
He should abstain from any allusion to personal peculiaritiee and
idiosyncracies of opposing counsel.
7. WITNESSES
a. Counsel should thoroughly investigate and marshal the facts.
Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 8 hereof, he may properly
interview any witness or prospective witness for the opposing side
in any case without the consent of the opposing counsel or party.
He should avoid any suggestion calculated to induce any witness
to suppress evidence or deviate from the truth. He should avoid
taking any action calculated to secrete a witness. However, except when legally required, it is not his duty to take affirmative
action to disclose any evidence or the identity of any witness.
b. Counsel should not participate in a bargain udth a witness
as a condition of his giving evidence, but this does not preclude
payment of non-contingent fees to expert witnesses.
c. Counsel may advertise for witnesses to a particular event
or transaction but not for witnesses to testify i o a particular version thereof.
d. Counsel should never be unfair or inconsiderate to adverse
witnesses, including the accused, or ask any question intended
only to insult or degrade the witness. He should never yield in
these matters to suggestions or demands of his client or allow
any malevolence or prejudice of the client to influence his actions,
e. Counsel should not ask questions which affect the witness’
credibility only by attacking his character. except those encompassed in recognized impeachment procedures.
I O me16
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8. COMMUSICATIONS WITH OPPOSING PARTY
Counsel should not in any way ccmmunicate upon the subject of
controversy with a party represented by counsel; much less should
he undertake to negotiate or compromise the matter with him, but
should deal only with his counsel. He should avoid everything that
might tend to midead a party not represented by counsel, and he
should not undertake to advise him.

9. RELATIONS WITH THE LAW OFFICER
(PRESIDENT OF SPECIAL COURT)
Counsel should never shov marked attention or unusual hospitality to the Law Officer (or President of a Special Court), uncalled for by the personal relations of the parties. He should avoid
anything calculated to gain or haring the appearance of gaining
special personal consideration or favor from the Law Officer (or
President of a Special Court).

10. TRIAL COSDUCT TOWARD LAW OFFICER
(OR PRESIDEST O F A SPECIAL COURT)
a. During the trial, counsel should al~vaysdisplay a dignified
and respectful attitude toward the Law Officer (or President of a
Special Court) presiding, not far the sake of his person, but for
the maintenance of respect for and confidence in the judicial office.
It is both the right and duty of c o u n ~ e lfully and properly to present his client's cause and to insist on an opportunity to do so. He
should vigorously present all proper arguments against rulings he
deems erroneow and see to it that a complete and accurate record
of trial 1s made. In this regard, he should not be deterred by any
fear of Judicial or command displeasure or eren punishment.
Counsel, regardless of fear, threat or imposition of punishment,
should not reveal the confidences of his client.
b. Counsel should not discus8 a pending case with the Law Officer (or President of a Special Court) without the opposing counS ~ Y Spresence or his having been extended a reasonable opportunity to be present.
e. Counsel ehould never deliver to the Law Officer (or President
of a Special Court) any letter, memorandum, brief or other written
communication without concurrently deiivering a copy to opposing
counsel.
11. MEYBERS OF THE COURT-XARTIAL
a. Counsel should scrupulously abstain from all acts, comments
and attitudes calculated to curry f a r m with any court member, such
as fawning, flattery, actual or pretended solicitude far the mem114
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ber's comfort or convenience, or the like. Before and during the
trial he should avoid conversing or otherwise communicating with
B member on any subject, whether pertaining to the case or not.
b. I t is the defense counsel'^ right, after the court-martial has
adjourned, to interview the members to determine whether they
desire to submit a petition for clemency.
e. Before the court-martial is sworn to t r y the case, counsel may
investigaie the prospective court members to ascertain any basis
for challenge, provided there is no communication with them,
direct or indirect, or with any member of their families.
d. Counsel should, immediately upon his discovery thereof, make
full disclosure t o the court of any improper conduct by any person
toward the court-martial or any member thereof.

12. COURTROOM COXDUCT
a. In the voir dire examination of the court, counsel should not
state or allude to any matter not relevant to the case or which he is
not in a position to prove by admissible evidence.
b. Counsel should never misstate the evidence or state as fact
any matter not in evidence but otherwise has the right to argue in
the manner he deems effective, provided his argument is mannerly
and not inflammatory.
e. Counsel should not include in the content of any question the
suggestion of any matter which is obviously inadmissible.
d. A question should not be interrupted by an objection unless
the question is then patently objectionable or there is reasonable
ground to believe t h a t matter is being included which cannot properly be disclosed ta the court members.
e. Counsel should conduct the voir dire examination and the
examination of all witnesses from the counsel table or other suitable distance except when handling documentary or physical evidence or when a hearing impairment or other disability requires
that he take a different position,
f . In all cases in which there is any doubt about the propriety
of any disclosure before the members of the court, request should
be made for leave to approach the bench, or for an out of court
hearing, and to obtain a ruling out of the court's hearing, either by
making an offer of proof or by propounding the question and
obtaining an immediate ruling.
g. Counsel should not assert in argument his personal belief in
the guilt or innocence of the accused or the integrity of his witnesses, a8 distinct from a fair analyais of the evidence touching
those matters.
*wJ 6mIm
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h. Counsel should not engage in exchanges of banter, personalities, argument or controversy with opposing counsel. His objections, requests and obserrations should be addressed to the Law
Officer (or President af a Special Court).
13. COURTROOM DECORUM
a. Counsel should rise when addressing or being addressed by
the Law Officer (or President of a Special Court), except when
making brief objections or incidental comments.
b. While the court is in session, counsel should not assume an
undignified posture. He should always be attired in the proper
uniform.
14. PUNCTUALITY AND EXPEDITION
a. Counsel should be punctual in all court appearances and,
whenever possible, should give prompt notice to the court and to
all other CoLinsel in the case of any circumstances requiring his
tardiness or absence.
b. Counsel should make every reasonable effort to prepare himself fully prior to court appearances.
c. Counsel should see to i t that all depositions and other documents required to be obtained are obtained promptly, should consider stipulating in advance with opposing counsel to all noncontroverted facts, should give opposing counsel, on seasonable
request, an opportunity in advance to inspect all evidence of which
the law permits inspection, and in general, should do everything
possible to avoid delays and to expedite the trial.

16. CANDOR AND FAIRNESS
a. The conduct of the counsel before the court and with other
counsel should a t all times be characterized by candor and fairneas.
b. Counsel should never knowingly misquote the contents of a
paper, the testimony of a witness, the language or the argument
of opposing counsel, or the language of a decision or a textbook;
or with knowledge of its invalidity, cite as authority a decision that
has been vacated or overruled; or a Statute that has been repealed;
or in argument assert a s a fact that which has not been proved,
or, in opening arguments mislead his opponent by concealing o r
withholding positions upon which his side then intends to rely.
C. Counsel should be extraordinarily careful to be fair, accurate.
and comprehensive in all ex parte presentations and in drawing
or otherwise procuring affidavits
116
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d. Counsel should not offer evidence which he knows is inadmissible, and he should not endeavor to get the same before the
court-martial in any manner. Neither should he include in an
argument addressed to the Law Officer (or President of a Special
Court), remark8 or statements intended improperly to influence
the court-martial or the public.
e. Counael should not propose a stipulation in the presence of
the court members unless he knows or has reason to believe the
opposing counsel will accept it.
1. Counsel should never file a pleading or any other document
he knows to be false in whole or part or which is intended only for
delay.

16. DISCOVERY O F IMPOSITION OR DECEPTION
When counsel discovers that some fraud or deception has been
practiced, which has unjustly imposed upon the court, the United
States, the accused, or other counsel, he should promptly endeavor
to rectify i t
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Knowledge in Article

92

Offenses-When Pleaded, When Proven?

The issue facing the United States Court of Military Appeals in
United States v. Tinker1 was whether or not knowledge was an
eseential averment in the specification alleging violation of a "lawful general order" to which the accused had pleaded gui1ty.l I n
disposing of accused's assignment of error in this respect a s without merit, the Court of Military Appeals held that a pleading alleging violation of a lawful general directive promulgated by the
Commander, U. S. Forces, Azores, need not contain an averment
that the accused had knowledge of such directive.8 Involved in the
resaoning of this holding are several concepts relating to the
pleading and p r w f of knowledge of orders which are not immediately apparent from a reading of the opinion, one of which is the
problem of definition.
Article 9 2 represents a consolidation, in statutory form, of prior
law in the Army, at 1east.l In the prior case-law, general orders
were referred to ab "standing orders," which were directives of
broad application and were customarily issued by commands a s
subordinate as camp, post, or station,' and even a t the battalion6
and company l e r d ' A general order is "one which is promulgated
by the authority of a Secretary of a Department and which applies
generally to an armed force, or one promulgated by a commander
which appliea generally to his command."^ For "commander," 8 8
it is used in contrast to the term "Secretary," one must interpolate
the qualifying phrase "who occupies a substantial position in effeeh a t i n g the mission of the service,"s because the term "general
orders" is not in all instances synonymous with the prior term
"standing orders,"'" irrespective of what the older case-law indicates." Of courae a commander of an oversea theater, because he
'10 USCMA 292, 2 1 CMR 366 (1959).
'This aPPense is proscribed in Amele 92(11. UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. 893(1)
(1962 Ed., Supp. VI, and provides that B courtmartial m a y puniah m y
person iubjeet to its juriadietion who nolatea or fails t o obey a lawful
general order or regulation.
' U.S. V. T ( n k w , supm a t 294. 27 CMR a t 268.
'Hearings before Svbeommittae No. 1, House Committee an Armed Services, on H.R. 2498. 81st Cong., 1st Sess., P. 1229 (19491: U.S. Y. Snyder,
1 USCMA 423, 428, 4 C X R 15, 20 ( 1 9 5 2 ) , Lrrol ond Lasrrktiue B a r v ,
I n n u 1 io? Cou~ts-Mwtznl.United Stole$, 1951, at 216,
' U.S. V. Snvdai, wpm, note 4.
* CM 841319. Waad, IB R J C I 9 (19501, battalion standing orders.
' C M 287881, Lane, 44 BR 169 (19441. company standing ardera.
'Par. 171a. MCM, 1951.
* U . S . Y . Brown, 8 USCMA 516, 518, 25 CMR 20, 22 (1961).
lo Id. a t USCMA 517, 26 CMR 13.
See nates 8 and 7 . m p r ~ .
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is a major commander, i.e., in a substantial position to effectuate
the mission of the service, may promulgate general orders.la One
indication of aubstantiai position is the authority ta convene general courts-martial." and while earlier Court of Military Appeala
opinions indicated that prior case-law would be followed, the
Court's position has changed along with its composition. Thus,
although the Snyder and Amovits cases" indicated without qualification that a post commander was empowered to issue a general
order, a serious doubt now exists as to whether these cases are
valid today.lS It is suggested that the test of general court-martial
jurisdiction is a poor one because the Secretary of a Department,
by virtue of Article 22(6) of the Code,'l can invest any commander
with authority to convene general courts-martial, and the test
would then be subject to the fancy of a Secretary."
Army Regulations provide for a publication medium known a s
General Orders, which may be published by any command except
a detachment, company, or organic battalion.'B The commander of
a separate battalion, or any superior commander, may publish
General Orders,'O which are directives applying to all or a large
"Commander U.S. Army Forces Far East, U.S.v. Stone, 9 USCMA 191,
25 CMR 461 (1953); Commander U S Army Europe, U.S. Y . Stotham,
9 I'SCMA 200. 25 CMR 462 (1853). Dictum in S t m indicates t h a t
commanders of Military District of Washington and the continental
a r m i e ~may also have authority to publish general orders.
L'.S. V. Tinkcr, 10 USCMA 292, 27 CMR 366 (1868);cf U.S.V. E l o m ,
8 USCMA 516, 519. 25 CMR 20, 23. See a180 opinion of Ferguaan. J., in
L'.S. V. Keeler. 10 USCMA 319, 27 CMR 393 (1969), as an indication
t h a t this may bwome the principal prerequisite for authoriw to promulgate general orders. lnaamueh as the Keeler esse eontliina three independent opinions, none * g e e i n g on the law, and the F e w w n ophm n is based an eases which are lnapp4aite, this test mot be mnddmd
as having Jelled.
'LU.S.Y. Snyder, 1 USCMA 423, 4 CMR 15 (1952): US. v. A H , 8
USCMA 588, 13 CMR 94 (1968).
%'See opinion by Ferguwn, J., in U.S.V. Ktsier, note 18, r u p . It is m e
t h a t the eommandera of Camp Lejeum (Snyder C P B ~ and Fort Sill
(Amovits 0898) did exercise general court-martial jurisdiction, but
neither Tesult was premiaed on this powei, nor is i t made a ground for
distinction in the Keeler ease, where the order WBI iasued by the e m mander of an sir base, the eauivalent of a Dost or e m s .
" 1 0 U.S.C. 822(8) (1952 Ed.. SVPP VI
"Lstimer, J., dissenting in U S . 7 . Keds?, aulpra, note 15. Should this become the test, and the Secretary empower many s u b r d i n a t e command.
em to convene general coYite-martiaI. would the Court then go behind
the naked authority ta examine either the purpose of the =ant or the
extent to which such authority is actually exercised?
'I Par, 17, AR 31(LllOA, 18 Jan 19.55.
"Par. 1, AR 31&110B, 18 Jan 1955.
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part of the command,20 and are appropriate for announcing post
or garrison regulstions.2’ And these very regulations were resorted
tn by the Court of Xilitary Appeals to determine that a company
commander cannot issue a general order, violation of which is
cognizable under Article 92(1).** Although there is nothing to
indicate that Congress intended that resort be made to Army Regulations for identification of a general order, the Court of Military
Appeals has failed to grasp this fact and has intermingled the
concepts of “standing orders” and administrative publications.
However, the only case in which this intermingling of concepts
occurred wa8 really a problem in punishment rather than in authority. Prior to the Uniform Code of Military Justice, violation
of standing orders, and a mere failure to obey a n order were
punishable to the Same extent, forfeitures and confinement not to
exceed six months.z8 With no disparity in punishment, there
remained only an academic distinction between these offenses, as
both were mere misdemeanors. However, with the advent of the
Uniform Code, both offenses were dignified by statutory recognition,l‘ and the President established different
Violation of general ordera is now punishable by not more than a dishonorable discharge, total forfeitures, and confinement for two
years,a8 thus raising a former misdemeanor to the status of a
felony,2‘ a drastic increase in the gravity of this offense. Thus, it
may be argued that the decision in United States v. Brawn was
dictated by the Table of Maximum Punishments, for this case was
returned to the serrice concerned for reassessment of the sentence
Id., par. Sa
“ I d . , par. 6j. Fmm this provision, it could be inferred thst B post tommander, irrespective of the u t h m i t y to convene general courts-martial,
ia empowered to insue general orders. Latimer, J.. makss this argument
in his dissent to U.S. V. Keelev, supm, note 15.
’* U.S.V. E70vln. 8 USCMA 516, 26 CMR 20 (1857.)
Par. 1170. MCM, 1849. (Punishment for failure to obey NCO’s order
was limited to B period of three months).
*‘Art. 9 2 W . UCMJ, violation a i general orders; Art. 8 2 ( 2 ) , UCMJ, failure ta obey any other lswful order.
‘ * A r t 66, 10 U.S.C.868 (1852 Ed,,Supp VI, empowers the President to
fix marimvm limits of punishment. Pursuant t o this authority. he has
eatablished II Table a i Maximum Punishments which is embodied in
psr. 127, MCM, 1851.
“MCM, 1951, s t 221.
“ A felony, in military criminal Ian., may be considered 8 8 any offense for
which the authorized pumshment includes B dishonorable discharge or
confinement for mare than one year, irrespective of the actual eentenea
imposed. U.S.V. Mome, 6 USCMA 687, 18 CMR 811 (1956). See U.S.
v. Marrelli, 4 USCMA 226, 287, 15 CMR 276, 287 (1864).
‘I
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under the limitation of punishment f a r violation of Article 92(2)
This appear8 to be a situation where the puniahment determined
the crime, rather than vice versa, and furnishes the only compelling
reason why the Court should have departed from valid case-law
existing prior to the Uniform Cade.lo
From the foregoing analysis, it can be seen, then, that a general
order, as f a r a s prosecution is concerned, must be defined as a directive of braad application, issued by a commander to all or a substantial part of his command, where the order is "general" in the
sense of Article 9 2 ( 1 ) . In ather words, case-law must be examined before a prosecution under Article 92(1) is undertaken.
Once the existence of the general order is established, the
question then arises, what of knowledpe? It may safely be stated
as an unvarying rule that if the order is general in the sense of
Article 92(1), knowledge need not be
But what about
proof? Here a dichotomy exists in the law, because knowledge of
Some general orders is cmcluively presumed, but as to other
general orders there is no presumption, conclusive or otherwise,
this despite the fact that there is no mention in Article 92(1) of
knowledge as an element.
The Manual for Courts-Martial provides: "As a general rule,
ignorance of the law, or of regulations or directives of a general
nature having the force of law, is not an excuse for a criminal act.
. , . Also, before a person can properly be held responsible for a
violation of any regulation or directive of any command inferior to
the Department of the A r m y . , . or inferior to the headquarters of
a Territorial, theater, or similar area command (with respect t o
personnel stationed or having duties within such area), it muat
appear that he kneir of the regulation or directive, either actually
or constructively. Constructive knowledge may be found to have
existed when the regulation or directive waB of so notorious a
nature, or was so conspicuously posted or distributed, that the
particular accused aught to have known of its existence."a' The
concept of constructive knowledge as it is applied to violation of
standing orders first appeared in the 1949 Manual for CourtsMartial,B2as a. relaxation of the extremely harsh earlier rule that
Maximum punishment authorized is bad conduct discharge, t o t a l farfeitures, and confinement for PIX months; M C K 1961. at 221.

"CM 267881. Lane. 44 BR 169 (1944),company standing ordera.
'' U s . Y Snydev. 1 USCMA 423, 4 C X R 15 (1952) ; U.S. v. Amovita, 8
USCMA 538. 13 CMR 94 (1963); U S v Tinke?. 10 USCYA 292, 27
C.MR 868 (1969).
"Par. 164a(4), MCM, 1951.
'I Par. 140% MCM, 1949.
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lack of knowledge of general orders was not a defense.8s This
relaxation of the maxim ignoratia bgia son excmat, by resort to
the theory of constructive knowledge, was limited, by its own
terms, to orders of broad application. Before evaluating this concept, i t may be profitable to consider a detailed exposition of what
constitutes constructive knowledge. This is most ably expounded
by an Air Force board of review in the Sanders case." Sanders,
assigned to B subordinate unit of the 68th Fighter Bomber Wing,
was found in an off-limits area during a curfew period, in violation of a regulation of the Wing. This regulation had been posted
on the unit bulletin board f a r several weeks prior to the accused's
alleged misconduct and members of the accused's unit were required to read the board twice a day. The accused admitted knowing it was his duty to read the board and claimed he had done so
carefully but stated he had never seen the regulations in question,
did not know that the area in which he was found was off-limits,
and had never heard the substance of the regulation discussed a t
unit formations. The board first considered the pertinence of constructive knowledge and laid down, as a proper predicate of proof,
the following requirements: prima facie proof that the directive
in question is of a notorious nature, or that it has been conspieuously posted or distributed, and the accused is shown to be a member of the class of persons which ought to have known of its existence. The board then examined the conclusiveness of constructive
knowledge.
, , . [Wle do not mean to say t h a t II prima facie iortual prsdioata
establishing e o n s t r w t i w knowledge presented by the proaeevtian cannot
be attacked by the defense evidence. Obviously such 1s not the case. Hew.
ever, i t eannot be upset by an aeeuaed's bold assertion t h a t he has not
read the directive and has no actual knowledge of it. To aneeeadully
attack prima f a d e proof of constructive notice, the evidence must of
necessity tend to establish t h a t the factual foundation upon whieh eon.
atruetive knowledge ii based is not true, i.e., t h a t the directive was not
mated permanently on the bulletin boards, or, t h a t the amused WBP not
P member of the class of persone a t the time of the violation who 'ought
to have known of [the regulation's] exntenee.' , . . Lest we be misunderstood, we wish to make i t plain t h a t evidence which will establish the
b a d e foundation for constructive knowledge, m y a t the same time prove
On the m e hand, vnrebutted proof
actual knowledge in B given ease..
t h a t the d i r a t i v e in westtlon has teen duly placed on the bulletin board
whieh the aseured is r e w i r e d to read with regularity, cane*lvably wovld
I'.

..

Par. 126a..
M C M , 1928,pronded t h a t ''ignorance of the law is not an ex.
a w e for B criminal act. This rile may be partially relaxed by EOYM.
martial In the trial f o r purely military offenses of soldiers recently
enlisted." See d m Winthrop. Military Law end Pwocdmta (Ed Ed, islo
Reprint) as.
" A C M S'7969, 14 C M R 889 (1964).
Ma
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entitle a court cireumntantially to infer that the aecmed had actual
knowledge of the regulation at the time of the alleged wolation.
, On
the other hand, hypothecate identical proof rebvtted by credible test<many for The defense that the accused hsd not read the directive, beeaure,
for inatanee, during the period of publiention he refused B EO near the
bulletin board . . . , We m u i d not hesitate to hold that the aceused had
w m t w t i w knowledge sufficient to justify conviction.""

..

How have the service boards of review applied constructive
knowledge7 I n ACM S-2898, Hill,ae the accused was alleged to
have violated Hospital Regulations prohibiting financial dealings
by the hospital staff with patients. Constructive knowledge waa
found to exist because the regulation had been posted on the unit
bulletin board for some three years, the accused admitted having
read the bulletin board fairly closely, a t least once daily, and
acknowledged awareness of a thick sheaf of regulations on the
board, but denied knowledge of the particular regulation. He
further acknowledged that he should not have had financial dealings with patients. In ACM 5479, L i d ~ e y , ~B 'board of review
failed to find constructive knowledge of a Third Air Force directive on the part of the accuaed, a member of the 7th Air Division,
because the regulation became applicable to the accused's command only three days prior to his alleged misconduct, and there
was no evidence of distribution or posting of the regulation, or
notice of its applicability to members of the accused's command.
I n the Haney easelss which concerned Article 92(2), evidence of
the promulgation and posting of B division circular was held insufficient t o establish constructive knowledge where the accused's
duty assignment was away from his organization, officers were
not required to read the bulletin board (Haney was an officer), and
there waa no proof that the circular had been widely circulated o r
discussed among members of the unit. A board of review, in the
Geneaee'Q case, foeused its attention on the duty and opportunity
of an accused to acquire knowledge of a directive. In this m e , the
accused was club manager of an officers' mess. He joined hie
organization prior to the issuance of the regulation in question,
which was pasted on his unit bulletin board on 15 November. The
accused was on temporary duty a t another installation during the
periods 19 November through 3 December and 8 through 14
December. The first violation was alleged to have occurred on 4
"Id. a t CMR 893494
.'5 CMR 665 (1952).
" 7 CMR 587 (lS52).
"CM 85ss08, 9 CMR SS6 (196s) pet. denied 9 CMR 139 ( 1 9 5 3
"ACM 1506. I S CMR SI1 (1958).
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December, 18 days after the order was posted, during which period
the accused had been present a t his station f o r only four days, due
to his temporary duty elsewhere. In addition, he was excused
from reading the unit bulletin board, attending unit meetings and
ordinary formations, and was never assigned details in the unit.
If required to perform duties, he was so advised by telephone,
whereas other members were notified of such matters by the posting of such information on the bulletin board. The board of review
concluded that the evidence failed to establish knowledge, either
active or constructive, apparently on the theory that the accused
had neither the duty nor opportunity to learn of the directive.'@ In
contrast, a board of review in CM 369088, Rice." was able to find
constructive knowledge of a division circular placing houses of
prostitution off-iimite,where the evidence indicated that the r e m
lations had been conspicuously posted, that same SO off-limits signs
were posted in the village in question, some indicating that side
streets and alleys were forbidden territory, others indicating the
entire village WBB out of bounds. The house where the accused was
found was located in an area where prostitutes were known to reside, which resulted in loeation nearby of an off-limits sign during
the six months prior to the alleged violation. No mention was made
of whether the accused, an officer, was required to read the unit
'~
knowledge was
bulletin board, In the Fraser ~ & 8 e ,constructive
also found present. Here the aceused was charged with violating an
air base regulation limiting surface travel, on B Class A pass, to
points within 100 miles of the base. Evidence that the squadron's
Standing Operating Procedures, referring to this limitation on
pasaes, was posted on the bulletin board and w w required reading,
that there was a large map in the orderly room beside the mail window, with distance limits clearly marked, coupled with the accused's admissions that he should have read the policy book posted
on the bulletin board and did not, and that he was aware of the
presence of the map but never examined it, were held by the board
to satisfy the requirements of Constructive knowledge.
*"Tothe same effect. see CM 367973, Bnrce, 14 CMR 260 (1963) pet,
denied 14 CMR 228 (19641, Corps directive; ACM 10904, Robiman, 20
CMR 816 (1056); CDl 367506, Snelson, 14 CMR 257 (1963), in whieh
BR refused to find mmtructive knowledge of B "biaek-market" regulation where armed forces radio ''spot" announcements, and legend on
face a i PX ration card advised that '*black-msrketing" was prohibited,
but did not make referenee to 8th A m y circular embodping w o h pro.
hibition.
"14 CMR 316 (1964).
"ACM %96S6. 17 CMR 790 (1964)
*a0
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The Court of Nilitary Appeals has had oecasion to deal with con.
structive knowledge in only one case.48 The accused was charged
with having failed to obey a company directive, in violation of Article 92(2).*' In conformity with the provisions of the J l a n ~ a l , 'the
~
18%-officer charged the court that proof of actual knowledge of the
order was not required, as proof of constructive knowledge would
suffice. He then stated to the court that constructive knowledge existed "when the accused, by the exercise of ordinary care, should
have known of the matter, whether OT no! he did 80 in fect."'s (Emphasis supplied.) The Court of Military Appeals rejected this concept of knowledge in Article 92(2) prosecutions, because first, such
an instruction was capable of misleading the court-martial into
believing that nanknonledge would be an acceptable substitute f a r
actual knowledge, and second, the quoted instruction permitted a
finding of guilt based on the accused's negligence in failing to acquaint himself with the directive allegedly violated. This instruction was based upon paragraphs 154a(4) and l 7 l b of the present
Manual4rbut appeared in the 1949 lUanual only in relation to violation of general orders.*8 Research fails to disclose what caused the
drafters of the Manual to apply the concept of constructive knowledge t o the offense of "failure t o obey," a8 such an application was
not made in pre-1951 cases, and the service boards of review have
refused to make use of this ap~lication.'~I t may be concluded then
that the holding of the Court of Military Appeals in the Curtin ease
"U.S.Y. Curtin, 9 L'SCMA 427, 26 CYR 207

(1958).

"Although U.S. V. Brown, 8 USCYA 515. 26 CXR 20 (19571, had not
been decided at the time of Curtin'n trial, perhaps this mode of phading
violation of B eompans order, thus awiding the problems that arose in
the Brown cam, was suggested by CM 863728, McGae, 11 CMR 546
(1963). an earlier case in which violation of a C B ~ P B ~directive
Y
was
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reflects a view consistent with prior case-law and in conformity
with current holdings of the service boards of review.
But what la the status of constructive knowledge in prosecutions
under Article 92(1) 1 An implied approval of the application of
the concept to general order violations is found in the Snyder
and again in the Arnovits
in which the instruction
in Snyder was referred to in the fallowing language: "In Snyder
we said: 'Here the law officer properly instructed the court that
one of the necessary elements of proof was that the accused had
knawledge, actual or constructive, of the camp regulation allegedly
violated'
The law officer here gave no such instruction. His
failure cannot--eonsistently with Snyder-be treated other than
a s error." Contrasted with this language are two instances in
which, by way of dicta, the Court of Military Appeals has raised a
question 8 8 to propriety of applying constructive knowledge to Article 92 (1)violations. I n the Curtin case, the Court, in disposing of
a violation of Article 92 (21, stated : "An instruction on constructive
knowledge has no place in the court's deliberation upon an Article
92 o f f e n ~ e . "And
~ ~ in the Tinker case, the majority opinion contained the provoking statement that "in a prosecution for a violation of Article 92, knowledge of a 'general order' need not be alleged nor p r ~ e d . ' '(Emphasis
~~
supplied.) The question now is
whether the military lawyer is warranted in inferring from the
above quotations a trend on the part of the Court to disavow the
recognition accorded constructive knowledge in earlier cmw.
While this might be considered a fair inference, it can be argued
more persuasively to the contrary. I t is suggested that the dictum
in Curtin should be treiited (if in fact it does not arise from B typographical omission of "(2)" after the words "Article 92") a8 an inadvertence probably caused by the tremendous volume of decisions
issued by this Court annually, which may render difficult detached
reflection an the impact which any single opinion may have on
prior case-law. The dictum in Tinker can be explained in the light
of the authority upon which it is based. Because the quoted language is followed by a reference to the comparison of Article 92 (1)
to Article 92(2), the most logical explanation, and the only one con.
sistent with decided cases, is that the author judge was writing in
terms of actual knowledge, since it is d e a r that "constructive
knowledge" is not knowledge at all but an excuse for proof of the
same. It should thus be concluded that the Court of Military Ap-

....
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peals is not indicating an intent to reject the concept of constructive knowledge in prosecution f a r a violation of general orders. A
conclusion that the Court is inclining toward according presumptive knowledge toward all general orders is a completely unwarranted interpretation of the Tlnker dictum, a s this would result in
a major upheaval in the law, redounding to the disadvantage of
the accused. The Court has never in the past invalidated a Manual
provision beneficial to an accused, in such a way that the direct
result of such invalidating action was detrimental to persons subsequently accused of Codal violati~ns,~'
In summary, it may be stated, then, that a general order may be
issued only by the commander of a major command, Le., who occupies a substantial position, and here there must be resort to cawlaw; no other commander may issue an order, noncompliance with
which is cognizable under Article 92(1). An averment of knowledge is not required in pleading violation of a general order, but if
the order is issued by a commander more than once-removed from
the Department,$$ then proof of constructive knowledge is required. In failure to obey cases under Article 92(2), knowledge
must be pleaded as well as proven, and here actual knowledge is required, although Its existence may be established circumstantially.
It can be but a short time before the Court will be requested to voice
its views directly on the application of constructive knowledge to
Article 92(1) violations. Thus, the lawyer practicing before eourtsmartial, and the staff judge advocate, who advises on the drafting
of pleadings, will do well to remain alert for the final case which
will bring certainty and stability to future prosecutions under Article 92.
CAPTAIN THOMASF. MEAGHER, JR:

'(While i t might be suggested t h a t the result of U.S. V. Va-e,
9
USCMA 471, 26 CMR 251 (1968), and ZS. v Jab<, 10 USCMA 276.
27 CnrR
ChIR 360 (19591, invalidating portions of par. 127b. MCM, 1961,
may pre
prejudice
judice the aeeuaed, the author's ~ i e wis t h a t while the original
Intent oi
intent
of' the drafters of the Manual was to beneflt an accused, the application of these proviisions by reriiee lawyers effected an opposite
result.
" I f this phrase is reeast 8 9 "a commander who reports directly to t h e
Department," h w e we changed the rule in Stone and Stathorn, srrp70r
'Member of the faculty of The Judge Advocate General's School, U. S.
Army. Charlatteaville, Virginia; member of the Massachusetts State B a r ;
graduate of Boston College L a w School.
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The Law of AWOL by Alfred Avins, pp. 228, x i
Publications
1967.

Oceana

The author of this book, which deais with the law relating to Article 86 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice,' attempte to fulfill
a threefold need, intending his work for use by the law student, the
lawyer, and the layman. In his preface, Mr. Avins indicates that
the lay officer. particularly in disposing of offenses administratively: or acting as a summary court-martial in the trial of minor
offenses, will And the book most useful.
The bwk has three parts, a general introduction and orientation
on the concepts involved in Article 86, a second part entitled "The
Prosecution's Case." and the third part designated as "The De.
fense's Case." The Tabie of Contents lists the headings of the various eections making up each chapter, and the descriptive phrases
are apt in most cases. The "Tabie of Authorities," some SO pages
in length, is exceasively detailed, and oddly enough for such a table,
the military w e s are not compiled alphabetically but in chronological order of USCMA and CMR citations, thus making it impractical for research purposes.
Several basic faults are found in the book itself. First, the significance of some cases is not grasped by the author.8 Second, parts of
opinions are wrenched out of context to support textual statements
by the author.' Third, unwarranted conclusions are drawn from
the factual situations in cited cases in such a way as to lead the
reader to regard those cases a8 supporting a freely asserted textual
proposition! These three faults are further compounded by the
format, as a result of which it is often exceedingly difficult to separate a digested or excerpted opinion from the editorial comment
or evaluation.
The gravest fault, however, exists apart from the book itself.
The military lawyer is immediately aware that the author, though
10 U.S.C. 886 (1962 Ed., SVPPV).
'By rem& to nonjudicial puniahment puiwant to 10 U.S.C.816 (1952

Ed., Svpp V).
'See, e.g., C M 226565, Beaueage, 16 BR 101 (19421,cited st p. 196 fer
"miateke of fact of authority." The case turns on the limits of a sentinel's poet 8s comprehended in Artide af War 86 and paragraph 146,
MCM, 1928.
* Ses. e.& Pereira, cited at p, 98, to ahow leave by operation of law. Here
it was held that the accused was unjustly conv%ted for dsasrtion, but
the author falls to indicate that P charge of AWOL ~ L Lbarred
I
by the
statute of limitations (Art. 39 of 1920 Artielea of War).
'See. e.&. ACJI S-135, Warea, cited at p. 92, which rsiied only the queit i m of whether the nceused's dimbedienee was aiiiful. and does not concern leave " h y operation of law."
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industrious and thorough in his approach, is not alwarj on familiar
ground. On almost every page, there is evidence that Mr. Avins is
not fully acquainted with certain aspects of military law in general
and military criminal law in particular. At variow points in his
work, and particularly in Chapter 6 , subtitle "Who Can Give
Leave," the author attempts to apply "Line of Duty" concepts to
criminal casea arising under Article 86. Many statutes confer or
deprive claimants of certain benefits, depending on the "line of
duty" status. Thus, a commander is required, in every case of injury or disease suffered by service personnel, to establish, by investigation, whether such injury or disease was incurred in "line
of duty."B Accordingly, a case such as CSJAGA 1949/4497, digested at page 91, does not support Mr. Avins' thesis that a person
may grant himself leave. The reader is advised to disregard all
other "line of duty" opinions cited in the book, particularly those
such as the out-dated opinion appearing at page 232.'
Another indication of the author's lack of complete familiarity
with military criminal law is found in his treatment of the affirmative defense of mistake of fact.8 I t can be stated generally that mistaken belief is not a defense unless i t is of such a nature that the
conduct would have been lawful had the facts been as they were
reasonably believed to
The single authoritative case considering this defense as it applies to AWOL'O limits mistake to honest
and reasonable belief, expressing reasonableness in terms of the
absence of simple negligence, placing on the defendant the duty to
exercise ordinary care." The mistake of fact referred to must be
a mistaken belief by the accused and not an erroneous concept of
some third party, such as Mr. Avins indicates in his discussion of
the cases in this area. Further misconceptions arise in the author's
extensive application of cases involving disobedience of, or failure
to obey, orders. The mistake concept here is also misapplied.
In summation, it is concluded that this book, though commendably ambitious in scope, does not make a scholarly contribution to
the field of military criminal law. While the excessive citing of ancient authorities lends i t a scholarly gloss, such citations appear
-~
' AR 600-40, 5 November 1966 requlrer such determination in the A m y
Estabiiahment.
. D i g . Opr. JAG 1912-1S40, P. 973-Here an KCO, while AWOL, was
kdied while quelling an affray, and it was heid that his death Meurred
"in line of duty, not due to misconduct."
'See Chapter 3.
* Perkins, Criminal Law, 826 ( 1 9 6 7 ) . The Tule may be stated with more
specifid* aceording to the degreD af mistake required.
"United Stater Y. Holder, 7 USCMA 213, 22 CMR 3 (1966).
Id, at 217, 22 CMR a t I (1965).
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tu be of questionable value in interpreting Article 86. As is apparent from the "Table of Authorities," the author limited himself to
Volumes 1-18 of the Court-Martial Reporb in the field of contemporary case-law. Although his preface is dated 1 April 1957,
he has not included several cases in the four volumes of CourtMartiai Reports which had appeared prior to publication of this
book, although they included many important opinions, particularly the one case on mistake of fact.
,
CAPTAINTHOMASF. M E A G H ~JR.
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